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TO CRITICS AND OTHERSl 
0 Critics, cultured Critics! 
Who will praise me after I am dead, 
Who will see in me both more and less than I intended, 
But who will swear that whatever it was it was all perfectly 
right: 
You will think you are better than the people who , when I was 
alive, swore that whatever I did was wrong , 
And damned my books for me as fast as I could write them; 
But you will not be better , you will be just the same, neither 
better nor worse , 
And you will go f or some future Butler as your fathers have gone 
f or me . 
Oh! How I should have hated you! 
But you, Nice People ! 
~~o will be sick of me because the critics thrust me down your 
throats, 
But who would take me willingly enough if you were not bored 
about me, 
Or if you could have the cream of me--and surely this should 
suffice:· 
Please remember that, if I were living, I should be upon your side 
And should hate those who imposed me either on .myself or others ; 
Therefore , I pray you, neglec t me, burlesque me , boil me down, 
do whatever you like with me , 
But do not think that, if I were living, I should not aid and abet 
you. 
There is nothing that even Shakespearewould enjoy more than a good 
burlesque of Hamlet. 
1samuel Butler , The Essential Samuel Butler, ed . G. D. H. 
Cole (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc ., 19SO) , p . 24. 
CHAPTER I 
lN'ffiODUCTION 
1. The Problem of the Disserta.tion 
The purpose of this dissertation is to study authoritarianism 
in the personaHty and religious experience of Samuel Butler . This 
study will seek to learn as much as possible about how a specific in-
dividual is affected by the combined influences of an authoritarian 
family and an authoritarian religious backgrolmd. Finally, once the 
personality · structure of Butler has been delineated, his religious ex-
perience will be examined to see in what ways it reflects correspondence 
with his character pattern and his interpersonal relationships. 
The primary scope of this investigation is to study the effects 
and influence of authoritarianism upon the religious experience of a 
single individual. A number of broader and more generalized studies 
of authoritarianism and its influence on religious development have 
been made. This study seeks to apply the insights that have come from 
these survey researches to an understanding of how an authoritarian 
character development has influenced the religious development of a 
single individual, in this case, that of Samuel Butler. 
2. Reasons for Choosing Samuel Butler for Study 
Samuel Butler's name, in English life, is linked with the tran-
sition from Victorianism to the modern period.l He is credited with hav-
ing been one of the men most influential in cracking a rigid, stifling 
lA biographical sketch of Butler appears in Appendix A, p. 204. 
3 
atmosphere of authority for Which Victorianisn1 has almost become a 
synonym. His life was alrilost parallel with the reign of Queen Victoria, 
since he was born in 1835 and died in 1902. George Bernard Shaw and 
other prophets of human freedom in the modern period have hailed Butler 
as one of the principal demolishers of Victorian life and the mentality 
it produced. 
At the time of his death Butler had not been heard of in America; 
he had caused only the faintest ripple in English life, and where he 
was known he was largely misunderstood and disliked. With his death 
the way for the publication of his autobiographical novel, The Way of All 
Flesh,l was opened, and it went to the press in the following year.2 
Its ready reception and impact were startling. Butler before his death 
had been referred to as "the man of one book. td He could have hardly 
guessed that his 11 one" book was to be the one published after his death 
rather than Erewhon, first of his numerous books, and the one which up 
to this time had won him the most attention. The Way of All Flesh was 
soon heralded as one of the great English novels, and even those who 
refused to call it great recognized its extraordinary originality and 
fascination. The book, with its psychological depth, its rapier-like 
thrusts at the family and church, its startling portrayal of the soul 
of a boy struggling in an effort to become a man, struck a dormant but 
very much alive chord in many others who had lived through his same 
period. Although Butler's was not the only voice crying in the wilder-
ness of Victorianism, his was one the reached the ears of England and 
soon after, much of the English speaking world. The Way of All Flesh 
lsamuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh (New York: Random House, 
Inc., (1903), 1950). 
2For a synopsis of The Way of All Flesh see Appendix 
3samuel Butler, op. cit., p. 560. 
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went through edition after edition . His Note Books were published for 
the first time , and most of his nearly dozen other books were reprinted. 
Not only did Butler have an ever widening influence through the increas-
ing sale of his books, but the whole tenor of English literature was 
affected by his works. 11 The \<Jay of All Flesh, begun in 1870 and not 
touched after 1885, was so modern when it was published in 1903, that 
it may be said to have started a new school •••• No one wrote in 
that vein before and a whole generation has tried to write in it since. 111 
Butler is vitally important because of his efforts as a destroy-
er of authoritarianism. As the son o£ a clergyman he saw intimate-
ly into two sacred institutions, the church and the family, but he saw 
much that did not look sacred to him. He saw "humbug" covered over 
with piousity, arrogance parading as the will of God, tyranny being 
used in the name o£ sweet reason. He was an iconoclast who must de-
stroy the shams of his age. But even more, in an age when many people 
were turning from orthodox religion to science, Butler riddled the pre-
tensions of both. 
Few writers have ever been so psychologically perceptive and 
yet self-revealing as But ler. In his psychic autobiography he lets 
his readers in on the agony of a person struggling to secure his birth-
right against such terrific odds. So devastating were his criticisms 
of his £amily and others that he had not planned on TI1e Way of All 
Flesh being published until some years after his death. Streatfield, 
his literary executor , however, felt it >-Jas too important to wait, so 
published it even though his sisters were still living. Another 
lclara G. Stillman , Samuel Butler: A Mid-Victorian N:odern 
(London: Martin Seeker, 1932), p. 9. 
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rich som·ce of self-revelation was his Note Books.l In these he wrote 
all sorts of impressions, reactions, ideas, records of relationships , 
and he kept them as a seed-bed for his thinking. By these we are 
greatly aided in "getting a look inside Butler." 
Butler knew very well he was laying himself open at every turn. 
He said, recognizing this, in the early part of The Way of All Flesh, 
Everyman's work, whether it be literature or music or pictures 
or architecture or anything else, is always a portrait of himself, 
and the more he tries to conceal himself the more clearly will his 
character appear in spite of himself. I may very likely be con-
demning myself, all the time I am writing this book, for I know 
that whether I like it or no I am portraying myself more surely 
than I am portraJ~ng any of the characters whom I set before the 
reader. I am sorry that it is so, but I cannot help it.2 
Several times in his Note Books Butler makes similar statements about 
his realization that there is ho keeping of secrets, for everything we 
do reveals us. And this was all before he knew anything about the work 
of Freud! 
In his development of a concept of unconscious memory Butler 
anticipates Freud's theory of the unconscious with startling similar-
ities. Stillman says in this regard, 
Butler 's intuitive grasp of psychoanalytic truths must seem 
extraordinary when we remember that psychoanalysis as a body of 
observations and a new orientation in psychology was not to come 
into existence for another ge neration and had then to fight its 
way against sneering incompr ehension of most psychologists and 
physicians. • • • His unconscious has a firm foundation i n bi-
ology, is in fact the main stuff of bi ology. • • • But in his 
hands it becomes a bridge between biology and religion, biology 
and psychology, biology and social sciences.J 
The strrprising t hing is that someone has not made a study 
lseveral editions are available and will introduced later. 
2Butler, op. cit., p. 85. 
3stillman, op. cit., p. 127. 
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similar to the one proposed in this dissertation years ago . Butler 
himself issued the invitation several generations ago. He left an 
abundance of self-revealing documents . His whole life was a struggle 
with one of the pressing problems of therapeutic psychology, to undo 
the damage of early crippling relationships . He never divorced his 
quest from the r eligious search for meaning , even though he vms bitter-
ly quarreling -vr.i th the Christiani ty of his day. And to add zest , he 
l eft a whole trail of enigmas and seeming contradictions about himself 
lest anyone should be satisfied ui th easy answers . His mm poetic 
words are sufficient to make one pause from time to time in the midst 
of the t ask and reverently check directions , especially for one attempt-
i ng a psychological analysis of his personality. Thinking of the crit-
ics v1ho will later peruse his work he knovlS that it is they 1111'Jb o will 
see in me bo th more and less than I intended. "l 
3. Methodology 
The method used in this dissertation will be a psycho l ogical 
analysis of literature written by Samuel Butler . Since there is quite 
a varied use of sources, and since the method employed needs t o be ex-
plained at some length, a separate chapter i s being devoted to explain 
these aspects in fuller detail . 
4. Previous Literature in the Field 
There are several survey studies in authoritarianism in relig-
ion which have been done in recent years, but there have been no full-
scale studies attempting the analysis of authoritarianism in a single 
1samuel Butler, The Essential Samuel Butler, ed . G. D. H. Cole 
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1950) , p. 24. 
individual. Several of the survey researches in authoritarianism will 
be briefly reviewed in the next chapter . 
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Samuel Butler has had extensive biographi cal treatment, but this 
has been largely from the backgro1md of literary critic ism. The bio-
graphies are not primarily of a psychological nature, and there is 
none vJhich attempts an overall 1mderstanding of him within the frame-
work of authoritarianism. 
The field of this dissertation, therefore , has not 
ject of investigation before this . 
5. A Definition of Authoritarianism 
been a sub-
In spite of large amounts of literature produced on the sub-
ject of authori ta.rianism there have been felv attempts to define the 
conc ept. It is usually dealt with descriptively. 
For the purposes of this dissertation authoritarianism may be 
regarded as a form of personality organization in which an individual's 
psychic life is guided by an involvement with irrational authori ty . 
This involvement may t ake the form of submission to irrational author-
ity, or it ma.y take the form of expecting submission from others , or 
it may, as it usually does, conta.in aspects of both. Irrational auth-
ority can be distinguished from rational author i ty only in a relative 
way, but there is a fundamental difference i n the tendencies of each . 
Erich Fromm uses the comparison between two differing authority rel-
ationships to explain the contrast between them . The relationship be-
tween teacher and student and that between slave mvner and slave are 
both based on the superiority of the one over the other . The crucial 
difference , however, lies in t he tendencies that are contained in each 
r el ationship. With t he student the differences behreen him and the 
8 
teacher tend to dissolve, since the interests of both lie in the same 
direction. Between slave 01-mer and slave the tendency is radically dif-
ferent , and if there is any movement it is usually for the slave owner 
to seek even further exploitation of the slave . Irrational authority 
is concerned not so much with inner strength as it is with power over 
others. 1 
Authoritarian relationships are characterized by the dominating 
person controlling the use and distribution of need-satisfiers. At the 
same time the submissive person tries to scheme and manipulate so as to 
secure need-satisfiers to his own advantage . Need satisfiers may be 
either primary or secondary and instrumental. Primary need-satisfiers 
may refer to psychological needs , such as acceptance , understanding, 
love, a sense of belonging or personal worth, or to physiological needs, 
such as food, shelter, or medical care. Instrument al need-satisfiers 
may include such things as money or power, which in the structure of 
societial rela.tionships are used to obtain primary need-satisfiers. 
Descriptively, the authoritarian person is characterized as one 
who, consciously or unconsciously, looks upon the world about him as 
threatening and dangerous, who tends to place people in a hierarchy, 
and who is concerned with status and power . He is an integral part of 
a dominance-submission system, and all the subsidiary personality char-
acteristics which ·vrill appear in later discussions are related to this 
central feature. 
lErich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New York: Rinehart and Co., 
Inc., 1941), p. 164. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CONCEPTION OF AUTHORI 'TARIANI 8-'I IN RECEN T PSYCHOIDGICAL LITER.ATURE 
The concept of authoritarianism has developed in psychological 
thinking within the past brenty-fi ve years. This has come about large-
ly through the joining of insights from bo th psychology and sociology. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to shmv how this joining has produced 
an approach which is distincti ve to our modern period and to indicate 
something of the direction it has t aken as it has approached the study 
of religion . 
l. Beginnings in Psychological Understandings 
i. Early psychoanalytic contributions tmvard the conception 
(l) Freudian. --The modern period might well be dated from Freud 's 
conception and development of ego psychology. One of Freud's best 
statements of his personality theory is given in his book, The Ego and 
t he Id. 1 The psychoanalytic t heory opened up a who le new approach to 
understanding the individual in his relationships . By viewing personal-
ity as comprised of three separate ftmctional components a beginning 
1-ms made in relating an individual to his society in a v.ray that had 
never been employed before. In this system the id represents the in-
l s i gmund Freud , The Ego and the Id , tr. Joan Riviere (London: 
Hogarth Press , 1927) . 
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stinctive drives and cravings of man. The ego is the essential I of a 
person. The superego is his social relationships that have become in-
ternalized through identification. As a consequence this provided a 
personality conception which gave a definite schema for the process by 
>-lhich the authority of parents and socializing institutions was incor-
porated into personality. 
With this new approach in vievang personality, a fresh apprais-
al of personal behavior began to take place. This provided a theory of 
learning which supplied a coherent means of understanding the way in 
vlhich attitudes and emotional states are transmitted from person to 
person. Especially did it throw a fresh light on a person's relations 
l-ath other individuals who stood in a position of authority over him. 
Freud's theory gave an explanation of how the authority became inter-
nalized and a functional part of the personality. The superego was 
conceptualized as developing out of the ego. This came about as a 
result of the child' s identification with his parent of the same sex. 
Thus the parent 's wishes and attitudes became indigenous factors in 
the personality structure of the child. 
It is apparent that there are sociological as well as psycho-
logical factors operating in Freud's t heory. The id was considered to 
be biologically given, and in mapy. respects was thought to be basic-
ally similar from person to person. The variations in individual be-
havior and personality were explained as coming largely from the inter-
action between the ego and superego as they conflicted over how to man-
age the id forces. Since the superego is formed as a result of one's 
relation to parents and others, a psychological system is posited 
vlhich begins to draw its cues from the interaction of persons. Freud 
11 
thus helped to move psychology from a static fixed conception of per-
sonality i r..to a more dynamic and fluid one . It is true that Freud's 
theory "tvas fundamental ly embedded in biological conceptions , but at 
least the door was open for the recognition of social and cultural 
infl uences . 
Fr eud himself did not use t he tern. authority to any great ex-
tent in elaborating his theory, but there can be no doubt that this was 
impli cit i n his system. The primary authority figures for the great 
ma jority of persons are their parents or parenta.1 substitutes . The re-
1a tionship of the child to his parents is most crucia.l in personality 
formation according to the Freudian scheme . From this it becomes ap-
parent that Freud introduced a Hay of vie~ring personality that opened 
the way for present- day studies in authoritarianism. 
(2) Certain neo-Freudian approaches .--Following Freud vras a 
whole train of discipl es , some of t hem adhering closely t o his system, 
and others departing from it at crucial points . One group of psycho-
analysts have been designated as neo- Freudians . While holding to many 
of the ftmdamental Freudian concepts , they have differed widely in 
others . Among neo- Freudians there is no agreed- upon body of doctrine , 
so they cannot be classed together except that in general t hey are all 
follm-1ers of Freudian analysis , but each with his distinc t difference 
in t heory and possibly in practic e . Three of the most prominent have 
been Karen Horney, Harry Stack Sull ivan and Erich Fromm. All of these 
differ from Freud in t he greater place t hey find for cultural deter-
minants in personality format ion . The contributions of Horney and Sul-
12 
livan will be considered briefly as representatives of neo-Freudians. 
Erich Fromm's position will be considered later and separately because 
of his si gnificant cont ribution in bringing t he concept of authoritar-
ianism to definite focus. 
As Hith most of the neo-Freudians, Karen Horney broadened Freud's 
conception of personality. She does not present so systematic and de-
tailed an outline of personality structure. Rather she submits a descrip-
tive acco1mt of psychic phenomena. She sees ne1~osis as springing from 
a conflict in wishes, wishes which are pulling in opposite directions. 
In Our Inner Conflicts she classifies all net~otic behavior as mani-
festing itself in three different ways of relating to people, namely, 
( 1) moving tov1ard people, ( 2) moving against people, and ( 3) moving 
away from people. 1 Personality, in this respect, is other person 
centered. Its sickness or health is revealed in its relationships. 
Horney seems to give little attention to the origins of psychic 
disorder. She describes them in t heir c1~rent manifestations. An ex-
pression she often uses is intrapsychic process. Since she gives such 
scant notice to origins, and since she deals descriptively with her 
materials, the impression is given that she may have even less room for 
social causation than Freud. This is a misleading i mpression . The 
reason she does not present so well-ordered a causal system is that 
she believes causation is more complex than Freud's conception suggests. 
In referr,ing to morbid dependency, for example, it is possible to see 
how she rejects over-simplified explanations. 
1Karen Horney, Ot~ Inner Conflicts (Nev-r York: W. W. Norton and 
Company, 1945). 
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vJe cannot hope to understand it as long as we are unreconciled to 
the complexities of human psychology and insist upon a simple f orm-
ula to explain it all. t·Je cannot explain the total picture as man-
ifol d branches of sexual masochism. If it is present at all, it is 
an outcome of many factors and not their r oot. • • • vllien we re-
gard one or another factor as the deep root of the whole phenomenon 
we cannot help getting a one-sided picture which fails to embrace all 
the pec uliarities involved . Moreover all such explanations give too 
static a picture.l 
Horney is similar to Freud in that her system has implicit 
within it a frarrtel·mrk tha.t is aware of authority relationshi ps, but also 
like Freud, she makes little use of the word authority as such. Since 
she describes mental illness and t rea t ment largely in terms of t he in-
trapsychic process, her contribution to the study of authority is, 
therefore, an indirect one. The 9rincipal value of her system is the 
suggestions it gives r egar di ng the structure of personality t hrough the 
ways in lvhich a person rela tes to others . 
Harr y Stack Sullivan has made one of his most outstanding con-
t ributions to psychiatric tho ught by his effort to ·v.rork out scientific-
ally verifiable formulations for psychoanalysis . One of t he major post-
ulates upon which Sullivan bases his l-rork is his belief in the inter-
personal nature of man. He canno t conceive of man apart from his com-
munal existence . A purely individual psychology he considere~ meaning-
less when applied to human beings. "The principle of communal existence 
refers to the fact that the living cannot live when separated from what 
may be described as their necessary environment.n2 For man a. part of 
his necessary enviror~ent is other men . The central proposition in 
Sullivan 1 s system is that 
l Karen Horney, Neurosis and Human Grow.th (New· York: w. ~v . Nor-
ton and Company, 1950), p . 258. 
2Harry Stack Sullivan , The 
~--~--~~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~ eds. Helen Swick Perry and Hary L. 
1953)' p. 31. 
h1~an life in a very real and not only in a purely literary or im-
aginary sense--requires interchange with an environment which in-
cludes culture. ~ben I say that man is distinguished very conspic-
uously from other members of the biological universe by requiring 
interchange with a universe of culture, this means in actual fact, 
since cult1~e is an abstraction pertai ning to people, that man le-
quires interpersonal relationships, or interchange with others . 
1menever interpersonal relationshi ps are held to be so funda-
mental in personality development we may be s ure that lrTe are in a field 
that is fertile for the consideration of authority relationships. Yet 
in Sullivan, as in Horney, we do not find a schema built around ai1thor-
ity as the pivotal point . Sullivan leaves no doubt that he considers 
one's relation to authority figures of vital importance in personality 
development . In his system great importance is placed on the j uvenile 
(early school) period as the one most decisive for the way in which one 
relates to authority persons in later life. 
The importance of the juvenile era ca.n scatcely be exaggerated, 
since it is the actual time for becoming social. ••• 
In considering soci al subordination, it should be noted that in 
the juvenile era there is a great change in the t ype of authority, 
and in the kind of subordination to authority.2 
Unfort1mately, Sullivan was not greatly concerned about getting 
his i deas into print. Although some of his lectures may have elaborated 
the Hays in 1r1hich juvenile experiences Hi th authority figures are trans-
lated into adult behavior patterns, they are not now available. Sullivan's 
great contribution tovrard authoritarian conceptualizations of personal-
ity lay in his insistence on the overwhelming importance of understand-
ing interpersonal relations as the cue to personality structure . 
1Ibid.' p. 32. 
2Ibid., pp. 227 -228. 
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ii. Field theory understandings and contributions 
The field theory approach to psychology has produced a number 
of studies relevant to authoritarianism. Under the stimulation of Kurt 
Lewin a whole group of scholars have applied themselves to an investi-
gation of situations which deal with the behavior and personality de-
velopment occuring in differing social situations . 
Field theorists have insisted that behavior and personality must 
alwa;ys be viewed in the context of a total field of influences. Lewin re-
jects as too narrow and naive the historical search for causes so pre-
valent in psychoanalysis. To try to find a single cause, as is the ten-
dency in a historical approach, is to disregard other dynamic factors in 
any psychological situation. Lewin maintains that "every psychological 
event depends upon the state of the person and at . the same time on the 
environment, although their relative importance is different in differ-
ent cases."l One of the major implications of the field theory is that 
it gives an increasing significance to social causation. Social psychol-
ogy has received added impetus under the influence of the Lewinians. 
Several investigations done by field theorists have had direct 
relevance to authoritarianism. One of the most noted is the study of 
Lippitt and vmite on the effect of different types of leadership on 
group life. 2 An experimental situation was set up in which four boy's 
clubs meeting at the same place were each subjected in rotation to three 
different kinds of leadership, namely, authoritarian, democratic and 
laissez-faire. The data obtained gives some indication of the type 
lKurt Lewin, Principles of To ological Ps cholo trs. F. Heid-
er and G. 1'1 . Heider ( N evl York: NcGraw Hill Book Co., 19 ) , p. 12. 
2Ronald Lippitt and Ralph White , "An Experimental Study of 
Leadership and Group Life," Readings in Social Psychology, eds. Newcomb 
and Hartley (New Yc·rk: Henry Holt Co., 1947), pp. 315-330. 
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of behavior which persons under authoritarian systems tend to develop. 
A greater dependency relationship toward the leader was shovm by all 
the groups tmder authoritarian leadership. Initiative and creativity 
were reduced. Status ratings were generally sought by tr;ying to climb 
the ladder of favor toward those i n a superior position, rather than 
trying to find it among peers.l These findings throw light on the same 
kind of behavior patterns with Hhich we must concern ourselves in study-
ing the authoritarian personality . 
Another study Hhich introduces the religious factor was do ne by 
Joan Kahlhorn on "The Values and Sources of Authority among Rural 
Children. 11 2 A comparison was made between Mennonite and non-Hennonite 
children on the things they felt they should not do and the surrogates 
who would praise or scold t hem for their behavior. Some of the find-
ings lend understanding to the manner in which religious authority 
becomes operative in the personality system. The one generalization 
from this experiment which seems most relevant to t his present study 
i s the finding that in a closely knit religious society such as we 
find in the Mennonites there is a strong inclination to center author-
i ty in parents and God. In the broader society, vlhich <'le assume is 
somewhat less religiously oriented, there is a movement toward find-
ing one 1 s authority on a peer level, in society itself. 
The results of these studies demonstrates that vector psychol-
ogy is dea1ing with ess entially the same personali t y characteristics as 
those in the analytically oriented approach. The frame of reference 
lrbid., pp . 322-323. 
2Joan Kahlhorn, "Values and Sources of Authority among Rural 
Children," Studies in Topological and Vector Psychology: III Authority 
and Frustration, ed. Robert Sears (IoHa City: University of Iowa Press, 
1944), pp. 99-l)l. 
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and vocabulary are somewhat different. 
2. The 'Socio- psychological Approach 
i. The 1rleber-Horkheimer influence 
One of the important streams of influence contributing toward 
the conception of authoritarianism came from the Weber;..Horkheimer 
school of thought emanating from the University of Frankfurt. Max 
vJeber was the outstanding and influential German sociologist at the 
turn of the century. It was he, perhaps more than any other , vlho 
awakened sociological studi es to the impor t ance of inquiring into · au-
thority patterns. Weber was so busy that he took little time to pub-
lish his writings. Much of his 1·mrk was published posthmnous ly in 1920 
and after . 
Weber became interested in the various authoritarian institutions 
in Germany: the state, the military organization, the church and the 
social stratification of t he people. These Here the primary sources 
from which his observations were drawn . One of the problems which 
intrigued him was the way in which an authority position would be es-
tablished by a charismatic leader. Later other l eaders would fill t he 
position. The latter l eaders might be quite lacking in t he charismatic 
qualities that helped to establish the position in the first pl ace , but 
because of t heir role t hey mi ght carry on -vnth all the power of the or-
iginal leader. This raises important questi ons as to 1vhy people invest 
such l eaders with authority, and it calls f or just as much study to un-
derstand those who seek such aut hority positions. An especially rele-
vant discussion of the charismatic versus the vested authority is f ound 
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in one of his later published collected works. l 
1.Yeber ' s i nterest in religion makes his contributions of special 
value for this kind of study. The Protestant Et hic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism2 published first as two articles in 1904 and 1905 created a 
great interest and established his right to speak in the field of re~ 
ligion. It was his contention that Protestantism provided t he unique 
conditions and atmosphere under whi ch capitalism could arise . He points 
out how the authority and the attitude of the reformers produced a re-
sult t hey little forsaw. 
Pnother i mportant thing Weber did was to start breaking do>vn 
the authority role into its components showing how the differing pat-
terns of r elationship created varying authority conceptions. To Heber 
must go much of the credit for initiating the movement to combine soc-
iological and psychological insights in the study of authority. 
Max Horkheimer was a yom1ger associate of Weber's and he helped 
to consolidate and further the approach already begun. Both he and 
Weber were primarily sociologists , but their influence was such t ha t 
it invited a collaboration of the tvJO disciplines. Horkheimer did his 
most important research on the family. The book which did much to es-
, 
tablish his position was entitled, Studien Uber Authoritat und Familie.3 
He applied the basic principles "Which Heber had developed to a study of 
authority relationships in the family. Besides this he develoned ft~-
ther refinements on t he authoritarian concept, as "tvell as contribut i ng 
to the concept of role. 
lHax Weber , From Hax 1rJeber: Essays in Sociology, eds. and trs. 
H. H. Gerth and C. H. Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946 ), 
p . 245. 
2Nax 1>Jeber, The Protestant Ethic and the 
tr. Talcott Pars ons New York: Charles Scribners 
3Max HorYilleimer, Studi en Uter Authoritat tmd Frunilie .(Paris : 
Alcan , 1936) . 
ii. The emergence of authoritarianism as a conception of personality 
struct1rre in t he work of Erich Fromm 
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Erich Fromm is the person under whom authori tarianism Has first 
proposed as a definite schema for 1mderstanding personality structure. 
As mentioned earlier, Fromm is classed as a neo-Freudian. He is not 
only engaged in a psychoanalytic practice, but is also constantly at 
Hark elaborating a philosophical position relating the insights of 
psychoanalysis to social problems. He is a prodigious Hriter and has 
been successful in getting an attentive ear from inter-professionally 
related disciplines.l 
From the sociological side Fromm has been under the direct 
influence of the Weber- Horkheirner school of thought. He received his 
Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of Frankfort in Soci~ 
ology. This was prior to his taking up his psychoanalytic training. 
Fromm's backgroru1d in sociology, his work as a practicing 
psychoanalyst as well as being a philosopher of psychoanalysis , places 
him in a unique position to employ the socio -psychological method in 
the study of authoritarianism. It was this combining of insights from 
both f i elds that led him to formulate a theory of personality in terms 
of authoritarianism. Happily, he has a particular interest in appl y-
ing his findings to a study of religion , and this makes his work es-
pecially valuable for the purpos es of this study. 
Fromm has given a far larger place to the influence of culture 
than Freud ever did. Fromm sees the interaction bet1·men the individual 
lrn a content analysis of articles appearing in the Journal of 
Pastoral Care and Pastoral Psychology done by the Hriter and Orlo 
Strunk, Jr. "Some Sal ient Asnects of the Pastoral Psychology Hovement," 
in the Boston Universir,y Grad.uate Journa:t, 1v1ay, 1956, it was discovered 
that Fromm is referred to second only to Freud. A spot check of other 
interdisciplinary journals reveals much the same tendency. 
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and his culture as basic , and would therefore discourage trying to un-
derstand human nature apart from the cultural environment. His vie\..r-
point is reflected well in the following statement. 
In view of the current emphasis on the impact of culttrre on 
personality , I should like to state that the relationship between 
society and the individual is not to be understood simply in the 
sense that cultural patterns and social institutions 11 influence 11 
the individual . The interaction goes much deeper; t he vrhole per-
sonality of the average individual is molded by the way people 
relate to each other, and it is determined by the socio-economic 
and political structure of society to such an extent that in prin-
ciple, one can infer from the analysis of one individual the total-
ity of the social structure in which he lives.l 
Translated into personality t erms he seems to be saying t hat there is 
no basic human nature, that man is only a reflection of his society. 
This, however, is not true to Fromm's position in the larger context. 
Although he holds that man cannot be understood apart from society, 
it would be a fatal mistake to hold that man is simply and only a pro-
duct of his society. He warns against oversimplification in either 
direc t.ion. 
Authoritarian thinkers have convenientl y assumed the existence 
of a ht~an nattrre, which they believe was fixed and unchangable. 
This assumption served to prove that t heir ethical systems and 
social institutions were necessary and unchangable, being built 
upon the alleged nature of man. • • • But in opposing the erron-
eous assumption that certain historical cultural patterns are the 
expression of a fixed and eternal hmnan nature , the adherents of 
the theory of infinite malleability of human nature arrived at an 
equally untenable position.2 
The human situation and the complexities of the individual man can never 
rest long with explanations that try to solve man by saying that he is 
ei ther of a fixed nature or of an infinitely malleable nature . Since 
human nattrre is not fixed it is a mistake to try to explain culttrre 
lErich Fromm, Man for Himself ( New York: Rinehart and Co. , 
1947), pp. 78-79. 
2Ibid., p. 21. 
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as a resultant of fixed htunan ins tincts. It is equally a mistake to 
maintain that culture is a fixed factor to which human nature passively 
adapts itself . 1 
The implications of t his viewpoint for studying the authori tar-
ian personality are of vital significance . His system provides frame-
work for a sys t em which is meaningful equally from the standpoint of 
socie ty and from tha t of the individual pers on. It sets up a ~-vay of 
looking at social phenomena which thrm-vs light on some of t he possible 
individual dynamisms that lie behind group behavior . The authority 
relationships of the individual person are clarified by being inter-
preted ~rithin the context of the society in which he learned his way 
of relating to others. TI1is interdisciplinary approach keeps one from 
trying to -vmrk out his understanding "in a pocket ." It has a built-in 
correcting device ~vhich demands that individual interpretations must al-
ways be checked against t heir wider frame of reference . 
Early in any discussion of authoritarianism Fromm insists on a 
clear definition of the way in whi ch authority is used . For his own 
usage he distinguished be tvmen two primary meanings. 
The use of the term "authoritarian11 makes it necessary to clar-
ify the concept of authority . So much confusion exists 1.vi th regard 
to this concept because it is widely believed that we are confronted 
with the alternative of having dictatorial, irrational authority or 
of having no authority at all. • • • The real problem is what kind 
of authority do vie mean rational or irrational authority? Rati'O'Ii'ai 
authority has its source in competence. • • • The source of irra-
tional authority ••• is ahrays power over people.2 
He points out that rational authority permits and indeed requires scru-
tiny and criticism. Irrational authority maintains itself by remaining 
sacrosanct. Criticism is forbidden. It holds itself in power by main-
2Ibid., p . 9. 
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taining a sense of atve and keeping the widest pos s i ble distance betl·<een 
s nbject and object. The authoritarian personality depends on irrational 
authority. 
However broad its reference may be, the study of authority by 
psychology must always seek i t s final meaning in the individual person. 
The study of relationships is the main cue to lmderstanding how one has 
internalized authority and how his personality has been structured. 
In his book v~itten during World War II, Escape from Freedom, 
Fromm was dealing specifically with political authority and the relation 
of people to it. 1 He observed three fundamental patterns of behavior. 
The first "is the tende :r.cy to give up the independence of one's own in-
dividual self and to fuse one 1 s self ~:;rith somebody or something outside 
oneself in order to acquire the strengt h which the individual self is 
lacking. 11 2 Relating this to Freudian t erminology, the masochistic 
strivings are dominant. The mechanism at lvork here is to escape the 
threat of authority by submitting even before demands are made . If 
one keeps a step ahead of the authority in what he is willing to give, 
then he may hope to keep in his superior' s good graces and receive such 
favors as will make life reasonably happy. The other side of this mech-
anism is that one achieves his sense of worth by identifica tion with the 
bigger and more powerful whole outside oneself. In short , he lives out 
his life in another and not in himself. 
A second general pattern of behavior is charac t erized by des-
tructiveness .3 The aim of destructiveness is to remove any threat from 
1947). 
lErich Fromm, Escape from Freedom ( New York: Rinehart and Co. , 
2Ibid., p. 141. 
3rbid., p . 179. 
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the outside . Thi s i s not referring t o a "rationalfl destruc tiveness 
such as a reaction t o att acks on one's ovm or others' life and integrity. 
There is no objective reas on for its expre ssion . If for any reasons 
others cannot become the object of an. individual 's destructivness , it 
is turned upon himself. Fromm suggests that "the amo1mt of destructive-
ness to be fou..Dd in individual s is proportionate to the amount to 1-vhich 
expansi veness of life is curtailed . 111 The fundamental meaning of de-
structiveness is the examination of threats to one ' s sec11rity. 
A third general configuration of behavior is that of automaton 
conformity. 2 Fromm finds this to be the sol ution of the majority of 
so-called normal individuals in modern socie ty. This presents a pic-
ture of almost complete abdication of self, and the ado ·, tion of the 
kind of personality offered by cultural patterns . Because he ha s paid 
the high price of losing his individual identity, he feels compel l ed 
to the pattern surro1mding him, and to seek his identity by securing 
continuous approval and recognition by others . It is this attitude , 
Fromm contends , that makes people such ready prey for new authorities 
which offer them security and rel ief from doubt . It is the concern for 
t his type of adjustment that dominates The Sane Society. In this book 
he points out that t his arrangement of behavior does not seem abnormal 
because it i s so widespread in modern vJestern society. Society becomes 
an anonymous authority, and this is the most subtle authority of all.3 
These three types of personal ity organization can give us some 
clues f or i nvestigating the authoritarian personality, and they serve 
as a f oundation for building a design f or this study. 
libid. , p . 183 . 2Ibid., p . 18.5. 
19.5.5) . 
3Erich Fromm, The Sane Societ;y _ (New York: Rinehart and Company, 
3. The Convergence of Authoritarian Conceptions and Studies 
of Religion 
i . Fromm's contributi ons 
\n.lherever attitude s tovmrd c:.uthority appear they are sui table 
objects for psychological investiga tion . Thi s is true of religion as 
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of any other area of life in which a person manifests by his behavior 
the organi z.a tion of his per s onality i n r egard to authoritarianism. 
Fromm is particula.r ly i nterested in the authority manifesta-
tions appeari ng in r eligion, for he fe el s they give one of t he most 
significant i ndications of all regar ding a person ' s orientation to life. 
A person' s religion is one of the freest media for reflecting his 
psychic organization . Since t he ftmdamenta.l contents of reli gion us-
ually are not accessible for checking against external reality situ-
ations, it is the most sensitive indicator of a person 's inner life. 
One's religi on is a true reflection of his personality. This is one 
of the reasons FrolTl.m finds a study of religious attitudes and behavior 
of vital significance in undertaking an inves tigation of the mechan-
isms of an individual's personality organization. 
Fromm has a broad definition of religion. He says i t is "any 
system of thought and action shared by a gr oup ~orhich gives the individ-
ual a frame of orientation and an object of devotion .tt1 From thi s de-
finition he feels that all men have some form of religion . I n r elating 
r eligion to man 1 s attempt to tmderstand the puzz l e of his existence he 
conc ludes further that 11 1r18 c an interpret neur osi s a s a private form of 
religion."2 The various religions provide common sys tems of orienta-
l~rich Fromm, Psychoanal ysis and Religion ( New Haven: Yale 
University Press , 1950), p. 21. 
2rbid., p . 27. 
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tion and objects of devotion, which serve to systematize more defi nite-
ly much that is common in human experience . The featlrres of a relig-
ious system t:tat a person emphasizes for himself serve his ovm psychic 
needs. Neurosis , then, is a private belief--a way of looking at life--
and in t his sense it may i ndeed be called one's own highly individual-
ized religion. 
If Fro~~ has an axe to grind in his dealing with re l i gion, it 
is to establish his contention that theistically conceived religions 
tend to be authoritc?.rian and humanistic religions tend to be non-au-
thoritarian . "The essenti al element in authoritarian religion and in 
the authoritarian reli gious experience is t he surrer:der to a pm-1er 
transcending man . 111 Fromm's main interest in re l igion, so far as it is 
an express i on of inner personality, is t he way in -.rhich it aids the 
person in objectifying his psychic needs. At the same time the form 
of this objectification provides valuable clues to U.'1dersta.nding the 
charac ter structure of the individual. 
ii . Adorno ' s The .Authorit arian Personality 
One of the most important singl e works in the field is the book 
by T. I'll . Adorno and o thers entitl ed, The Authoritarian Personality . 2 
The book finds its focus as part of an even larger series of studies on 
anti-Semi tisrn. The organizational frame.,rork of t he study is to discover 
the relatj.onship of ethnocentrism to t he psychological structure of per-
sonality. Max Horkheimer as general director of t he larger series de-
1rbid., p . 35 . 
2T. W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brlmst-rick, Daniel J . Levinson and 
R. Nevitt Sanford, The Authori ta.rian Personality (New York : Harper and 
Brothers , 1950) . 
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fined the scope of The Authoritarian Personality i n its preface by say-
ing , "They now pr esent as the r esult of their joint efforts the elements 
of a theory of the authoritarian type man in modern society."l No 
attempt will be made here to r evieH the findings of this voluminous 
\-jork. Its influence has been Hritten large in all subsequen t li terat1.rre 
on authoritarianism. Gne of its findings which seems especially r el e-
vant to this study is t hat there does appear to be a positive corre-
lation behreen e t hnocentric attitudes and religious belief . This is 
not by any means the central finding of the study, but it is one which 
shoul d be kept in the background as this study attempts to discover 
the dynamics of Samuel Butler and his r eligious experience . 
An over-all conclusion for the entire study by Adorno and hi~ 
associates may be drawn from the final chapter. 
The most crucial r esult of the pr esent study, as it seems to 
t he authors, i s the demonstration of close correspondance i n the 
t ype of approach and outlook a subject is likely to have in a great 
variety of areas, rangi ng from the most intimate features of fam-
ily and sex adjustments through relationship to other people i n 
genere.l , to r eligion an.d to social and political phi l osophy. 2 
Their study supports the proposition that Hhatever t he authoritarian 
personality is, he, at l east , is made 11 of one piece", and that there 
is an over-all consistency which affects every part of a person 's life. 
Various insi ghts from t his monumental work rill be incorpor-
ated into the main analytical por t i on of this di ssertation, so that 
recognition of the varied contributions of this volume rill be includ-
ed ri thin the crucial chapters. 
1Ibid. , p . xi. 
2Ibid., p . 971. 
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iii. Recent doctoral dissertations 
(l) Roger W. Brown's Some Deter minants of the Relationshi p be-
t ween Ri gidity and Authoritarianism.--Brown was concerned about the con-
cept of "intolerance of ambiguity" which was being treated in authori-
tarian literature as though it were a specific trait that was operative 
in all authoritarian behavior. It was his hypothesis that ego-involve-
ment was the specific point at which ambiguity was a condition intoler-
able to the authoritarian. His r esearch design was formulated to study 
problem-solving ability under varying conditions of ambi guity and ego-
involvement . After his study he concluded that 
failure on the Einstellung problems may be associated with anxiety 
over achievement . It is surmis ed that the combination in child 
training of emphasis on dependence and on competitive success and 
avoidance of failure will tend to produce both anxiety over achiev-
ment and aut horitarian attitudes. For these re asons failure on 
ambi guous t asks administered with the Ego-Involving orientation 
will be associated with hi gh F scores.l 
In addition to showing that e go-involvement tends to produce a higher 
degree of failures in ambiguous problem solving situations, he was able 
to show that in situations in which the e go-involvement was low t he 
perf ormance was not signifi cantly di f ferent from the per f ormance of 
the non-authoritarian. This narrows the f ocus . Intolerance of ambi-
guity does not stand by itself as a tra it describing the authoritarian 
person. Ego-involvement is t he variable which determines his attitude 
toward ambi guity . Vfith this f inding it would be possible in studying 
an indi vidual person to determine the areas in which he f elt the most 
ego-involved, by noticing the areas in which he was least able to 
1 Roger W. Brown, "Some Determinants of the Relationship between 
Ri gidity and Authoritarianism" (unpublished Ph . D. dissertation, Uni-
versity of Michi gan, 1952), p . 119 . 
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endure uncertainty. 
( 2) iJiark Knight Allen's Personality and Cultural F'actors Relat -
ed to Religious Authoritarianism.--Allen ' s study of a specific relig-
ious group, the Mormons, has given special attention to examining the 
"intolerance of ambiguity'' concept. A group of students in a Mormon 
college was compared with five other groups of college students from 
other parts of the country in an effort to determine whether the ~or-
mon group was more authoritarian than others on the basis of the F 
scale (from The Authoritarian Personality). In four of the five corn-
parisons the Mormon group was found to be significantly more authoritar-
ian. The main part of the study, however, was based on the study of 
the students in the Mormon college. By use of the F Scale the test-
ed students were placed on a continuum from low to high scores. Those 
iNith the high scores were assumed to be more authoritarian. The test 
which produced the most conclusive results, establishing the f act that 
highly authoritarian persons have greatest difficulty in tolerating 
ambiguity was set up so that a person would state his preference in 
designs and pictures . The two groups of students on the extremes of 
t he cont inuum were compared i n their choices. Allen reports that 
"the more authoritarian individuals preferred the more synunetrical, 
s tructural and unequivocal figures ."1 The rejection of the unsym-
metrical and vague f i gures suggests their intolerance of ambiguity . 
In describing the test on pictures Allen explains the results . 
l Mark Kni ght Allen, "Personality and Cultural Factors Related 
to Religi ous Authoritarianism" (unpublished Ph. D. dissert ation, Stan-
ford University , 19)5), p . 105. -
To test the hypothesis that authoritarians would more often 
prefer pictures t hat were representational, were clear in detail , 
tell a definite story, include status and power figures and por -
tray reli gious and conventional values , a series of 106 reproduc-
tions of classical and modern art and some photographs were pre-
sented to 232 subjects . • • • Nineteen pictliTes were l ocated 
which were preferred significantly • • • more often by the non-
authoritarian group . With the exception of two picttiTes prefer-
red by the authoritarians contrary t o hypothesis , the preferences 
1vere predic ted . l 
In administering the Gough Ad j ective Check List it was found that the 
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authoritarian persons had difficulty in tolerating any descriptions of 
t hemselves that were unfavorable or ambiguous in nature . This suggests 
that the authoritarian personality t ends t o hold a rather favorable 
se1f-image of himself and resi.sts conceptions that wou1d lower his 
status or esteem in the eyes of his fellows. Allen reports that all 
these findings agree 1-Ji th the findings of El se Frenkel-Brlmswick . 2 
libid., pp . 105-106. 
2rbid., PP · 1o6-107 . 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF THIS STUDY 
1. Use of Sources 
i. Psychic autobiography The Way of All Flesh 
The most important single work of Butler so far as this study 
is concerned is his novel, The v'lay of All Flesh.l All critics agree 
that this novel is of a highly autobiographical character. It is not 
strictly autobiographical in the sense that events in the l ife of Er-
nest, the novel's hero, can be literally applied to Butler himself. 
Butler was never in prison as Ernest was. Ernest's aunt Alethea was 
in real life drawn largely from Miss Eliza Mary Ann Savage, one of his 
closest woman associates. The same rearrangement of events and char-
acters can be noted throughout t he book. 
In the deepest sense of all, though, The 1-·Jay of All Fl esh re-
cords the psychic life of Butler in a truer manner than a literal auto-
biography could have ever done. Butler's feelings and struggles are 
fa.ithfully reflected in the character, Ernest. In the disguise of a 
novel he can reflect his feelings of hostility t oward his parents in 
a 1..ray which would have been next t o impossible to achieve in a literal 
account of his life. Henry Festing Jones, intimat e and writer of one 
of the f i nes t accotmts of Butler 's life sa.ys regarding The V>Jay of All 
Flesh , 
lFor a summary of the novel see Appendix B, p. 209. 
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Both Ernest and Edward Overton are pieces of self-portraiture 
and give a far better idea of Butler than could ever be given by 
anyone except that, no doubt from consideration of modesty, he sup-
pressed mahy of his own good points . An!Vone who knev1 him can recog-
nize many passages wherein he is laughing at himself and his own 
little failings , oddities and quixoticisms . l 
Among literary critics there is universal agreement that Butler identi-
fies himself with Ernest, even though there are some who feel that he 
could not literally have intended the description of the Pontifex fam-
ily to have represented his o~m . In view of the general agreement that 
The t·Jay of Al l Flesh is a good reflection of the person that Samuel 
Butler was , this study will proceed on the assumption that it is a 
dependable source of information in which to study the personality man-
ifestations of Butl er . 
Two principal uses will be made of the book . First, a content 
anal ysis will be employed , making a mathematical tabulation about the 
different relationships mentioned . These will be classified according 
to his relationships with persons in authority, persons on a peer level, 
and persons with a subordinate rank . These relationships will be stud-
ied in terms of the nat1ITe of the relationships, ranging from attitudes 
of love to attitudes of hostility. Tabulations will also be made on his 
references to symbols of religious authority, to areas of special signif-
ica nce, and to his ambivalent self-conceptions. Later , in this chapter , 
an explanation of content analysis will give a more detailed account of 
the methodology employed . 
The second use of The lfJay of All Flesh will be to study i t with 
a scale for observing aut horitarian behavior patterns. A. H. Maslow has 
lHenry Festing Jones , Samuel Butler: Author of Erewhon: A Memoir , 
2 vols. (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1919), II , p . 9. 
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suggested a s.et of criteria f or helping to i dentify authoritarian per-
sonality characteristics.l It includes such items as class ifying per-
sons in a hierarchy, overgeneralization of inferiority and super i ority, 
strong desire for status and use of a single scale of values . A scale 
of eleven such items tvill be used as a means of observing the presence 
or absence of such behavior patterns expressed by Butler in The 'lt!ay of 
All Fl esh . This, along with other materials which 1vill be judged by 
t his scale , vnll give a second body of observations tvhich may be check-
ed 1rrith the study of r elationships by content analysis . 
ii. Butler ' s Note Books 
The notebooks which Butler kept are the second most important 
so1rrce of information. Butler fol lowed the practice , common to many 
literary men of that day , of keeping a note book in which observat ions , 
impressions or experiences might be noted . As a r ul e it 1o~as a simple 
chrono l ogical jotting doh~ of t hings t hat the person wanted to remember . 
Usually there was little thought of them being published . This type of 
litera t1rre is of obvious value for psychological study . It has several 
advantages over l iteratcrre written with an eye to publication , for it 
approaches more near l y a free association type of material . Also, t he 
frequency with which certain types of material recur gives some index 
as to the things which were uppermost in the person 's mi nd . Two differ -
en t editions of extracts from Butler' s no te books iver e available for t his 
study. The f irst was edited by his friend and biographer , Henry Festing 
Jone s. 2 I n this work the arrangement and editing has somewhat reduced 
l A. H. Haslo1o~, " The Authoritarian Character Structcrre 11 Jocrrnal 
of Social Psychology, 18( 1943), 401-411. 
2samuel Butler , The Note Books of Samuel Butler , ed . Henry Fes-
ting Jones (Neiv York: E. P. Dutton, 1917). 
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its value for psychological study, because Jones has grouped his selec-
tion of notes under classified headings and has edited the material 
free l y . The second book is edited by Geoffery Keynes and Brian Hill.l 
They have made a consistent effort to give the material in chronolog-
ical order and to edit as little as possible. 
The procedure to be used in studying the notebooks will be 
essentially the same as the second method employed with the novel, 
The Way of All Flesh. This materia l which reflects the everyday 
thinking of Butler will be examined in terms of the ll point set of 
criteria, and the presence or absence of these authoritarian character-
istics will be noted and made a basis fo r evaluation. 
iii. Other writings 
Butler was a prolific writer. The collection of his works into 
twenty volumes is sufficient evidence of his literary productiveness. 2 
During his lifetime his principal claim to fame was Erewhon3(an anagram 
of nowhere), an attack on Victorian morality, Darwinian evolution, and 
the church. It was first published in 1874. vi ithout this work and 
The 'VYay of All Flesh Butler would likely not have survived as a literary 
figure. Erewhon along with its sequel Erewhon R.evisitect3 published 
in 1901 are important sources for understanding Butler, for the things 
a man attacks and the way in which he does it give important clues to 
his personality. 
1 Samuel Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebook...c:;, eds. Geoffery Keynes 
and Brian Hill (London: Jonathan Cape, 19Sl). 
2
samuel Butler, The Shrewsbury Edition of the ·works of Samuel 
Butl er , eds. H. F . Jones and A. T. Bartholomew (20 vols .; London : 
Jonathan Cape, 1924 ). 
3samuel Butler, Erewhon and Er ewhon Revisited (New York : Ran-
dom House, Inc., 1927). 
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Quite a large part of Butler's writings are the res ult of his 
controversy with Charles Darwin over evolution. Four of his books are 
devoted exclusively to this subject, and Tiany oth~r of his books bear 
witness to this running dispute. These books have a more limited value 
for the purposes of this study, since they are occupied largely with 
presenting an alternative scheme of evolution from Darwin 's. There are, 
however, some viewpoints drawn from them that are helpful in understand-
ing the dynamics of Butler. The first of the four published , and the 
most basic is Life and Habit .l The others in order of publication are 
Evolution Old and New, 2 Unc onscious Memory3 and Luck or Cunning as the 
Main Means of Organic Modification?4 
Two of Butler 1 s books v1ere devoted especially to theological 
problems . The first of these was The Fair HavenS which was first pub-
lished under the pseudonym of the late John Pickard Owen . The book was 
supposedly edited by the brother of ~ven , with a memoir of the author . 
It was purported to be "A Vh rk in Defense of the Miraculous Element in 
our Lord's Ministry upon Earth, both as against Rationalistic Impugn-
ers and Certain Orthodox Defenders. 11 6 This was a tongue-in-the-cheek 
affair , and so cleverly was it done that an English bishop sent it to 
a person he was seeking to convert . After the book had caused all 
kinds of confusion in Christian circles, some praising it and some de-
1samuel Butler, Life and Habit (London : Trubner and Co., 1878). 
2samuel Butler, Evolution Old and New (2nd. ed .; London : A. C. 
Fifield, 1911). 
3samuel Butler, Unconscious Memory (New ed .; New York: E. P . 
Dutton and Company, 1911 . 
4samuel Butler , Luck or Cunning as the :Main Means of Organic 
1~odification? (London : Trubner and Co., 1887). 
- - -- 5samuel Butler, The Fair Haven (New ed .; New York: Mitchell 
l'Cenne r ley, 1914) • 
6Part of the subtitle of The Fair Haven . 
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crying it, Butler published it again under his own name . 
God the Knovm and God the Unknown appeared first as a series of 
articles in 1879. It had been revised, presumably with the intention of 
republishing it, but it was not put i nto book form tmtil 1917 . 1 In this 
book Butler attempts to make explicit his religious vier..v s in a thoroughl y 
serious manner. So much of time he requires a person to try to decipher 
his viei'I'S through the screen of irony and satire. 
All of the above •mrks , and other writings such as l etters, es-
says and articles 1-Till be studied '1-Tith an attempt to understand the per-
sonality of the one who wrote them. Specifically evidences of authori-
tarianism vrill be noted and evaluated . 
iv . Biographical materials 
Fortunately, there is no shortage of books and artic les about 
Butler . Any person who has created as much controversy as he ha s is 
likely to have quite a number of persons curious to get at the roots of 
what made him the manner of person he was . Since Butler 's fame resulted 
from h i s literary endeavors, most of the biographical material is from 
the backgro tmd of literary criticism. It is largel y not psychological 
treatment as such , but it does create a mass of material tha t is suggest-
ive for psychological i nterpretation . There are , for instance, many 
discussions of his frunj,ly life , rife i-Jith speculations about the nature 
of the relationships in the Butler home . 
The l argest and most comprehensive so far as detailed descrip-
tion is concerned is the tv1o volume memoir by his friend, Henry Festing 
Jones. This contains a wealth of mat erial including lett ers , preliminary 
lsamuel Butler, God the Known and God the Unknown (New Haven: 
Yale University Press , 1917) . 
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notes for some of Butler's ~~itings, extracts from his notebooks, and 
recollections of Jones concerning his own relationship with Butler . 
Another of the recognized critics and biographers of Butler is 
G. D. H. Cole, whose most important work in this area is his penetrating 
little book, Samuel Butler and The Way of All Flesh. 1 His approach ap-
pears to be unusually objective, for he is able to show genuine appre-
ciation for Butler \~thout having an axe of friendship to grind, which 
element somewhat bltrrs the judgement of Jones. Cole has a sensitive 
ability to get at the meanings that lie behind actions. Although his 
writing is not psychological in approach, it has a sensitivity to psy-
chological understandings. 
For balance, a work by a close friend of the Canon Thomas But-
ler family is included among the biographers, Mrs. R. s. Garnett and 
her work, Samuel Butler and His Family Relations.2 The primary view-
point of his book is that the family life in the Butler home does not 
correspond to the picture presented in The Way of All Flesh. 
One of the finest American biographical sources is Clara. G. 
Stillman's Samuel Butler: A Mid-Victorian Modern.3 Her work, like 
Cole's, is not primarily psychological in approach, but is sensitive to 
psychological insights. 
These biographical sources, as well as others, will be used as 
a means of checking the data and impressions which arise from the direct 
reading of Butler's own words. They will always be regarded as second-
J.a.. D. H. Cole, Samuel Butler and The "Hay of All Flesh (London: 
Home and Van Thal, Ltd., 1947). 
2Martha Garnett (Mrs. R. ·s.), Samuel Butler and His Family 
Relations (London: J. M. Dent and Sons Limited, 1926). 
3clara G. Stillman, Samuel Butler: A Mid-Victorian Modern 
(London: Martin Seeker, 1932 • 
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ary sources, but, nevertheless, as a valued fleans of confirming and 
correcting the observations and interpretations which arise from Butler's 
revelation of himself through his writings. 
2. Psychological Analysis of Vvritten Documents 
i. Background and general procedure 
The use of literature as a means of making a psychological in-
vestigation of the writer began with Freud. At least an analytically 
oriented type of examination began with him . l\ll ichaelangelo, Shakespeare, 
Dostoevsky and a host of others have had aspects of their inner life 
laid open ala Freud . An example of Freud's approach may be observed 
in his treatment of Dostoevsky. Through the works of this great Rus -
sian writer Freud sees four important facets in his personality: the 
creative artist, the moralist, the sinner and the neurotic. About the 
creative artist, analysis has little to say, exclaims Freud. It simply 
must reco gnize the quality in a person who could write such a work as 
The Brothers Karamazov. The moralist cannot be missed as one observes 
the Russian novelist 's preoccupation with and constant reference to 
moral problems. To consider him a sinner, Freud recognizes, raises 
violent opposition, but how else, he asks, may one regard Dostoevsky's 
two dominant traits so essential to the criminal character, namely, 
a boundless egoism and a strong destructive impulse . One cannot say 
that this element is not a real one, Freud argues, when "his choice of 
materials singles out from all others violent, murderous and egotistic 
characters, thus ~oint~ to the existence of s imilar tendencies in his 
own soul."l 
1sigmund Freud, Collected Papers, Vol. V, ed . James Strachey 
(London: Hogarth Press, l9SO), p . 223. 
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In establ ishing the neurotic character of Dostoevsky's personality, 
reud advances the evidence pointing to epilepsy in the writer. The 
main source for information in such a study is the deduction one may 
make from the "internal evidence" itself, but if this can be supple-
mented by biographical, historical or personal knowledge so much the 
better. This Freud recommended and this he did freely . 
The t ype of interpretation given above has been wi dely employed 
by psychoanalysis and its derivatives. Jung has used it extensively 
with all art forms. Rank used it freely and published a definitive 
work on understanding the artist through his work . 1 The analytic 
study of the artist through his creative work has established a secure 
place for itself in the psychoanalytic branch of psychology, if one may 
judge from the increasing volume of such studies . 
Edmund E~rgler has devoted an entire book to studying the 
psychological mechanisms of the writer . He maintains that 11 a writer is 
a person who tries to solve an inner conflict through the sublimatory 
medium of writing . 112 If we may assume that Bergler has stated at least 
one of the reasons why a person writes then we have reasonable confidence 
for believing that his wr i ting is related to his i~ner conflict . To t he 
extent that a person is unconscious of this inner conflict he will re-
veal hi mself in unconscious ways , just as one does in person to person 
relationships . The researcher, Ber gler concludes, must look for the 
unconscious elements as well as the conscious . 
So important has this kind of interpretive study become that 
lotto Rank, Art and Artist, tr . ~~abel E. Moxon (New York: Al-
fred A. Knopf, 1932 ). 
Edmund Bergler, The Writer and Psychoanalys i s (New York : 
Doubleday, 1950 ), p. 236 . 
students of literature, i n their 01-JJ.1 right, have produced valuable 
1?rea tises on the r elation between li ter~. ture and psychology. One of 
the most stimulating of such books is the 1vork by the Bri tisher , 
Frank L. Lucas, in his Literature and Psychology. l The whole book is 
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devoted to showing literary students the values of psychology in lU1der-
standing both the writings and the writers . As a literary man Lucas 
demonstrates keen ability in psychological percep tions of the printed 
page before him and t he man v1ho wrote it . 
The personality theory of an analyst must ahmys be considered 
as he treats l iterature vli th a view to determini ng something about the 
1-rriter . The findi ngs of any psychological analyst can be no more 
meaningful than is his theory of personality. In s tudying literature, 
as i n studying l i ve persons on a couch , a Freud wil l discover evi dences 
of the Oedipal complex, a Horney will see movements toward or away from 
people, and an authoritarian oriented psychologist 1-vil l see evidences 
of authoritarian behavior. These are all constructs , useful ways of 
catalogiilg behavior. If vTe acc ept such forms of c lassification as con-
venient devices for increasing our powers of discrimination in actual 
therapy, He vri.ll find the same classificati ons useful in studying the 
person who portrays his personal ity through literature . Any analyst 
1-vill , of necess ity, understand the personality i n terms of the sys-
tern of c lass ification he is using . 
It is no t surprising, then, that the person who examines behav-
i or in others in terms of authoritarianism should see ever;>rone as having 
evidence of an authoritarian or non-s.uthori tarian personality. In the 
lF' . L. Lucas, Literature and Psychology (London: Cassell and 
Co ., Ltd. , 19.51)~. 
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process he may never observe a single instance of t he Oedipus complex . 
This does not necessarily validate the concept of authoritarianism or 
invalidate the Oedipus complex concept; it simply tells the frame of 
reference vli thin which a person is making his investigation. No one 
will be strrprised, therefore, to discover that in this interpretation 
practically anything Butler reveals about himself will turn out to 
have connotations which pertain to authoritarianism. 
ii . Content analysis 
(1) Uses and values of this method . --Content analysis is a meth-
od of handling written material in such a vvay that the results can be 
quantified. Its use demands a breaking down of the material studied 
into significant categories so t hat a controlled observation on the 
frequency of appearance of the various items can be made. It does not 
necessarily seek different information than a person may look for in 
simply reading a document for the impression it gives , but it does pro-
vide a means of obtaining statistically verifiable results . Its chief 
value lies in its ability to take the guess work out of material t hat 
is usually j udged i ntuitively. Alfred L. Baldwin, t..rho has worked out 
a detailed means of studying the single personality th..rough written doc-
uments, states t he conclusions to which he came in using the method. 
"The statistic al data confirm tl:.e analyst!s previous hypothesis ,,rith 
relatively objective evidence . The evidence may also, at times, r efute 
or flatly contradict some of the investigator~s preconceptions, thus 
protecting the final interpretation from undue influence of the invest-
igator's opinion."1 He points out , also, that the results of such an 
lAlfred L. Baldwin, "Personal Structure Analysis : A Statistical 
Hethod for Investigating the Single Personality," Journal of Abnormal 
and Social Psychology, 37(1942), 179. 
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analysis may suggest new problems and relationships which might never 
have occured to the investigator without them. Ralph K. white , who has 
developed a highly detailed system that he calls Value Analysis,l is 
in essential agreement 1rJith Baldwin on the values of studying personal 
doclunents in this way . A considerably modified version of his system 
is the basis for the content analysis used in this investigation. 
~2) Structure for its employment in The Hay of All Flesh.--
The relationships of Ernest, the main character of the book, Pre the 
basi s for t he categories in studying The Way of All Fl esh. Three 
general classes of persons to 1-1hom Er nest relates are noted and com-
pared, namely, persons in authority positi ons , persons on the peer 
level and persons of subordinate rank. Hithin each of these classes 
the record of his relationships with the principal individuals are 
recorded . For i nstance, 1mder persons in authority positions , those 
of whom records are made are his father, mother , teachers and eccle-
siastical leaders. The latter two include all teachers and all ec -
clesias tical leaders. The same principle applies in t he other main 
categories. 
The objective of the analysis is to evaluate the nature and 
quality of his re l ationship with each individual and classes of indi-
viduals . A continuPffi expressing the natliTe of the relationship is 
used employing the follovJing gradations: love , approval, neutral, 
disapproval, hostility. These feelings are recorded both a s to how 
Ernest feels toward t hem and the way in which they are perceived as 
lRalph K. 1-Jhite , Value Analys is: The Nature and Use of the 
Method ( Ann Arbor , Michigan: The Society for the Psychological Study 
of Social Issues, 1951). 
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£eeling toward him. Symbols are placed in the margin to record each 
occurence. A different symbol employing capital letters is used for 
each individual or class of persons, and different symbols employing 
lower ca.se letters is used for each differentiation of feeling. For 
example, in an instance in which Ernest shows hostility to his father 
a marginal note, hF, will be made, and the f eeling that he is receiving 
love from his mother will be recorded, Ml. A single paragraph is the 
basic statistical unit, unless unusual circumstances call for a vari-
ation in treatment. 
Al.though personal relationships are the basic categories of 
this content anaysis, a record o£ Ernest's reference to symbols of 
religious authority and to areas of special interest is also listed. 
It wo1ld be a fatal £la-vr, for instance, to i gnore his reference to God 
and the chtrrch and his feeling tone in referring to them. We would 
miss many important clues to the struct1rre of his personality if 1ve 
should omit his many references to money, music, and literat1rre. A 
mathematical tabulation of the references to these items reveals some-
thing of the meaning and importance of these elements in seeking an 
understanding of the total pattern o£ his life. 
A £inal item which is statistically recorded is the self-con-
ception tha t Butler reveals about himself as manifested in the atti-
tudes of Ernest. Nearly a dozen adjectives are used to describe his 
feelings about himself ranging all the way from approval to disapproval. 
As all these before-mentioned items are tabulated and compared, 
patterns of correspondence and contrast begin to emerge. Out of this 
come the interpreta tions which throw understa nding on the dynamics o£ 
Samuel Butler's personality. 
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iii . Criteria for observing authoritarian behavior 
(1) Suggested criteria.--Out of the various studies of authori-
tarianism there has been emerging a configuration of characteristics 
which helps to distinguish the authoritarian character structure . A. H. 
Maslow has attempted to stoomarize these characteristics . Since he has 
succeeded in gathering into one scale most of the distinguishing marks , 
generally regarded as authoritarian characteri s tics, his listing is used 
as the criteria for screening the writings of Butler . The following 
list gives in abbreviated form t he basic elements of Maslow's scale: 
( 1) V.Torld-vie-vr conceived of as threatening, ( 2) Classifying persons in 
a hierarchy,(3 ) Overgeneralization of inferiority and superiority, 
(4) Strong desire for status, (5) Hostility and hat red in relationships, 
(6) Tendency to judge by externals , (7) Use of single scale of values , 
(8) Kindness identified with weakness, ( 9 ) Exploitation of people , 
(10) Sadistic when in dominant position, (11) Strong intra-psychic con-
flict and guilt feelings .l A final item which will be used but which 
v.ra s not included by Maslow is (12) Intolerance of ambiguity. 
( 2) How applied to sources .--Host of Butler's principal avail-
able works were studied vnth the above cr iteria. An ear was cocked at 
all times for evidence of either the presence or absence of these char-
acteristics . 
In this kind of reading one must look not only for overt and 
conscious manifestations, but for the tmconscious ones as well. As G. vJ . 
Allport reminds us , "It is often more important to study t he beliefs 
that men betray than those they parade . tt2 
lA. ·H. Maslow, loc. cit. 
2G. vJ. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in Psychological 
Science ( New York: Social Sc ience Research Cotmcil, 1941) , p . 31. 
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P..n investigator must use much the same approach as though he 
were in direct conversati on with the person. He must always be asking 
himself the meaning that l ies behind each statement . The great disad-
vantage in handling literature in comparison t o face to face conver -
sation i s that one cannot ask for further elaboration. If one is un-
sure of the meaning , he must accept the necessity of remaining unsure,, 
hoping that further statements ,.Jill bring clarification. Even thera-
peutic analysis must many times accept this limitation . 
The attempt in thi s study is a form of analysis , not for t herapy, 
but for the purpose of lrnderstanding the dynamics of a personality, not 
f ace to f ace , but with the available expressions of himself that Butl er 
has left through litera t1.1.re . An effort · s made to view Buj;ler within 
the framework of the CliTrent unders tanding of the authoritarian person-
ality, and discover the 1vays in which Butler 1 s personal and religi ous 
experience corresponds or differs >nth the pattern of authoritarianism. 
Maslo;.J 1 s scale, >vi th the addition of an extra i tern, was an explicit 
gui de in this investigation. Beyond this , however , was the total un-
derstanding that has grown out of authoritarian studies . This <rnder-
standing in conj1.mc tion '"ri th the insights coming out of Butler's lit-
erat1.1.re is the basis for the i nterpretations. 
CH.ltPTER rv 
THE RELATIONSHIPS F AUTHORITY IN THE "VJAY OF ALL FLESH 
1. Persons of Authority 
i . Hostil ity t oward father 
There are lh7 paragraphs in which some reference i s made to the 
relationship between Ernest and his father , Theobald . Of t he total 
number Ernest is conscious of hostility from his father fifty-nine times , 
and expresses feelings of hostility toward him fifty-four times . Ernes t 
expressed disapproval of his father 8 times , and receives f eelings of 
disapproval from him twenty-one times • . Disappr oval is used to indicate 
a degree less of negative f eeling t hc>..n hostility. Actually all expres-
sions of hostility are also expressions of disapproval, but t hi s dis-
tinction is made so as to give a f iner shade of differention in feelings. 
It becomes apparent , t herefore , that out of the total of 147 references 
to r elationships bet ween father and son all except six are of a negative 
char ac ter . Y-nree time s Ernest recognizes some indications of approval 
from his father , and twice he approves of his father , and one reference 
is neutral in feeling . 
Even if no count of references were being made t he reader is 
soon aware of a deep bitterness of spirit that exists betvi8en the tlv-o . 
He soon comes to expect that he will find nothing but clash vlhenever 
they come i nto contact with each other . The hostility is not always 
openl y expressed , but in some instances , it is t he fe eling that i s 
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carried away from an encounter rather than an overt expre ss ion . This 
was especially true of Ernest. Hith Theobald hostility and disapproval 
t-:ere so free ly expressed that Ernest was seldom in doubt as to his father's 
attitude . A typical incident which illustrates much of the early years 
between Ernest and his fa ther tvill serve to give the quality of the 
feeling t hat existed . 
He ~heobal~ looked very angry, and a shade came over Ernest 's 
face , li~e that which comes upon the face of a puppy when it is be-
ing scolded -,.rithout understanding why. The child saw well what was 
coming no1v, and was frightened , and, of course, said 11 turn" once 
more . 
1fVery well , Ernest , " said his father, catching him angrily by 
the shoulder . "I have done my best t o save you, but if you will 
have it so, you will ,tt and he lugged the little wretch, crying by 
anticipation out of the room. A few minutes more and t<Te could hear 
screams coming from the dining room, across the hall • • • and 
kne1-1 t hat poor Ernest "'tla s being beaten . 
"I have sent him up to bed, 11 said Theobald, as he returned to 
the drawing room, ttand now, Christina, I think we will have the 
servants in to prayers , 11 and he rang the bell for them, red-handed 
as he was. 1 
No record was kept of the times in which fear entered into 
Ernest's fe eling to1vard his father . If this item had been included , 
it woul d reveal tha t fear and hostility were closely intermingled, es-
pecially in Ernest 's earlier life. 
There is an admittedly fine line many times between disapproval 
and hostility. The picture that becomes increasingly apparent in the 
narrative is of a father who maintains a consistently disapproving at-
titude which frequently breaks into hostile attacks. The son does his 
father the honor of returning the attitude, but it is seldom so openly 
expressed as is the father's . It is interesting how nearly they bal-
ance each other in expressions of hostility, fifty-nine for the father , 
fifty-four for the son. It is not to be supposed, however , that ·this 
lsamuel Butler , The vJay of All Flesh, p. 132. 
reflects a direct exchange incident by incident . 
A division is made by the content anal ysis at a climactic in-
cident in which Ernest is i mprisoned for a six month period . Ernest 
thinks of this as the turning point of his life, as the time in which 
he wins his independence from his father and the rest of his family q 
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The separation from his father does not abate his feelings of hostility 
toward hilli , but , rather , gives a greater opportunity f or Ernest t o recog-
nize his true feelings . Before the i mprisonment there were twenty- five 
expr essions of hostility toward his f ather and afterward twenty- nine . 
On the father ' s part, however , there were forty- five expressions of hos -
tility before the i n1prisonrnent and fourteen following . This is explained 
by the fact t hat there was little contact between them after this time, 
but Ernest was still free to gi ve expression, at least in his thinking , 
to continuing angry feelings . 
The few expressions of approval that are recorded as passing 
between father and son are made in the years i mmediately preceding 
the father ' s death, and even then one gets the feeling that it is main-
ly because they have a mutual unverbalized agreement to keep the peace 
while in each other ' s presence . 
ii. Distrust of mother 
There were ninety- two instances of relationships between Chris--
tina, the mother, and Ernest . Forty- two of these were to record instances 
of hostility between mothe r and son. Thirty-two were from Ernest to his 
mother, and eleven the number of times Christina expressed hostility to 
Ernest . Ernest i s recorded as having a disapproving attitude toward 
his mother eleven times while she regi stered t wenty instances . This 
gives a total of seventy-four negative f ee lings as against eighteen 
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either neutral or posit ive expr ess i ons. Ernest is re corded as having 
six i nstances of loving or approving his mother, while s he has eleven 
s uch ins t ances recorded toward hi m. 
This would seem to indicate a somewhat better relation than 
be t ween father and son, but the adjective that best describes the feel -
ing of Ernest f or his mo t he r would be that of distrust . The mother vvas 
of a war m nature, and did not break into so many overt expressions of 
hostility as di d the father, b;ut she sho·wed herself to be in sub j ection 
to her husband . As much as she might love he r children , she wanted even 
Jnore to please her husband . The f ear in which Ernest lived with his 
mother was that in her loving, endearing way she would wring a confes-
sion of wrongdoing from hiln and then turn him over to his father for 
punishment . E:rnest developed a mortal f ear of being dr awn onto t he 
sofa by his mother who in a confidential or tearful manner, wh ichever 
seemed most appropriate, would get hiln to r eveal things he knew he 
should keep to himself . His feeling of di strust for his mother is de-
scribed in a scene that was considered t ypical by Ernest. 
"Papa does not fee l, " she continued , "that you love him with 
t hat fulness and unreserve which would prompt you to have no con-
cealment f rom hL~ , and to tell him everythi ng freely and fearless-
ly as your most loving earthly friend next only to your Heavenly 
Father •••• Your father loves you pe r fectly, my darling, but 
he does not fe e l as though you loved him perfectly in return . • • • 
Oh, Ernest, Ernest, do not grieve one who is so good and noble-
he arted by conduct which I call by no other name than i ngratitude ." 
She had played t he domestic confi dence trick upon him times 
without number already . Over and over again had she wheedled from 
him all she wanted to know, and afterwards got him into the mos t 
horrible scrape by telling the whole to Theobal d . • • • 
The mangled bones of too many murdered confessions were lying 
whi tening round t he s kirts of his mother ' s dress, to allow him by 
any possibility to trust her further.l 
1Ibid., pp . 236-237. 
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Although his mother frequently would use endearing words , Ernest did not 
feel it was love he -vms receiving from her, but a constant betrayal of 
any confidence he would place in her . As a consequence he carried a 
strong feeling of distrus t , disapproval and hostility for her . The ex-
press i ons of love and approval that ar e recorded are somewhat mis-
leading, for most of this element came out dtrring a vis it Ernest made 
Hhile his mo ther was dying . 
iii . Disl ike of ecclesiastical leaders 
Clergymen and other ecclesiastical leaders play only a very 
small part in the book . In one sense, it did not seem necessary to 
the scheme of the book to introduce many clerg~~en except Theobald , for 
Theobald stood as a symbol of most Church of England clergymen . By 
telling how he felt about his father , Ernest was, in a real sense, 
saying what he thought of clergymen in general . He suggested on var-
ious occasions that one of the things that helped make Theobald what 
he was lay in the fact that he was a clergyman . He felt t hat it was al-
most inevitable that a clergyman would be a poor father . 
Of the eight references to clergymen other than his father , 
fo trr express hostility or disapproval from Ernest to them, two indi-
cate thct he received disapproval from th~ one is neutral , and one 
suggests that Er nest regards a clergyman with approval . 
The clergyman is expected to be a kind of hl~an Sunday •••• 
He is paid for t his business of leading a stricter life t han other 
people . It is his raison d' gtre. • • • But his home is his cas-
tle as much as tha t of any other Englishman, and with him, as with 
others , unnatural tension in public is followed by exhaustion when 
tension is no aonger nec es sary. His children are the most defense-
less things he can reach, and it is on them in nine cases out of 
ten he vrill relieve his mind.l 
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iv . Fear and rebel lion to1-1ard teachers 
Ernest ' s relations to his teachers were marked by a pattern very 
similar to that with his parents . Out of the eighteen expressions of 
hostility, thirteen were directed to his teachers, and Ernest perceived 
receiving five such eTpress ions from them. In five instances Ernest 
sensed their disapproval, and in seven he expressed his disapproval of 
them. Three times Ernest felt their approval and three times he felt 
approval toward them. Thus, out of t wenty-six relationships in which 
feeling were expressed , twenty were of a negative nature and six were 
positive . 
There is no doubt that Ernes t regarded teachers as being in 
much the same class with parents , except that t he former 1rere in a po-
sition to do far l ess damage . In either instance , they are most l ikely 
t o fee l the superiority of their position, so that they consider them-
sel ves free on all occasions to overcome the will of those who might 
disagree TAli th them. Ernest carried over much of the fear and hostility 
toward his parents into his school relationships. Anyone "1ho >·ras in a 
position of authori t y over him, or enough older that they might assume 
such authority, was to be held in suspicion . In recalling his feelings 
during his school days Ernest said that "he didn ' t know why, but there 
was always something that kept him from loving any grownup people very 
much . "l As he became more conscious of the reasons, later in his career , 
he r ecognized that he was reacting against the arbitrary way in which 
they assumed the right to ride rough- shod over the feelings of younger 
persons merely because they were in the superior position to them. 
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His feelings of hostility were reserved most heartily for t he 
schoolmasters , for these are the ones who assume the most lordly prerog-
ative s . He reacted strongly to the bombastic , blus tering, bullying at-
ti tude of Dr . Skinner, the headmaster of the school to i-Jhich he went 
when first leaving home . Thinking of him he wrote these words of ..varn-
i ng. 
0 schoolmasters--if any of you read this book--bear in mind 
when any particularly timid , drivelling urchin is brought by his 
papa into your study, and you treat him i-Ji th the contempt which he 
deserves , and afterwar d make his life a burden to him for years--
bear in mind that it is exactly in the disguise of such a boy a s 
t his t hat your fut ure chronicler v.rill appear . Never see a 1-rretched 
little heavy- eyed mite sitti ng on the edge of a chair agai nst your 
study -vmll without saying to yourselves , ttPerhaps this boy is he 
vlho , if I am not careful -, Hill one day tell the worl d 1-vhat manner 
of man I Has .n1 
Ernest reasoned that schoolmasters 1vere to be fear ed and hated for two 
reasons . In the first place , they were in a superior position, and no 
one in such a position can be trus ted far . Parents and teachers are 
aut omatically in a class together . Besides this, their arbitrary use of 
power is a means of trying to conceal their otvn ignorance , so they use 
it freely, because their ignorance is great. 
v . Love for atm t Alethea 
The only adult i n young Ernest 1 s life to receive consistent af-
fection from him was his aunt Alethea. In a total of hrenty expressions 
of feeling betv.Jeen the two, all v.Jere of a positive nature . From his 
aunt he recognized seven instances of approval, and he gave to her four 
in retlrrn. He received five express ions of love from her and rettrrned 
fo tiT to her. 
This is most unusual in Ernest 1 s reac t ion to per s ons -viho might 
lrbid. , p. 165. 
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be regarded as standing in a r elationship of authority over him. This 
calls for an explanation, and makes it necessary to bring out some of 
the actual history in Butler 's life . There was one annt vlho had been 
more kindly to Butler than any other of his relatives . Further than this, 
t he main character of Al ethea was drawn l argel y from Hiss Eliza I1ary Ann 
Savage , Butl er's closest i·mman acquaintance . In r eal life she was on a 
peer level with him rather than standing as an authority over him. This 
lUldoubtedly has done much to make her appear in a more favorable l ight . 
Ernest makes much of the f act that she wa.s kindly and loving to 
him. He felt t ha t this was different than anything he had experienced, 
so much so , that he was i nc lined to over-trust anyone vlho treated him 
in this way. The fe eling of the relationshi n can be s ensed from an 
excerp t telling of t he interest she took in him duri ng his early- years 
at the boarding school. 
The boy had plenty of prattle in him when he wo.s not snubbed , 
and Ale thea encouraged him to chatter about ivhatever came uppermost. 
He was ahmys ready to trust anyone who was kind to him; it took 
him many years to make him reasonably wary in this respect if in-
deed, as I sometimes doubt, he ever will be as wary as he ought to 
be--and in a short time he had quite disassociated his atm t from his 
papa and mamma and the r est, with vJhom his i nstinct told hi m he 
should be on his guard . l 
Forttmately for Er nes t his aunt was i nterested in developing his pas-
sibilities. She does many things t o bring out his self-confidence and 
social skill , and she is portrayed as the first person up to this time 
vJho had shOim any such interest in him. This relationship is l ooked 
upon as t he one bright spot in his boyhood . 
libid. , p . 186 . 
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2. Persons on Peer Level 
i . Dislike and contempt for brother and sister 
There are thirty-five references to his brother and sister , 
Joey and Charlotte, but there is not a single one suggesting a positive 
relationship vTith either of them. There are two instances of hostility 
being directed toHard his brother and five in which he receives ho s til-
ity. There are tvm inc.idents in which he suggests disapproval of his 
brother and three in 1-rhich the brother acts disapprovingly to-..rard him. 
There is considerably more animosity directed against the sister , she 
receiving eleven hostile reactions from Ernest and he receiving six 
from her . He expresses disapproval toward her three times and she 
returns the same munber to him. 
Percentage- -w'ise the rel ations 1·1ith the brother and sister are 
more completely negative than even with the father . Actually, the 
feeling tone Has similar . If it had not been for the fe-vr positive 
expre ssions toward the father in the closing years of his life , the re-
l ations to him vmuld have been full y as negative , but -vn th even strong-
er expressions of hostility. 
The thing that made Ernest most bitter against both his brother 
and sister is t hat they sided Hith the parents against him. The brother 
and sister would kow- tmv 'to th'e domination of the father , and they 
would maintain a righteous i ndignation against Ernest because he dared 
to differ from the family pattern . An incident from a visit home while 
his mother i.ras dying shows t he spirit that existed bet-vJeen them. 
Joey and Charlotte were in the room. Joey was not ordained , 
and was curate to Theobald . He and Ernest had never been sympa-
thetic, and Ernest saw at a glance t hat there vJas no chance of a 
rapprochement be t .. reen t hem. He vras a little startled at seeing 
Joey dressed as a c lergyman, and looking so like what he had 
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looked himself a fevl years earlier ••• but J oey 's face was cold 
and vms illuminated >vi th no spark of Bohemianism; he was a clergy-
man and was go i ng to do as other clergymen did, neither better nor 
i·mrse . He greeted Ernest rather de haut en bas •••• 
His sister presented her cheek to him to be kissed . How he 
hated it; he had been dreading it for the l ast tb~ee hotrrs . She , 
too, was distant and reproachful in her manner, as such a superior 
person vJas S"liTe to be . She had a grievance against him inasmuch 
as she Has still unmarried . 'She laid the blame of this at Ernest's 
door; it was his misconduct, she maintained in secret, which had 
prevented young men from making offers to her , and she had run him 
up a heavy bill f or consequential damages. She and Joey had from 
the first developed an instinct for hunting vJith the hotmds , and 
now· these t wo had fairly identified themselves >vi th the older gen-
eration--that is to say as against Ernest.l 
Ernest sums up well his contempt for them in the statement that they 
had developed an "instinct for htmting with the hocmds . " Ernest con-
sidered himself the hunted, and he Has sensitive to the htrrts they 
vmuld deliver to him whenever an occasion oresented i tself to them. 
Ernest observed on several occasions, however , that though Char-
l otte and Joey hated him, t hey also hated each other just as much . This 
gives us a picture of a great deal of sibling rivalry and conflict in 
the family , and it does not seem that it was necessnrily directed at 
the one who had rebelled against the family pattern. Each of the three 
seemed to hold the other two in about equal contempt. This •v-as not 
just a childhood phenomenon , for it was a pattern that continued into 
adult life . 
ii . Varying attitudes to1-1ard fellow students 
Toward the students at Roughborough and later at Cambridge, 
Ernest achieved something like a balance between his negative and pa s-
itive feelings. This was as nearly a completely peer l evel group as any 
in his life, and it wns "\-lith t his tY}le of r elation that he seemed to 
llbid., PP • 509- )10. 
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establish a more congenial atmosphere than ;.Jith any other. Those with 
groups he perceived to be above or below him gave him more difficulty. 
A total of thirty incidents ;.rere recorded in which a negative 
or positive relationship was noted . Here the bal ance was in favor of 
the positive relationships . There were three times in vlhich Ernest reg-
istered disapproval of fellow students and eight in which they showed 
disapproving attitudes tov.rard him. There lvere , hov.rever , eighi;. occasions 
in which Ernest felt approval of them and three in Hhich he fe l t love 
for them, while they indicated approval of him eight t imes . This gives 
a total of nineteen on the positive and eleven on the negative . It will 
be noted later that a similar balance is fo1.md with the group of associ-
ates_ he formed following school . 
A distinctly different quality of relationshi p develops when 
Ernest is on equa.l footing "lith others . It is still true that Er nest 
is plagued with f eeli ngs of inferiority when he feels that his fellows 
can out-perform him. It was noted that "he w·as fond of some of his 
school-fello-vm, but afraid of those whom he believed to be better than 
himself •111 One of the 1vays Ernest managed to keep things reasonably 
comfortable for himself in this r espect was to associ ate with those 
students whom he felt to be on a plane comparable to or somewhat l o1ver 
than his o-vm . He -vmuld usually have as fev.r dealings a.s possible with 
those who were higher socially or in accomplishments. One discovers 
that even in the student group he was quite selective in his relation-
ships, carefully screening out those who might increase his self-con.-
sciousness or magnify his supposed deficiencies . This is a pattern 
that will be observed time after time . 
lrbid., p. 217 . 
TABLE l Results of the Content Analysis of Ernest's Relationships to Persons of 
Authority, Persons on Peer Level, Persons of Subordinate Rank, 
and Symbols of Religious Authority 
Hostility Disapproval Neutral Approval Love 
To From To From To From To From To From 
Authorities 
Father 54 59 8 21 l 0 2 3 0 0 
Mother 32 ll ll 20 l 0 2 0 4 ll 
Ecclesiast. l 0 3 2 l 0 l 0 0 0 
Teachers 13 5 7 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 
Alethea 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 4 5 
Peers 
Brother 2 5 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sister ll 6 3 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Students 0 0 3 8 0 0 8 8 3 0 
Associates 0 0 s 9 0 0 8 13 0 0 
Wife s 2 6 l 0 0 7 5 13 0 
Subordinates 
Children 0 0 0 0 10 0 8 0 l 0 
Soc. Inferior 2 0 13 l 0 0 2 2 0 0 
Rel. Symbols 
Church 12 0 20 0 5 0 16 0 l 0 
God l l 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 
Totals 132 89 79 73 19 0 61 41 2.7 16 
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iii . Ambivalent fe elings toward associates 
A balance in favor of the positive feelings predomi nates in 
Ernest ' s relationships with various associates on a peer level. Ernest 
showed approval of his associates in eight instances and received indi-
cations of their approval thirteen times . He regis tered disapproval 
five times and received feelings of their disapproval nine times. Thus, 
there are twenty-one positive relationships as against fourteen of a neg-
ative character . 
It should be pointed out, however, that this is not quite as 
favorable a bal ance as the statistics would seem to i ndicate . Friends 
who were not reasonably e go-support ing would most likely soon be dropped, 
or contacts with them would be kept at a minimum. Several statements 
that are quite typical in describing this characteristic will indicate 
something of the emotional tone he brought to it. 
Finding that these friends disapproved, he dropped away from 
them, and they, being bored bl hi s egotism and high-flown ideas 
were not sorry to let him go . 
Some of his old friends ••• wanted to renew their acquaintance ; 
he was grateful to them and sometimes tried to meet their advances 
halfway, but it did not do, and ere long he shrank back into himself , 
pretending not to know t hem . 2 
Here we f i nd a persistent pattern that continues throu5hout the narrative . 
It is as though he were seeking to avo i d the dangers of being hurt in 
his relationships by keeping up a keen sensitivity which could ferret out 
any person who might threaten him by a higher social position, outstrip 
him in achievement, or view him critically. One sees emergi ng from thi s 
description a person, who in spite of many great achievements, carries 
t o the end of his days a fear of any person who is related to him from 
2I bid . , p. 491. 
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the vantage point of a superior position. 
Another characteristic in his relationship with associates was 
that he seemed to be vulnerable to exploitation if only a person -vmuld 
manage his rel ationship skillfully enough not to scare Ernest off. An 
excellent case in point was his relationship with Pryer, a fellow cur-
ate, in the parish to which Ernest went immediately upon his ordination. 
Pryer was kind to him, at least in the beginning . This was t he first 
step any person must make who had designs on "using" him. Even though 
Ernest's good judgement led to a suspicious feeling about Pryer, still 
he continued with him, almost as though caught in a fatal fascination, 
or from f ear that he would lose the good-will of a person l-lho had once 
been kind to him. It was said of Pryer that "besides being what was 
generally considered good-looking , he was faultless in his get-up , and 
altogether the kind of man whom Ernes t was sure to be afraid of and yet 
taken in by. 111 Pryer took over the management of Ernest's money by 
virtue of the fact he impressed Ernest with his know-hovr and wisdom in 
financial affairs. The interesting thing is that though Ernest soon 
developed an tmeasy feeling about Pryer , he would do nothing to face 
honestly the real cleavage that existed between them, and it seemed that 
he was so determined not to learn that he was being expl oited that 
"Ernest was co11Ted i nto acquiescence, or cajoled, according to the hmnor 
in which Pryer saw him to be . 11 2 This is a description of Ernest be-
fore his traumatic period in jail, but it indicates a characteristic 
that persisted to some degree even in later life. This tendency in 
Ernest ' s personality will be considered more fully in the next chapter . 
2Ibid .' p . 350 . 
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iv. Insignificance of wife in arrangement of life 
· It should be pointed out in the beginning that the relationship 
t o a wife in The Way of All Flesh is definitely not historical so far 
as Samuel Butler is concerned, because he never married. The fact of it 
is, however, the inclusion of a brief marriage in the novel, vdth its 
manner of treatment, is a highly autobiographical account in a psychic 
sense. It reveals an attitude toward women that could hardly have been 
portrayed in a more effective way. The whole portrayal of Ellen, the 
wife, is flat and unconvincing. Ernest's early relations with her were 
all sunshine and love, but once there came a change in his feelings, it 
was all hostility and disapproval. Very little description of feeling 
on her part is recorded. She has no reality of her own. .She is merely 
an instrument on which his feelings toward women can be registered. 
Butler's characterization of Ellen is one of the most lifeless in the 
whole book. One has the feeling in reading this sec~ion, that however 
much the writer might know about many aspects of life, he knew very 
little about women. All the characterizations up to this point have 
been at least two-dimensional, the relationship flowed both directions. 
Ellen seems scarcely more than a wooden character wheeled in to which 
Ernest may express his relationship to women, and wheeled out again 
when the part is finished.l 
The tabulation of the quality of the relation is most inter-
esting. Ellen registers feelings eight times to the thirty-one that 
Ernest expresses. There are thirteen incidents in which Ernest expres-
ses love for Ellen, and seven in which he indicates approval. She is 
libid., chs. LXXI-LXXVII. 
-
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not once suggested to have indicated any feeling of love and only five 
instances of approval. In the latter half of Ernest's experience with 
Ellen he registers hostility five times and disapproval six times. She 
is supposed to have shovm hostility twice and disapproval once. If 
Ellen had feelings, they seem to have been pretty well ignored. She 
is pictured as having reacted very little with either love or hate. 
There is no doubt that this marriage was not a real one, for 
in this book in which relationships are usually described with start-
ling intensity, this one is insipid and completely unconvincing. One 
gets the impression that the writer was unable to characterize a woman, 
because of a qtute inadequate conception concerning them. 
After six months the marriage began to rtm into difficulties. 
It developed that Ellen had been just a common street woman who was 
much addicted to drink before Ernest met her. For a period the change 
had seemed to give her a new lease on life, but finally the old pattern 
began to emerge again. For some time Ernest seemed unusally blind to 
what was going on as she began to return to her old ways. It was only 
after two children were born that Ernest awoke to the fact that he and 
Ellen were worlds apart. His despair on realizing this is revealed 
in the following passage. 
He had been saved from the church--so as by fire, but still 
saved--but what could now save him from hfs marriage? He had 
made the same mistake that he had made in wedding himself to the 
chtiTch, with a hundred times worse results.l 
After the love has turned to hate in their marriage, quite an arti-
ficial device is used to release Ernest from the marriage. It turns 
out that because she was married previously and there had been no di-
libid., p. 459. 
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vorce, he is released from an intolerable situation. One gets the 
feeling that some such contrived situation was needed to release Ernest, 
for there does not seem to be anything in his personality that would 
have enabled him to work through any real difference with a woman. 
Butler was deliberate and intentional in much that he revealed about 
himself in The Way of All Flesh. It seems almost certain that the 
description of Ernest's relationship to Ellen revealed even more of 
himself than he was aware. The significance of his relationship with 
women will receive much fuller treatment in the next chapter. 
J. Persons of Subordinate Rank 
i . Unimportance of children 
If the characterization of a wife was unconvincing the portrayal 
of his children was even more so . One gets the feeling that there are 
two children who get into the narrative and must be dealt with somehow, 
but the less said the better. There is no single representation of the 
children reacting to Ernest any differently than they mi ght react to 
any stranger. Er nest is represented as showing love once , approval 
eight times, and a neutral reference ten times . But the times in which 
love and approval are shown give the feeling of being an idealized sort 
of thing that should be done because it is the proper thing for a father 
to do . 
This part of the novel, of course, is unhistorical. Butler 
never married, and never had any children . In an unconscious way this 
characterization still told the truth about the writer . His failure to 
give any real life to the children in the novel speaks eloquently of 
his never having given life to childr en in any sense . 
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ii. Ambi valence toward those regarded as socially inferior 
Just as Ernest had greatest difficulty in vJorking out his r ela-
tions toward those who were regarded as superior to him, his next 
greatest area of difficulty was lvith those whom he considered to be 
lower in rank. There is a conscious struggle to de termine hmv he shall 
feel about the poor and tmcultured . In t he study of his reactions to 
t his classi fication of persons it is revealed tha t he fel t hostility 
twice , disapproval thirteen times , and approval twic e . He Has not very 
clear in sensi ng their reaction to him, f or there is rec orded one in-
stance of their disapproval and two of their approval . Taken at face 
value these fi gures would seem to indicate that t here was a decided 
antipathy tmvard those he r egarded as socially infer i or. The great 
maj ority, however , of his instances of disapproval were in connection 
vnth an intense f eeling against a religi ous group on the Cambridge cam-
pus who 1-1ere also from a much lower social class than his ovm . He 
reacted to t heir religi ous views, but he also associated his feeling 
tmvard them with their altogether too obvious earmarks of a lower social 
status . His reacti on to them is revealed in his descrip tion of them. 
They (the Simeonite~ were rarely seen exc ept in hall or chapel 
or at lectltre , where t heir manners of f eeding, praying and studying, 
were considered alike obj ectionable; no one knevr whence they carne , 
whither they ,,rent , nor what they did , for they never showed at 
cricket or the boats; they were a gloomy, seedy- looking confrerie , 
who had as l ittle to glory in in clothes and manners as in the 
flesh itself . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Unpreposs esing t hen , in feature , gait and manners , unkempt and 
ill- dressed beyond what can be easily described, these poor fellows 
formed a class apart , whose t houghts and -.rays -.vere not the t houghts 
and "rays of Ernest and his frie nds , and it was among them that 
Simeonism chiefly f l oltrished. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
They had a repellent attraction for him; he di sliked them, but 
could not bring hli~self to l eave them alone . l 
lrbid., pp. 283- 286 . 
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This last sentence epitomizes s omething of the running struggle Ernest 
carried t hrough much of his life. He usually would not cut himself off 
from social inferi ors, yet he woul d many times carry on an awkward 
relationship wit h them, except in the case of those with whom he was 
most intimate . There was a certain sense in which Ernest felt he 
understood the socially inferior, and was happy that he had been vouch-
safed this under standing . He was gl ad that he was not confi ned to the 
view of life taken by gentlemen only . 
4. Symbols of Re l igious Authority 
i. Hostility toward church and Christiani ty 
Next to his father and mother , Ernest expressed his feelings 
about the church and Christianity more than with any other relationship . 
Fifty-four r eferences wer e made to the church or some aspect of the 
Christian religion. There were twe lve expressions of hostility , twent y 
of disapproval, five of a neutral character, sixteen of approval and one 
indicating a feeling of love . There is one factor which makes these 
figures somewhat misleading in view of the total impact of the book . 
Most of the expr ess ions of approval came wi thin a half- year period dur -
i ng which Ernest was under t he fascination of the Simeonites . This was 
followed immediately by his serving a cur acy , during which time he was 
trying t o convince hims e l f of his love for the chur ch . Except fo r 
this relatively short period his re actions are l ar ge l y negative . Good 
evidence for this is found in the fact t hat before his i mpr i sonment 
there wer e fifteen express ions of approval for the church and only one 
fo llowi ng i t . His expressions of hostility and disapproval are about 
equal before and after . 
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Through most of his early school and college life , Ernest was 
almost i ndifferent to religion . He simply t ook it for granted, and had 
few fe elings about it either positive or negative . As his ordination 
approached, he became involved in the Evangelical movement, a very low 
chtrrch emphasis. He entered into i t v-Ii th a good bit of intensity, be-
i ng influenced especially by one of the Simeonites . In his curacy he 
was taken into the confidence of Pryer , an extremely high church fellow 
ctrrate . Ernest fom1d himself standing in a dependent relation to 
Pryer, and adopting his high chtrrch attitude in exact opposition to his 
former position. 11It was not long before he discovered that the High 
Church party, and even Rome i tself , had more to say for themselves than 
he had thought. This was his first snipe-like change of flight. 111 
Ernest discovered that he was chameleon-like in hi s beliefs . He seemed 
to have no mind of his o"m, but was always being influenced by the 
strongest personality in his current orbit . His religious beliefs seem-
ed to be the reflection of his latest dependency relationship . 
Following hi s imprisoment, Ernest reacted with great violence 
against arry further dependency upon his father . In fact , he was react-
ing against any type of dependency. It seems that unconsciously much 
of his bitter reaction against the ch1rrch 1rJas based upon the same dy-
nami cs that prompted his rebellion against his father . Once there 1-ras 
adequat e tmconscious motivation, he was not long in finding sufficient 
conscious r easons for rejecting Christianity and the ch1rrch in partic-
ular. His father and the chtrrch were inseparably tied toge ther. There 
was somethi ng very much alike between his father and the church so that 
one time he referred to clergymen as persons who had to be a 11 walking 
1 Ibid. , p . 317. 
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S1mday~' The church and his father both believed in exercising author-
ity arbitrarily. This is the yoke he was attempting to throw from his 
shoulders . 
Ernest felt that his father ' s character was not unrelated to the 
influence and attitude of the church. He saw defensive , power-1vielding 
behavior as such an integral part of the church 1 s life that he knew that 
his father got much sanction for his behavior from it. As Ernest re-
fleeted on his own problems 11 he knew he had been humbugged, and he 
knew also that the greater part of the ills which had afflic ted him v<ere 
due , indirectly, in chief measure to the influence· of Christian teach~ 
ing . "l The age in which Ernest lived also was undergoing a revolution 
in its thinking . Biblical criticism was being introduced from Germany, 
miracles were being questioned, there was a ferment straining against 
the orthodoxy of the church, and there Has also much resistance on the 
part of many churchmen t o this new spirit. Butler felt that the seem-
ing inability of the church at large to accept criticism of i tself , 
just as his father could never discover anything •~ong with his position, 
was one of the things that convinced him that the church must go . 
During the early period, after hi s imprisonment, Ernest felt 
he wanted to see the church destroyed . Later he came to a much more 
moderate position, as is revealed in a statement in the l ater part of 
the book. 
At that time he welcomed the hope that the absurdities and un-
realities of the Church would end in her downfall . Since then he 
has come to think differently. • • • The spirit behind the Ch1rrch 
is true, though her l et t er--true once- -is now true no longer . The 
spirit behind the High Priests of Science is as lying as its let-
ter . 2 
1Ibid. ' p . 390. 
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One thing that moderated his feeling toward the ch1rrch was his growing 
impression that science , in 1-Jhich he had put s o much hope , could be 
just as arrogant and 1mwilli ng to yield t o new ideas as the church ever 
"tvas. His final position to the church was one of tolerance , : With some 
hope that i n time she woul d modify her positi on of feelin herself right 
in all things . A statement that characterizes his position is that 
11 though he v1ould not stand seeing the Christian religion made light of , 
he 1-vas not going to see it taken serious ly. nl 
ii . Largely avoids ref erence to God 
There were only four references to God in which the terms were 
used as denoting a relationship with Ernest . God was used in a r he-
torical sens e a n~1ber of times , or as a figure of speech , but the 
tabulation was made only on those usages that suggested a relationship. 
There v1ere two hostile references , one in which Ernest f elt hostile 
toward God , and one in vlhich Ernest felt God held a hostile attitude 
toward him . One time there was a neutra l fee l ing expressed toward God, 
and one time Ernest gave voice to an experience of l ove to-vmrd God . 
From the evidence within The ~-Jay of All Flesh it -.;.rould be quite 
difficult to determine any well formulated posi t i on on Ernest 1 s part 
toward God , unless vJe should conclude from the scanty evidence that 
his intention v.ras t o i gnore him. Fortlmatel y , in other SOliTces Butler 1 s 
position is much more expl icit . 1rJe will , therefore , wait until we are 
examining these soliTces to dra>v any conclusions . 
libid., p . 286 . 
TABLE 2 Content Analysis of Areas of Special Interest 
to Ernest 
Money Music Literature Occupation 
Before 
Imprisonment 47 10 14 20 
After 
Imprisonment 63 16 47 30 
Total 110 26 61 50 
References 
TABLE 3 Content Analysis of Ernest's Self-conception 
Before After Total 
Imprisonment Imprisonment References 
Ne~ative Conceptions 
Guilty 43 6 49 
Weak 40 7 47 
Submissive 11 0 11 
Stupid 4 0 4 
Dependent 3 1 4 
Lack of Recognition 1 4 5 
Positive Conceptions 
Strong 6 14 20 
Dominant 0 3' ' 3 
Intelligent 6 3 9 
Independent l 2:9 30 
Receive Recognition 3 l 4 
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5. Areas of Special Significance 
i. Money and its management an obses s ive concern 
Money occupies a tremendous l y important place in Ernest's life . 
There are 110 references to money in the co urse of t he narrative . Sev-
eral dominant t hemes concerning it are returned to again and again . 
The first concern is to have money to do the t hings which 
are expected of one in his position. When Ernest goes to school , he 
does not have enough money to class him among the "good 11 ones . In 
his concern for money small dishonesties creep into his practice, so 
as to have enough to clas s hi m among the "good" ones. There are cer-
t a i n fo r bidden pleasures, and he can get t hem only by buying books 
and othe r necessary items, then s elling t hese for tobacco money . But 
the problem of having enough money did not belong just to his boyhood , 
but extended well t hrough the twenties until he finally came into an 
unexpected inheritance. 
A second concern is Ernest's continual danger of mismanaging 
money and losing it . His aunt Alethe a debates at some length whether 
to leave hi m her money, for s he is afr ai d he will know so little how 
to use it t hat it will soon be squandered . Ernest receives an inher-
itance from his grandfather. He event ually loses the entire amount 
through his gullibility and l ack of judgement in his dealings with 
Pryer . Ref lecting on this loss the comment i s made that "loss of money 
i s not only the worst pain in i tse l f , but it i s the parent of all 
others . 111 Overton, t he narrator of the story and the alter-ego of 
Ernest, i s continually worrying about Ernest ' s inabi lity to use money 
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wisely, and does a good bit of scheming to help Ernest develop skill 
in money management before he turns over his aunt 's estate to him . 
A third concern is the conflict between father and son over 
money ~ The father hol ds Ernest's allowance over his head as a means 
of exercising his will over him . ihen Theobald is displeased he can 
demand conformity to his wishes -- or else. He also threatened on sev-
eral occasions to cut Ernest out of all inheritance. Finally, the 
tables are turned when Ernest inherits the money his Aunt Alethea left 
to him, but of which he had no knowledge for many years after her death . 
Something of the spirit of what money represented to Ernest is portrayed 
in this passage, telling of his return home, but with his family not ye t 
knowing of his good fortune . 
His father , hearing the carriage arrive, came a little way down 
the steps to meet him . Like the coachman he saw at a glance that 
Ernest was appointed as t hough money were abundant with him. • •• 
This was not what he had bargained for . He wanted Ernest to 
return, but he was to return as any respectable well-regulated 
prodigal ought to return--abject, broken-hearted, asking forg i ve-
ness from the tenderest and most long-suffering father in the 
whole world . If he should have shoes and stockings and whole clothes 
at all, it s hould be only because absolute rags and tatters had 
been graciously di spensed with, whereas here he was swaggering in 
a grey ulster and a blue and white necktie, and looking better 
than Theobald had ever seen him in his life. It was unprincipled. 
Ernest saw what was pass ing t hrough his father ' s mind, and felt 
that he ought to have prepared him in some way for what he now 1 
s aw . 
The total impression that one gets from Ernest ' s obsession 
over money is the feeling that money is important because it repre-
sents power. nis father used it as a club over him . It is a symbol 
of authority, but even more, a means of insuring the exercise of 
authority . It finally was the most convincing means of announcing 
that the tables were turned . As an expression of status, money has a 
1Ibid., pp . 505-506. 
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great psychological significance f or Ernest . It is shot through with 
implications of status , positi on, power and his o1m feeling of self-
respect. 
The true spiri t of Victorianism is represented in the concern 
that rtms through the book . The only conceivable decent kind of life, 
is one in lvhich there is sufficient money so that one can live on the 
rettrrn from the investment . In this re spec t Butl er remained a true 
middle class Victorian , even though he r ebelled against many aspec ts 
of Vic torian life . 
i i. r1usic and its meaning for Ernest 
Music plays an interesting even though not a dominating role 
in Ernest 's struggle and development . There are twenty-six referenc es 
to music , and there is no significant difference between the period 
before his imprisonment and the new phase of his life that began after-
ward . 
One gets the feeling th2t Ernest i n his times of stress pre-
fers music t o human company . vJhenever he could manage it he was get-
ting to an organ or piano. Ernest was asked to be organist for the 
chapel services while he was in prison. This was one of the high· 
points of his stay there . After Ernest ' s breakdmm following t he dif-
ficult period following the dissolution of his marriage , listening to 
music "t-ras one of the means used t o work his r ecovery. At the important 
times of transition, one finds Ernest's attention tlrrning to music--
when he "t-rent to school, vlhile in prison, when seeki ng a ne-v; l ife earn-
ing his living , and when trying to r e turn to health again after the 
break- up of his marriage. Periods of strained or tmcertain hmnan 
relationshi ps would presage a preoccupation wi th music . 
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It ~mulct appear that Ernest used music as an attempt at solving 
his problems . As an expression of the creative urge , he would try to 
1.vork out in the realm of music the disturbances Which were r eflec ted in 
his interpersonal relationships. It would be difficult to say whether 
he 1fas trying to use t his as a substitutefor continuing at his relation-
ship problems , or •~hether it "ras simply another point of attack. In one 
instance reference is made to some of his old fr i ends wanting to renew 
their acquaintance with him, but Ernest withdre1r1 from them. He felt 
himself unHorthy, and felt sure if they kne1-r everything about him 
they would v.rant to stay away from him. Then the remark is made that 
he "muld not do this , and he would not have people 1 s acquaintance 
under false pretenses , so he gave up even hankering after rehabil-
itation and fell back upon his old tastes for music and literat<rre . l 
He indic2.tes that though reason might have cotmseled against this the 
results seem to be satisfactory. Several passage s of the sort above 
give suggestion that music did have some of the element of retreat from 
his problems for Ernest, yet it is a mute question whether this form 
of retreat might not have been one of the things that enabled him to re-
ttrrn to the central problem with fresh vigor. 
Ernest seems to have a one-track mind in his music . He vras a 
lover of Handel. Alimusic rose or fe ll as it conformed to Handelian 
style . He had the greatest contempt for modern music , and re j ected 
out of hand Bach and Beethoven . In this area he certainly manifested 
a single scale of values, which characteristic will receive much fuller 
treatment in the next chapter . 
lrbid., p. 491. 
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iii. Literature as an attempt at solution 
\tTri ting is the interest latest to develop in Ernes t , but once 
it arrives it becomes his consuming passion. There are sixty-one ref-
erences to Ernest 1 s writing . ~fuile at Cambridge there was a series of 
fo1rrteen paragraphs referring to an essay on the Greek tragedians writ-
ten by Ernest and published in an undergraduate magazine . Except for 
this essay there is no reference at all to his writing until the period 
follovnng his imprisonment at imich time he was attempting to rebuild 
himself again; this rebuilding was to take place in t he eyes of society 
as well as in hi s ovm . 
There is a go od bit of evidence to support the contention that 
Ernest • s wri ting was an attempt at solving the problems which shovred up 
in his interpersonal relations . Although he thought he had made up his 
mind about religion, he fo1md himself coming time and again to meta-
physical subjects . A r evealing statement on the working of his mind 
is given in the follovnng passage . 
He was continually studying scientific and metaphysical 1·rri ters , 
in the hope of either finding or making for hj_rnself a philosopher 1 s 
stone in the shape of a system \vhich should go on all fours under 
all circumstances, instead of being l iable to be upset at every 
touch and turn, as every sys tem yet promulgated has tm·ned out t o be . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To my relief, he told me that he had concluded that no sys t em 
whi ch should go perfectl y upon all fotrrs was possible, inasmuch as 
no one could get behind Bishop Berkeley, and therefore no absolutely 
incontrovertible fi r st premise could ever be laid. • • • All he 
wan ted , he said , was to know ivhich way it was t o be- -that is to say 
whether a system was possible or not. • • • Having found out that 
no system based on absolute certainty was possible he was contented.l 
It seems almost certain that Ernest was struggl ing vnth the problen1 of 
ambiguity. If he could find an absol ute he •-vould be free of the 1mcer-
tainties which were plaguing him. If an absolute could not be found 
l ibid. , PP · 451-452. 
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he would have to come to t erms -.vi th a life in 1-Jhich the boundries were 
not neatl y laid out . As is indicated, Ernest concluded that no such 
sys tern "1-Ji th all the answers could be folmd. Intellectually he seemed 
to be able to accept the ambiguous nature of truth and reality. Yet one 
some times wonders, f or he became such a champi on of the fact that abso-
lute truth coul d not be known, that he took on as much dogmatism in 
his position as those l-lho claimed to have well ordered and clearly 
defined systems . Ernest had learned the lesson all t oo well . His 
father alv1ays had to be right , and the church had to be right, and 
now, he discovered , sc iEmce in which he had placed his hope insisted 
on being right too . Well , he would show t hem they shouldn't be so 
cock- silre . So it developed, if there was anything Ernest couldn ' t 
tolerate it was the i ntolerant! This may somewhat overstate the case , 
yet there can be no doubt that this vms the direction he was t aliing . 
The question l-le must raise is if Butler made Ernest work out 
his early intolerance of ambiguity on an intellectual level, but avoid-
ed facing it i n the area of hlman relationships . This may well be one 
of the central questions we have to deal with in understanding the per-
sonality of Samuel Butler. There is not sufficient evidence on the 
basis of The ~vay of All Fl esh to draw a satisfactory conclusion, but 
t his ques tion must be asked again upon completing a wider examination 
of sources . \rle may then be able to tell whe t her Ernest 's use of lit-
erature as a source of expressi·.m was a supplement to his htman rel-
ations or a substitute for them, or whether there is t he third possi-
bility that it may have embodied some of both elements . 
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iv . Confusion in the choice of an occupation 
One of the continuing themes to which Ernest turns t hroughout 
the narrative is his occupation. There are fifty references to this 
subj ect . He grew up not thinki ng much about what he would do, but as-
suming that he would be a clergyman j ust as his father was . 1-Jh.ile he 
liJaS at Cambridge ar:d appr oaching the time i n which he would normally 
expect ordination the first serious thought about his future work be-
gan to occupy his mind . The father had no idea but what Ernest would 
follow in his foot-steps. "Ordination 1-1as the road which Theobald 
knew and understood , and indeed the only ro c:d abo.ut which he knew any-
thi ng at all, so not unnaturally it 1-ras the one he chose for Ernest .'!l 
It >vas only after he had been ordained a deacon in a curacy 
that he began to have some misgivings , but these were vague and unfoc-
used . He had a gnawing uneasiness about his fitness and prepara tion, 
and he failed to find the satisfaction in it he had hoped for. In his 
effort t o put more s i gnificance into his work he threw hL'Tlself vJi th 
intensity i n to visiting the poor in hi s neighborhood. His indiscre t ion 
in visiting a girl who had a room i n the same house as his , frightened 
the girl ont of her wits and landed Ernest in jail. Since his inten-
tions i n visiting her were not entirely honorable , he was beginning 
even then to r ebel against his role as a clergyman . Once in jail he 
lmew t ha t he would never return as a clergyman, partly because it would 
be difficult after this , but most of all because he knew now t ha t he 
was opposed to it in the depth of his being . 
libid. , pp . 271-272 . 
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He hated t he lif e he had been l eading ever since he had begun to 
read for orders:. he could not argue about it, but simply loathed 
it and would have no more of it. • He rejoiced at what had 
befallen him, and found a blessing in this verl impr isonment which 
had at first seemed an 1.mspeakable misfortune . 
He reflected l ater that this tragedy fr eed him from an occu!Jation 
which he probabl y ivould nev er have had the courage to br eak a~·my from 
if it had depended entirely upon his own initiative. For the first 
tiJne , some of the heavy coating o.:f insulation was taken from aro1.md 
his true fe eling s about being a clergyman. He knev-J now that he had 
hated it before, but had not been i-Jilling to recognize and face these 
feelings. 
He also kneH now that he would have no money. His schooling 
was usel ess . He must pre;,are to "kiss the soil , 11 and give up his role 
as a gentleman, starting off with some menial task. .After t he i ni tia.l 
shock of this prospect v.rore off he began to relish the idea, thinking 
tha t this v.rould give him t he greatest freedo!i1 of all . He studied 
tailoring Hhi l e in prison and made excellent progress. There Ha s , how-
ever , no tailoring -vmrk open to hi m Hhen he got out. Finally, at the 
suggestion of Ell en, ..vhom he was so on to marry, he started a s econd-hand 
clothing shop and made reasonable progress at it 1.mtil the break-up of 
his home practical ly destroyed all ga ins. 
I n the most crucial stage of his life the big thing that loomed 
before hi m ivas the question of whether or not he could give up all 
pretensions of b eing a gentleman and identify himself completely ivi th 
the l aboring class. He fo1.md reasonable satisfacti on in doing a job · 
that provided a useful service to men , yet there was something in him 
that would not easily or willingly le t go of the life of a gen tleman . 
1Ibid ., P • 382. 
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One gets the feeling that the writer woul d have been very tmhappy to 
have ended the story leaving Ernest happy and contented in doing an 
honorable but somewhat meni al task . But he feels that it is a wonder-
ful experience and good for one's outlook on life to have had such 
>·JOrk. So long as it can be put down as experience and does not ser-
iously affect one's status, it might be permitted. 
It was dtrring this period that the idea of becoming a writer 
possessed Ernest . He tried viTiting , but practically everythi ng wa s 
rejected . Fortunatel~r, when Ernest believes that he must go back to 
some menial job, the good nevi'S is broken to him that his annt Alethea 
has l eft him 70,000 pounds which has been kept in trust for him until 
this time. 
This leaves Ernest free for his literary pursuits. Nmv he can 
~rrite as he wants , for he does not need to ~rrite t o please others, and 
he 'Hill s ay things that few others have the courage to say. 
Confusion in the choice of an occupation is not an unusual 
thing . It will be fo tmd in studying But1er' s own experience that t he 
confusion is probably even greater than is portrayed in The 1tJay of All 
Fl esh. Confusion in choosing an occupation may indicate a good bit 
of uncertainty in the formation of a self-image. 'He will 1..rant to con-
sider this factor flrrther when the totality of evidence is considered. 
6. Self-conception often ambival ent 
A tabulation ~ras kept of the munber of ti.mes in which Ernest 
re~istered feelings about himself, or that Overton, the narrator, des-
cribed Ernest's feelings. The list of self-conceptions used are the 
following:· guilty, -vmak, submissive, stupid, dependent, lack of recog-
nition , strong, dominant, intelligent, independent, and receiving 
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recognition . A division was also made between the number of i t ems re-
corded before Ernest's imprisonment and the ones recorded afterward. 
In most instances there was a significant difference bett.reen the two 
periods . 
Some of the most frequently indicated items in the self-con-
cep tion scale give us important clues on the development of his person-
ality. Feelings of guilt and weakness are especial ly predominant. 
There were f orty-nine expressions of guilt, forty-three before his :Li1l-
prisonment and six afterward . There are forty-seven instances i n. 
which Ernest perceived of hL~self as weak, forty before his imprison-
ment and seven afterward. It is significant to note the feelings of 
"reakness and guilt "L-rere frequently mentioned within the same context--
often within the same sentence . Several of the descriptions of his 
feelings on such occasions will point up the "ray he so: often felt 
about himself . 
He wel l knew they (his parents] had never done anything naughty 
since they had been chil dren, and that even as children they had 
been nearly faultless . How different from himself! \Vhen should he 
l earn t o love his papa and mamma as they had loved theirs? Ho1-1 
could he hope ever to gro"L-r u.p to be as good and wise as they, or 
even tolerably good and wis.e? Alas ! never . • • • He did not like 
anything that v1as really good; his tastes were lo1·1 and such as he 
was ashamed of . l 
He believed that he vms 'f.orithout anything which could deserve 
the name of a good quality; he was naturally bad, ·and one of those 
for whom there vJas no place for r epent ance , though he sought it 
with tears . So he shrank out of sight of those whom in his boyish 
way he idolized , never for a moment suspecting that he might have 
capacities to the full as high as theirs though of a different 
kind, and fell in more •·ri th those who were of a baser sort, with 
whom he could at any rate be on equal terms . 
These intense feelings of guilt and weakness , Ernest later recognized 
had been carefully planted and nourished by his father . This was the 
1Ibid.' p . 171. 2Ibid.' p . 218 . 
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means he had used to try to keep Ernest obedient to his own will. 
Authoritarian studies consider feelings of guilt and weakness 
of great significance. The implications of this will be examined in 
the next chapter. It is to be noted that there was a striking movement 
away from these feelings in the second period. There are evidences of 
a residue which appear in other s ources to be considered later which make 
it less convincing that the effect of these feelings were as completely 
removed as might appear on a surface examination. 
Other items related to guilt and weakness, but not so pronounced 
in their frequency are the feelings of being submissive, stupid, de-
pendent, and lack of recognition. He felt himself to be submissive 
eleven times before his imprisonment but none afterward. Fol~ instances 
of believing himself to be stupid are recorded before his prison term, 
but none afterward. Lack of recognition was sensed once before, and 
four times aftervlard. The submissive and dependent feelings are of the 
same cluster and speak of his inabili~ to trust his own judgement. It 
was noted that "never was there a little mortal more ready to accept 
without cavail whatever he was told by those who were in authority."l 
This being true, there lvas undoubtedly much greater dependence and 
submissiveness about him than would ever have been recorded in a count 
of the times he felt this way. We may, with reasonable assurance, 
assume that the times he thought enough about it to react to his 
feeling were when he was rebelling at his own submissiveness. The 
many other times in which his submissiveness would be unnoted would 
be when it was also unquestioned. The feeling of stupidity is frequently 
noted in the whole cluster of guilt, weakness and submissiveness. With 
libid., p. 179. 
Ernest it is not a predominant note, but it is present as one of the 
components that adds a bit more depth to the r epresentation of his 
self-conception. 
One item breaks the pattern. Ernest perce ived himself to be 
lacking recognition more in the latter period than in the earlier . 
A good bit of this is due to a preoccupation with his failure to be 
recognized in the field of literature when he started writing in the 
closing part of the narrative . In the tabulation of his perception 
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of being recognized, a corresponding break from the rest of the pat-
tern is noted . He thought of himself as receiving adequate recognition 
three times before his imprisonment , and once afterward . On the 
whole v1e may be lieve that the frequency of this i tern is not greater , 
because, at least in the earlier period, he did not much question 
that he deserved what 'Nas coming to hi m, especially so, if it was mis -
treatment . 
On the pos itive side of the ledger, there are two items that 
predominate in frequency . He felt himself to be strong six times in 
the earlier period, but fourteen times in the latter . He thought of 
himself as independent only once in the f irst period, but in the latter 
twenty- nine . In addition, he never felt himself to be dominant in the 
early period , but three times conceived himself so in the latter one . 
These figures would indicate that t here was a strong conscious movement 
toward a more independent position . Interestingly enough, it is harder 
to ge t statements that speak of his strength and independence with the 
same i ntensity as he spoke of his guilty feelings and sense of weakness . 
The statements of strength are intimations and hopes rather than confi-
dent affirmations . Something of his movement toward strength and inde-
pendence is indicated in the f ollowing passage . 
There crossed l:is mind thoughts of the po1r1er which he f elt to 
be in him, and of how and where :it was to find its vent ••• ; 
He had nothing more to lose; money, fri ends , character , all 
were gone for a very long time if not for ever; but t here 1vas 
something else also that had taken its flight al ong "lith these . 
I mean the fear of what man could do to him. 1 
There were two items which did not fall into the pattern of a 
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stronger self-conception. He r egarded himself as intelligent six times 
i n the earlier period and three times in the l a t ter . As mentioned 
earlier he felt hlinself to be recognized t hree tlines i n the first period , 
and only once in the last . The matter of his recognition Has discussed 
above . The question is raised why he mi ght have thought of hi mself as 
intelligent a gr eater number of times in the earlier than in the lat er 
period . In the first pl ace , tbe figures ar e t oo lm-v on this item to give 
a ver y significant comparison either way . A subjective judgment ' l eads 
one al so to the feeling t ha t i n the earlier period in spite of his feel-
ings of l·reakness and stupidity, there Has a spor CJdic and vaguely defined 
movement to-vmrd self -integri ty. On several instances t here was an 
assertion of intelligence , even though much i n the situation suggested 
otherl,rise . It amo1mted t o ass uranc e in spite of appearances . In t e 
latter period it would seem that there 1o-Ias not the need to protes t so 
much the proof of his ability . 
It so on become s obvi ous that there is no static picture of 
Ernest ' s self-conception . There i s a definite turning poi nt at t he 
crisis precipitated by his imprisonmen~. The t emper and mood of t he 
narrative shifts at this point . The content analysis of Ernes t 's self-
conception gives abundant evidence that somethi ng nm..r has been added . 
1Ibid., p . 410 . 
Because of t his changing self-conception one gets the fe el ing that he 
i s dealing -vr.ith live material even though i t is transmitted via the 
printed page . Any understanding of Butler 1dll have to t ake i n to ac-
count this movement in his personali ty ivhich is apparent also in t he 
other sources . 
7. Total Impression of Ernest ' s Personality 
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Out of a total of 573 rela.tionships tabulated in The VJay of All 
Flesh_, 375 are of a hostile or disapproving nature . Percentage- v1ise 
69% of all relations are negative in character . In considering the 
f eelings t ha t Ernest alone expresses in his r elationship s to others , 
including symbols of reli gi ous authori t y , 71% of them Here of a hostile 
or disapproving nature . In making a comparison betvJeen fe elings ex-
pressed on t he opposite items of the scale , that is , be tvJeen hosUlity 
and love , 83% of Ernest ' s fee l ings ·Here hosti le and 17% l oving . Com-
paring Ernes t' s perception of the vJay others have fel t to1.Jard hi m, and 
using again the love and hostility extr emes , we find that 85% were con-
sidered hostile and only 15% l oving . Thus , we get the pic t ure of a 
person i n whom a decidedly predominant percent age of his rel ationships 
,;,_rere marked by feelings of hostili ty or disapproval. 
In trying t o synthesize the impressi on that comes from l ooki ng 
at all of E:rnes t 1 s re l ationships , one gets the picture of a person who 
fee ls that he lives in a dangerous , t hreateni ng wor ld, and that he can 
maintai n himself onl y by standing i n opposition t o i t most of the t ime . 
As a boy he lived in a.n tmcer t ain littl e universe, never knmdng when 
the disapproving or angry voice of hi s father would be calling him t o 
t ask for f ailures he could ohly par t l y understand . Things were j ust a s 
uncertai n with his mother , for in the very momen t he would have put the 
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most trust in her, she might betray his confidence and deliver him to 
the untender. mercies of his .father. Much of the time he felt guilty 
and unworthy; because the expectations of his parents seemed so differ-
ent from his desires and ability to please them, but occasionally his 
moods of self-rejection would give way to angry bursts of resentment. 
But even if he felt this way, he usually tried to keep his parents 
from knowing it. 
He wanted to believe inhimself, but most of the time he had so 
little confidence in his own judgement that he let others make his de-
cisions for him. Anyone who 1vas friendly to him would immediately win 
his confidence . .Such persons could later take advantage of him, and he 
was slow to see what they were doing. His sense of discrimination seem-
ed uncertain once persons had been kind to him, so that they could im-
pose on him, and even though Ernest might feel vaguely uncomfortable 
about it, he would seldom take any action to prevent their abuse of 
his trust. He was especially vulnerable to handsome, well-dressed men . 
There was always a certain amount of discomfort in associating 
with older persons, and especially persons who had gained a great rep-
utation and were held in high public esteem •• 1~en possible, he would 
avoid such persons altogether, but if he felt they v1ere bigoted, he 
might attack them sharply through his writing. 
He tended to have a small cluster of close friends. Most of 
these were usually in essential agreement with his thinking and way of 1 
life. The only really intimate friends >·.rere always men. 
V.lomen v.rere particularly difficult to deal with. They were 
hard to understand . He could never be sure just how they sholUd 
be regarded. One thing was certain, a person needs freedom to come and 
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go as he pleases, and i t would be an intolerable burden to be marr ied. 
It is not likely any woman could ever be found who would make such a 
sacrifice of personal freedom worthwhile . 
His ideal in life was to have an income from investments 
sufficient to live comfortably, but s till to keep his tastes simple. 
This would give him freedom to follow where his interests should lead 
him with no obligations to anyone. If the balloon of some bigot who 
thought he had a corner on tr11th needed puncturing, then he would be 
free to do what seemed necessary . To make the picture compl ete, there 
should be an intimate circle of close friends, opportunities for the 
enjoyment of art , literature ~~d music, and the freedom to do what 
seemed right in his own eyes, with no need to explain his actions to 
anyone else . 
CHAPTER V 
.ANALYSIS OF AUTHORITARIAN BEHAVIOR PATTERNS IN BUTLER 
l . Reconsideration of Criteria Indicating Authoritarian Personality 
i. List of criteria 
The criteria given below are dra}m from Maslow' s delineation 
of the authoritarian character structure , except for the l ast item.l 
A description of the dy~~1ics of each vnll be given along ~on th con-
firmations and agreements from the other principal so\ITces.2 
( l) vJorld-view conceived of as threatening .--The person who 
believes that t he world is against him will manifest it in his behav-
ior . Such a per~on may regard others as selfish and evil. . He will 
see conspiracies in situations tha t others may regard as harmless . 
"The individual finds himself free in the negative sense, that is, 
alone with his self and confronting an alienated , hostile world.u3 
He ~orill conceive tha t his safety lies primarily in his abi l ity to de-
fend himself against others , or to find someone else to do this for 
him. "Once granted this world-view, everything that the authoritarian 
person does is logical and sensible . 114 
1Maslow, loc . cit. 
2The two primary sources t hat are considered definitive in 
authoritarian li tera.t ure are Fromm 1 s Escape from Freedom and Adorno 1 s 
The J~u!l;hori tarian Personality. 
3Fromm, Escape From Freedom, p. lSl. 
4Maslow, loc. cit., p . 403. 
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(2) Classifying persons in a hierarchy.--The authoritarian 
needs a well-defined situation. One of the ways of getting it is to 
know where he stands in relation to all others. "In authoritarian 
philosophy the concept of equality does not exist •• . . For him the 
world is composed of people with power and those ~nthout it, of super-
ior ones and inferior ones ." l It-lith this arrangement one meets others 
largely in terms of their roles or positions ra.ther than as persons in 
their o"m right. He is uncomfortable in new and uns tructured situations 
and is at loss without a neat system of classifying people . The great-
est uncertainties in relationship will usually be ivi th those who are 
conceived to be either above or below him. 11 The obvious fur..ction of 
the mechanism described is in helping to keep existing anxieties and 
guilt feelings in a repressed state. 11 2 
(3) Overgeneralization of inferiority and superiority.--Over-
generalization in regard to inferiority and superiority is a manifesta-
tion of the need to get life arranged into certain and dependable cat-
egories . If a class of persons can be known as i nferior or undepend-
@ble, it saves the problem of needing to decide if this is true with 
each one in this class as an indivi dual. If one lives in a dangerous 
world , in 1-1hich people ca.n hurt him, he needs convenient classifications 
which define how one shall think and feel in every situation and with 
every class of people. 11Differences, whether of sex or race , to him are 
necessarily signs of superiority or inferiority. A difference which 
does not have this connotation is unthinkable to him. 11 3 The superior 
lFromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 173 . 
2Else Frenkel-Brunswick, "Comprehensive Scores and Stunmary of 
Interview Results" ed . Adorno et al. , The Authoritarian Personality, 
p . 485. --
3Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 173 . 
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person is regarded as superior in everything, j ust as the inferior is 
regarded as inferior in everything. The authoritarian is "more often 
given to stereotyping, pre-judgements and ready generalizations, or 
else to over-concreteness. 111 This need for clearly defined categories 
drives the authoritarian to premature ansl-ver s. 
(4) Strong desire for status.--Status provides a form of secur-
ity. It usually rests upon the assumption that only persons above one 
need be feared . Thus, the higher a person can rise in a hierarchical 
system, the fewer persons there are to fear. Prestige and power over 
people are some of the tmconscious motivations encouraging t he drive 
for status . Frenkel-Brrms1vick observes a tendency "totvard preoccupation 
vlith problems of status , communicating to their children a set of rigid 
and externalized rules . Status concern may well be assumed to be the 
basis of such a rigid and externalized set of values . n~ Status con-
ceptions also help to provide a f ramework in ~mich an individual has 
some set structure for ordering his relationships 1vith others . 
(5) Hostility and hatred in relationships.--This is one of the 
most common marks of authoritarianism. The fact that feelings are held 
in by so many artificially constructed barri ers builds up hostile pres-
sures. Since the impulse to use irrational power is one of the in-
struments of authoritarianism, thoS3 brought up under its regime tend 
to build up rebellious feeli r.gs , which in turn are directed against 
any convenient object . "Only hatred for a scapegoat is constant here , 
not the choice of a scapegoat. 11 3 Irrational prejudices spring up from 
lFrenkel-Brtmswick, loc. cit., p. 468. 
2rbid., p. 483. 
~aslow, loc. cit., p. 406. 
the need to release hostility . "Forced into a surface submission to 
parental authori ty, t he child develops hostility and aggression vJhich 
are poorly channelized. The displacement of a repressed antagonism 
tovJard authority may be one of the sources , and perhaps the principal 
source , of his antagonism toHard outgroups. 11 l Fromm observes that a 
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counter- development to hatred may be a tendency toward over-estimat ion 
and admiration of the persons in authority .2 · In such cases the hos-
tility may be so repressed that it is almost altogether unconscious . 
(6) Tendency to judge by externals.--Persons are judged not so 
much on their actual merit as by titles , noble birth, family na~e , 
money, right club , nationality and other such external design2tions . 
This is also a means by which the negative tendencies ~~thin oneself 
are projected on outside objects. Thus , it is not oneself, but others 
that are seen as threat ening and hostile.J The compulsive need to get 
a well-defined system leads to setting up artificial and external 
standards of judgement . 
(7) Use of singl e scale of values .--Using a single scale of 
values follows the tendency toward oversimplification in setting up 
classifications. There is a desire for a~ absolute standard by which 
everything can be judged. It cannot tolerate different value systems , 
and considers anyone 1·ri th a different scale a threat. This is a means 
of closing one ' s eyes to unacceptable tendencies within t he self , for 
the value systems are idealized so as t o give a more satisfying self-
lFrenkel-Brtmsvrick , lac . cit. , p . 482. 
2Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 166. 
3Frenkel-Brunswick, loc . cit. , p . 474 . 
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image . l 
( 8) Kindness identified with weakness .--Once a person has come 
to conceive of the worl d as dangerous <md threatening , it t hen becomes 
the best of sense to look out for munber one . To shaH kindness v10uld 
invite exploitation from others . "The trusting person is an idiot in 
the psychological jungle . 112 When kindness is used it is the kindness 
of an opportunist . It may seem the expedient thing to do in a par-
ticular s ituation, but this does not make it a guiding principle of 
life. 
(9) Expl oitation of peopl e .--If one grants that the world is 
jungle- like , not onl y must one keep o thers from getting the best of 
him, but he must find the vrays in v.rhich he can use others t o his ad-
vantage . Jvluch of the exploitation is urJ.conscious , and takes the form 
of manipulating people to one's own advantage . 11 The authoritarian 
will be very apt to regard other h1rnan beings only as tools, as 
means t o an end, as pawns on his chessboard , as obj ects to be exploit-
ed . u3 Fromm regards this as an important manifestation of the sad-
istic impulse, and the more a person represses his sadistic impul. es 
the more subtle will be the forms of exploitation . 4 Adorno r egards 
the au thori tar ian persons vJi th a "mani pulative sy-ndrome" as one of 
the most dangerous types. People are depersonalized tand the v1hole 
\vorld is divided into empty, schematic , administrative fields . There 
is an almost total lack of object catharsis and of emotional ties ••• 
libid. 
2Maslow, lac . cit., p . 407. 
3rbid. 
4Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 144. 
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Everythi ng and everyone (is treated} as an obj ect to be handled, manip-
ulated, seized by the subject's Oi->m theoretical and practical pat-
terns . 11l This need to mani pulate is highly destructive of human val-
ues . 
( 10) Sadistic when in dominant position, masochistic TtJhen in 
submissive position.--As part of a status system, the authoritarian 
lives in essential agreement with the established order of thi ngs . One 
is entitled t o exercise dominance over the persons under him, and must 
accept the domincnce of those above him. 11 The sado - masochistic person 
is al-ways charac t erized by his a tti tnde to-.;ard authority . He admires 
authority and tends to submit to it, but a t the s ame time he wants to 
be an authority hi mself and have others submit to hi m. 112 Nasochistic 
dependency i s conceived as love and loyalty, inferiority feelings are 
f e l t to be an adequate expression for shortcomings , and one's suffering 
is considered to be due t o unchangabl e circlrnstances . The real aim of 
masochism is not for the sake of stufer ing i tself , but t o f orget oneself , 
in an attempt to become a part of a bigr.er and more poHerful 1-vhol e out-
side one self. 3 Adorno indicates that in the 11rebel" t;y-pe , the usual 
sadomasochistic pattern is altered . This may lead to a blind hatred 
toward all authority, and in many i nstances is difficult to distinguish 
from the true non-authoritarian who achieves genuine independence from 
dominating force s.4 The rebel , however much he may declar e his i nde-
pendence_, canr,ot exist vli thout someone to rebel agai nst . His flmda-
1Adorno, op . cit., p. 767. 
2Fromm , Escape from Freedom, p . 164. 
3Ibid., p . 155. 
4Ador no , op . cit., pp . 762-763 . 
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mental dependency upon the stronger person is declared in the indeni-
able fact that he must have someone against whom to pit himself. If 
the person or thing against 1-rhich he is rebelling is removed, some nmv-
object upon •rhich to vent the rebellion will be fotmd. 
(11) Strong intra-psychic conflict and guilt feelings.--This 
item is the most uncertain in the whole scale. All researchers agree 
that intra-psychic conflict and guilt feelings are highly relevant to 
the discussion of authoritarianism, but there is disa.greement on its 
significance . MaslOiv feels that the conflict gr01v-s out of the discrep-
ancy in a person's learning experience , since he is subjected to both 
democratic and authoritarian influences. If an authoritarian influence 
were the sole one, the externalizaticn process would be complete enough 
to prevent conflict.l Adorno identifies conflict and guilt feelings 
with the non- authori t.s.r ian tendency toward greater internali zation. He 
notes that the extremely prejudiced person "often exhibits a rigid form 
of superficial adjustment. 112 The main difference betv.reen the two might 
possiblly be explained in terms of conscious and unconscious conflict. 
It seems that they have both observed similar phenomena, but the thing 
they are trying to express is somewhat different. Both recognize that 
authoritarianism sets up powerful conflicts because of the number or 
ar t i ficial barriers set up i n the psychic life. The Adorno studies 
emphasize t he fact that rr!Uch of this conflict is unrecognized by the 
authoritarian himself because of the externalization which he practi-
ces. 
1}1aslmv-, lee. cit., p. 410. 
2Frenkel-Brunswick, loc. cit. p . 481. 
(12) Intolerance of ambiguity.--This item came into usage 
especially ~~th the Adorno study. It is implied in several items in 
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Mas low's scale, but was not specifically listed. Fro~n feels that the 
authori ta.rian is highly relativistic, but attempts to hjde this fac t 
from himself. His willingness to build artifical value systems betrays 
his real tendency toward nihilism. 1 He is at heart an opportunist . 
Frenkel-Bruns}dck observes that the high scorers in ethnocentrism 
"show more rigidity and avoidance of ambiguity. • • • Values and re-
ligion are often taken in t heir most dogmatic form. 11 2 Mark Allen's 
dissertation concurred in this finding.3 Intolerance of ambiguity is 
implied in items which point toward stereotyping and premature general-
izations. 
ii . Rationale of criteria 
These criteria describe a definite personality con~iguration. 
There is a close relationship between each oneand the others. They 
are based upon observation of personality characteristics most common 
to persons whose character patterns have been formed under the influence 
of authoritarian systems.4 
The authoritarian personality concept grew out of Fromm's ob-
servations of the German people in their response to Nazism, the phe-
nomenon of a nation succumbing to irrational authority. Isolating the 
personality characteristics which accompanied this acceptance of Nazism 
was Fromm's primary contri bution to psychological 1mderstanding. That 
1Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 173. 
2Frenkel-Brunswick, loc. cit., p. 463 . 
3Allen, op. cit., pp. 106-107. 
4Frow~, Escape from Freedom, chs. II and III. 
arrangement of sadis t ic-masochis tic manifes ta.tion s i n to a consist-
ent and pr edictable patter n is a. centra l observation of these same 
charac t eristics in other authority arrangements was further confirma-
t ion t hat they 1vere r eas one>.bly c onsistent from group to gr oup . l 
On the basis of Fromm's work , MasloH attempted a listing of 
t he distinguishing marks of the a uthori tarian character structure . A 
second factor in selecting the items 1-va s his mm observations in 
therapy . 2 The scq.le used in this dissertation f ollows Na s low' s except 
for the addition of the fina l item, in toler ance of ambiguity . It is 
i ncluded her e because it has bec ome an importan t co nsideration in 
more recent literature in t he field. 
There is a hard core of c onsistency t ha t rlms throl~hout the 
items of the criteria. An inner logic holds all the items in the 
criteria toge ther , except t hat . some items sho"H more tendency for vari-· 
ation among individlmls than others . 
The assumption on which the use of these criteria is based 
is t hat if a high pre-va l e nce of the items are pre sent in an individ-
ual , he may be considered to have an authoritarian character struc t ure . 
Beyond t his , however , is the expecta.tion that an observation of the 
items which are most pronounced will help understanding the individ-
ualized dynamics of a specific person •. The fullest lmderstcmding 
p ossible of the authoritarian dynamic as it relates to the 
r e ligious experience of Samuel Butler is the final objective 
of this study. This endeavor will be made by studying the 
Ibid, ch. V. 
2 
Maslow, l oc , cit . 
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interpersonal relations of Butler and the way his religious experience 
shoTN'S correspondence 1-Ji th items of the criteria . 
iii. Their universality of application 
The concept of the authoritarian personality had its rise from 
Fromm's observations in Germany, but he himself felt t hat its princi-
ples were nearly as broad as human experience . The phenomena he ob-
served are things 1>1hich appear in some degree in any hmnan society, 
but they are much more prevalent in some than in others . One common 
element in all social arrangements is the fact of authority. It may 
reside in an individual , group or a family , and out of this arrange-
ment some form of status rating appears . From this , at l east from the 
side of society, arises the ftmdamental dynamic of authoritarianism. 
It is assumed that the more totalitarian or irrational the authority, 
the greater 1rJill b e the tendency of the elements in the criteria to 
develop in clear-cut fashion. 
Fromm observes that wherever there is a dependence upon i r -
rational authority a distinguishing pattern of personality character-
istics accompanies it. The characteristics he mentions are largely 
contained ~Qthin the criteria for this study. Since there is funda-
menta l agreement on most of these characteristics in present-day 
research in this area, this study will r roceed on the assmrrption that 
the criteria as given are as reliable a set of authoritarian character-
istics as is available at the present state of research, and that they, 
therefore , are lmiversal enough in appl ication to be used · in analyzing 
the struc ture of an individual persona.li ty. 
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2 . Use of Criteria. i n Reference to Butler 
1,-Jith t he ti,relve point criteria. in mind a. careful reading of 
Butler ' s principal writings 1-.1as undertaken . All reading was done with 
an effort to get the total impression of Butler's outl ook, feelings , 
and relationships vlith others . This tv.Jelve point scale was the con-
sta:1 t fro.me of reference for noting specific personali ty character-
istics . \v'henever a section was ree1d in vrhich there was evidence in-
dicating the presence of one or more of the characteristics a nota tion 
of it was made . All of the available works of Butler which were of a 
r easonably productive nature for r evealing personality characteristics 
Here read . Theodore Reik speaks of 11 listening vri th the thi rd ear . nl 
Something of the same process vras employed , for not only obvions in-
dications were noted , but t he llthird eye" was constantly looking for 
unconscious revelations of Butler 's personality pattern. It 1vas f sc -
inating to note that Butler from time to time intimated that he fully 
expected people -vronld do this Ni th his words , and there -vras a whimsical 
note repeated occasionally on how much more he mi 0 ht reveal about him-
self than he 1vas conscious of . In The '\t-Jay of All Flesh he r ecognized 
that he ·Has 'portrayi ng myself more surely than I am portraying any of 
the characters whom I set before the r eaders . 11 2 Butler ' s oHn aHareness 
of how a person reveals himself unconscious l y made his 1t1orks all t he 
morefasvinating to r ead, especially siLce they were being read with a 
v~_ei~oj_nt of subjecting him to a post- mortem character analysis . 
Some of the best biographjc <l sources were studied, and , as 
evidence 1-Jas presented for any of the poiLts in the criteria , notations 
lvere made . 
1Theodore Reik , Listening with t he Third Ear ( J1iew York: 
Farrar Straus , 1948) . 
2Butler , The Fa, " of All Flesh, p . 85 . 
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wnen finally the reading was completed all the cards were 
sorted into the twelve categories , plus some extra ones t hat seemed 
worthy of special attention. A weighing , balancing, judging process 
-v;as then engaged in similar to the manner in which a person must judge 
materials coming to him in counsel i ng interviews . On the basis of all 
t he facts , drawn both from the internal evidence of Butler ' s o1m works 
and the external evidence presented by his biographers , judgements 
-vmre made as to the presence or absence of evidence on the t welve 
items of t he criteria. 
3. Characteristics P_ppear i ng in Butler 
i. Evidences of characteristics 
( l ) Jorld-view conceived of as threatening.--There is much evi-
dence t hat Butl er never came to fe el that t he world vms a compl etely 
safe plac e . In fact much of his life was lived as if danger of some 
kind were an ever present t hreat . 
To start with, Butler 's boyhood was one in which the horizon 
was never completely clear of some new i ncident that might shake his 
world afresh . The picture of his father that is presented , as Thea-
bald Pan tifex in The 1-Jay of All Flesh, is of a. family-sized tyrant vJho 
wa s continually "will-shaking" his vmy through his children 1 s lives. 
There is no one v1ho doubts that Butler intended Theobald to represent 
his f ather , Canon Thomas Butler . There are some who question the val-
idity of the pic ture he has dra1m of him. Mrs . R. s. Garnett , a friend 
of the family, has writ t en a book in which a much different pic tt.rre of 
Canon Butl er is gi ven . l She point s out that Canon Butler 1.ras almost 
:lt1rs . R. s. Garnett( Martha) , Samuel Butler and His Family Re -
lations (London: J . M. Dent and Sons , 1926). 
universally regarded in his parish as a kindly, genial old gentl eman 
v1hose manifestly benevolent nature would make it impossible for him 
ever t o play the role that is portrayed in Theobald Pontifex. It is 
quite likely t ha t most of the people who knew Canon Butl er would agree 
vJith r1rs. Garnett ' s description rather than ~vith Samuel's version . 
This does not constitute very convincing proof that Samuel vias mistaken 
in his vieVJ of hi s father . Certainl y Canon Butler was not the first , 
or last, clergyman that was viewed by quite different eyes by hi s child-
ren from t he V>ray l1is parishoners saw him. 
We may stru·t tvith t he assurance that Samuel did fee l about his 
father essentially -..rhat Ernest is represented as feeling toward Theo-
bald. In a record of his correspondance v-ri th Miss Savage , l frequent 
reference is made to the strong feeling he had about the bullying man-
ner in which his father treated him. There can be no reasonable doubt 
t ha t Butler did regard his father as having tried t o keep him in sub-
jection during his chil dhood, and that in later years he seldom let 
an opportunity pass to ''cut11 him. 
Butler himself recognized that almost everyone outside the 
family vmuld have a much different view of his father than he did.2 He 
suggested several times in The 'vJay of All Flesh that Theobald 1-vas a 
typical beloved country parson, friendly and generous in his outside 
contacts , but taking out on his children feelings he did not dare 
loose among his parishoners. G. D. H. Cole , one of Butler ' s ablest 
interpreters , suggests that, 
looeffrey Keynes and Brian Hil l ( eds.) 1 • Le t ters be tween Sam-
uel Butler and Miss E . M. A. Savage , 1871-188.5 (London: Jonathan 
Cape, 1935) . 
2see Appendix c, p. 212. 
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it is perfectly possible for a an to be at one and the same time 
a benevo l ent and amiable person in all the outward relations of life 
and an irritable husband and father . It is perfectly possible for 
a father to present every appearance of l oving his son, and indeed 
to feel that he does love him, and yet to be continually at logger-
heads with him in private life . It is perf ectly possible for a man, 
and especiall y for a clergyman , to appear both to others and to 
himself to be actuated by t he highest moral principles and the most 
kindl y sentiments , and yet to be domestica lly an oppressor , mi stak-
ing his ovm preferences and predilections for t he will of God , and 
his ofl i mpulse : to exact unquestioning obedience for the voice of 
duty. 
Cole feels , after sifting much evidence , t hat Canon Butler is just such 
a person , and t hat there can be no shadow of doubt t l1at Samuel grevi up 
in a relati onship with his father tha t is essentially as represented 
in The !;Jay of All Flesh . If we accept t he portrayal of Ernest as being 
a description of the psychic l i fe of Samuel Butler , t hen we mus t agree 
t hat his boyhood certainly pre sented him with a view of the -vmrld that 
was highly threatening and mlCertain . 
Consider some of t he elemen ts of his early lif e already pre-
sented in the preceding chapter . There 't·Jas the ever imminent threat 
of a f a ther's disapproval and of a mother's dra-vling out a confidence 
only to be tray it. There was t he club held over his head of a with-
dra.-v;a l . of his allovrance for incurring parental displeasure . In school 
t her e 1r1as a constant emphasis on l earning things which seemed useless 
and tminteresti ng, but there wer e all sorts of penalties for his f ail-
ure, either in conduct or studies . The mor e successful and "desirable" 
boys he avoided because of a fear t ha t somehow he would not be able 
t o hold his own 1-ri th them. After a fevl unsuccessful tries he withdrew 
from t he more vigorous sports , because he felt himself too slight of 
build to compete successfully. On ever y hand there seemed little en-
lcole , op. cit., p. 40. 
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c otrragement fr om others f or him to develop his interests and inclina-
tions, sc he found himself al lying himself with the b oys of -vlhich h i s 
father and mo ther would never have ap_r:;roved . He said of himself through 
Overton , 11 he belonged t o a debatable class be tween the s ub- reputable 
and the upper disreputable, v;ith perhap s more l eaning t o the l a tter . 11 l 
Of his rel.ation t o his schoo l master it ~vas remarked that 11 to Ernes t 
it seemed like living on the crater of Vesuvius . 112 Butler in 
commenting on Dr . Kennedy, who 1-1as his headinaster at Shrevmbury said , 
I am sure nothing set him s o against me as the conviction that 
nothing woul d induce me to c ome out of my shell in his presence--
this piqued him--but if ever in an i mpulsi ve moment I did come 
out , he ah·Jays t ouched my horns! 3 
His choice of vrords tell us much . The lvcr l d wa s so thr eatening that 
the onl y safe p l ace Has in 11my shell. " He w>.s also l earning that if 
he unl eashed his emotions enough to expose them, he -vras made to suffer 
for it. By the time he v.ra s r eady fo r his under graduate v.ror k he had 
l earned that t her e ar e many dangers in the 1vcrld, but the chief of 
t hem is ol der peopl e Hho have it in their power t o hurt you at their 
will. Even though one would sometime like to hurt t hem back, t he 
safest thing to do is stay out of their reach . 
The 1mdergr aduate years at Cambridge were evidently more 
peaceful t han any Butler had knm-m and they provided the gr ound for 
s ome shif t in hi s personality pa ttern . They were days -,.rhich "if not 
quite 1mclouded , were on the whole very happy ones. 11 4 There v.ras no 
f ather or school master to breathe down his neck and spy out all hi s 
ways. He described it as a peri od dev oid of ambition and devoted to 
1Butler , The Hay of All Fl esh , pp . 181-182 . 
2I bid ., p . 175. 
3 stil~nan , op . c i t ., p . 30 . 
4 Butler , The l.'ay of All Flesh , p . 269 • 
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taking the e asiest course possible both in regard t o his studies and 
relationships . "If he could escape the notice of all those with whom 
he did not feel himself en rapport, he conceived that he had triumphed 
sufficiently • 11 1 The habit of staying in a shell in uncomfortable sit-
nations seems to have been quite well confirmed in him . 
It was ~men Butler began preparation for ordination that the 
resurgence of conflict came to the fore again. l!Jhen serious questions 
on the validity of infant bap tism, the authenticity of miracle s , and 
various other t eachings of the church presented themselves to Ernes t , 
he decided tha t he did not want to be ordained. He felt hims elf mov -
i ng into a t r ap from which , once it has sprung on him, there 1-ras no 
escape . 1;.Jhen he wrote his father of his desire not to be ordained 
there fo llowed an exchange of letters that gives a good sample of 
the type of coercion Ernest had grown up under . 2 But now the father 
is up against a some1.vhat different person than the boy who knuckled 
1u1der to him. Butler stood his ground . Hany other proposals were 
disc ussed , but what was agr eeable to the father was not acceptable to 
the son, and vJhat Sa.muel would do , his father voiced violent opposition 
to . Samuel continued to stand his gr-ound and would not accede to any 
proposal that was intolerable . Finally it Has agreed, 1vith the mother 's 
intercession, that Canon Butl er would finance his son in emigrating to 
Ney.r Zeal and and setting him up as a sheep farmer . For the first time 
Samuel had won a major battle with his father. 
While in N e~r Zealand Butler deve l oped considerable povJer for 
independent thought . From much of his writing it would appear that 
1Ibid. ' p . 270 . 
2Jones , op . cit ., Vol. II , pp . 58-69 . 
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at last the chains of the past -vmre broken , and tha t Butler was no:r1 a 
man on his own . He developed the strength t o di sagree heartil y and 
heatedly with persons who stood i n positions of authority. His power 
for logical and incisive argument was developed t o a turn of brilliance . 
Intellectually he 1rJas slave to no man . 
This concludes a presentation of the developmental aspects of 
Butler ' s wor ld-vieH. Now to examine the evidence th.st , in spite of 
Butler I s brilliant intellectual independence ' he still continued to vielv 
t he ,,rorld as a dangerous , hostile place. 
In t he first pl ace , l e t ns examine the meaning of Butler 's 
bri l liant and incisive use of l anguage . Butler is a satiri st of the 
first 1,.;rater as evidenced by his attack on the church i n The Fair 
Haven . In the gui se of a chlrrcrunan , he made a def ense of t he church 
that -,ras devastating in its implications , for he stole all the ground 
from under the thing he 1vas defending . A simil arly brilliant satire 
on bo t h Christianity and scienc e :rras done in ErevJhon and in Erewhon 
Revisited . Satire is universally regarded as a Hay of attack . I n 
fact it i s a means of attacki ng while one takes cover 1mder the shield 
of ambi guity. It means tha t one is trying t o strike out against his 
enemies and at the same t i me remain free of t he cost of doi ng so. As 
f1rrther evidence Stillman says of him, "He 1r1·as naturally kindly even 
tender , and t he very irony which was t o bec ome his mos t effective 
t-veapon vJa s his shie l d as -vmll as his spear . 11 l The Fair Haven and 
Erewhon were both published pseudonomously at firs t . The satirist, 
especially if he write s under a fic t i tious name , cannot lvell escape 
the evidence he presents of a person who wants to give vent t o hostile 
lstillman, on . cit. , p . h2 . 
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f ee lings , but who still does not want to get caught at it. 
Undoubtedly much of Butler's criticism Has based on valid 
judgement, and much of it 1..;ra s deserved . Even so He cannot be unmind-
ful of the method he used in pre senting his criticism. Th.e fact of it 
is , Butl er chose verbal attack, 'vi th a powerfully, well-sharpened in-
stnlffien t , and he did it in such a v.Jay as to partly hide himself from 
retaliation . One sees agai n an angr y boy burning his father in effi gy 
when the father was mil es away and could not see. It developed , also , 
that after Butler had succeeded in getting his point across lilith sat ire , 
he became more open in attacki ng those he perceived to be hi s enemies . 
But ahmys t here remained to the end t he tendency to take some form of 
cover when the risk of direct attack might break open dangers too 
great to be sustained. Another factor that speaks of Butl er 's belief 
that he lived in a dangerous Horl d wa s his tendency to restrict his 
friendships to a small intimate circle. There is universal agreement 
among all biographers of Butler, as Hell as in his own statements, 
that he was shy and retiring in personal relationships. In The ~ay of 
All Fl esh he frequently refers to this inclination to wi thdra1..;r from 
thos e vlho made him uncomf ortable, and especially so f r om those he con-
ceived to be superior to him. Again in ref erring to Ernest in later 
life the statement is made t hat 
for society indeed of all sorts , exc ep t of coLrrse that of a f ew 
intimate fri ends, he had an lmconquerable aversion. 11 I a l1..;rays 
did hate those people, 11 he sai d , "and t hey ahrays have hated and 
ah -.rays vri.l l hate me . • • • The moment a man goes i nto soci ety, 
he becomes vulnerabl e al l round.l 
Consider the emotional impact of the phrases he uses , "unconquerable 
. II averslon, "I ah;ays hated those peopl e , " 11 t hey • always -w"'ill 
lButler , The Hay of All Flesh, p . 530. 
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hate me , " 11vul nerable all round ." There is no need to look for rmcon-
sc ious meani ng here . On all sides i t annormces that her e is a man vJho 
is afraid of 1-rha t people might do to him _, so the s afest t hi ng is to 
v.ri thdr<:nl from all excep t those 1..Jl1o h v e gi ven hi m compl ete ass urance 
that no harm will come to him f r om them. Butler wrote on one occasi on, 
"The supposition that the worl d is ever in l eague t o put a mc:n down is 
childi sh."l Thi s suggests the wide d iscr epancy between the i ntellectu-
al life of Butler and his emo tiona l life, lrrth the l atter one being 
mos t certai nl y reflected i n his r e l ationships. 
A final cluster of phenomena speaks a lso of t he fear that 
Butl er carried t hrough his life . In many vmys Butl e r -...J s knmm as a 
tender_, generous , and kindly gent l eman. But the Hhigh priests of 
science' seldom saw t his side of him. The lmderdog , the common person , 
the 1massurning fo lk saw hi s gentle , almost lov i ng manner, made t he 
more delightf ul vJith a humorous twinkle in his eye . The "high pries ts' 
i n any group would never interpret what they s a1-r as a 11 tirrnkl e . 11 It 
looked to them much more like a tt g1int . 11 Butler had an almos t rmcanny 
ability to probe out the -..reak spots of t hose who Here in positions of 
authority . Then Hi th rut h l ess thrusts of his raiper-like 1vords he 
would back t hem into an illogica l or i nconsi stent corner and make 
them squirm before t he public gaze . He had an especially keen nose 
for smelling out 11 humbugs. 11 The Rev. Canon J oseph McCormic k , a fri end 
of Butl er's said of him, "No one hated shams , Hhen he thought he de-
tec ted t h em, more than he did; and he could not restr ai n hi s ridicul e 
and biting sarcasm when an Op;'JOrtLmity presented itsel n of USing t hem . r2 
l Butl er _, The Note Books of Samuel Butler , p. 181. 
2Jones , op. cit. , Vol.' I, p. 54 . 
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Stillman i nterpre ts this as an lmconscious envy. She note s , as many 
others have , tha t 
he was always scrupulously courteoc.l to social inferiors . It 1.vas 
only "great men , " that is., those accounted great by others -vrho often 
aroused his ire by bei ng in a position 1-ihich he consciously scorn-
ed but subconsciuus l y envied, and to t hem he vras often , in l ater 
years , rude t o the verge of eccent r i ci ty . l 
One does no t hav e to guess long where he developed his keennes s 
i n seei ng through 11 great men." His father Has the first "great man" 
w·i th whom he had to deal. It was v-Ii th him that he had l earned that 
the man on top is the one who must be feared . So well h d he l ear ned 
it that this lesson stayed Hi th him as the tmconsc iou s gui de of his 
life , even though much of his inte l lectual life told him there >:iC!S 
no thing more t o fear . 
(2) Classifying persons in a hierarchy .--In some respects But-
ler is reasonably free from arranging people into a hierarchy, but i n 
one particular fr ame of r eference it c omes through lvi th s t artlir_g clar-
i ty . He may cla.im to be scriptm·al at leas t in one sense , for he is 
conti nually engaged in making t he "high" .. eople lm.v and the 11 l 01..r11 ones 
hi gh . Hi s one hierarchical scheme is in his hostile f ee lir:.gs t01-mrd 
those persons t he world rates high, and i n be0towing of what warm t h he 
is capable upon those vJhom the world scarcely no tices . It was said of 
Ernest as a boy, "He didn 1 t kn01v why , but there was a l ivays some t hing 
t hat kept him from lovi ng any grown-up p eople v ery much . n2 This be-
come s one of the s tring s upon v.rh ich if one pulls suffici ently, much of 
Butl er's personality begins to tmravel. He goes t hrough life holding 
essentially the same st.:mc e towc>.rd t hose 1r1ho seem above him. The person 
l ct-11 - · c3 0 l ~an , op . Cl~ ., p . ~ • 
2Butler , The Hay of All Flesh, p. 166 . 
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1-Jho is conceived to be higher , whether t hrough age or greater recog-
nition , can never be loved . Another statement made about Er nest years 
later 1-Jhen he was in school vras that, fl He Has fond of some of his 
school fellOivs , but afraid of t]'"lose e believed to be better than him-
self."1 The ele '1ent of fear seemed ahrays to be mingled -vrith the hos-
tili ty he felt tov.:ard t ho se in supericr positions . 
The feeling of mingl ed fear and hate reached i ts highest peak 
in the 11 high priests" of any group . He i nitiated t his f eeling fir s t in 
t 1e ar ea of religion, for it 1.vas in this realm he first rebelled against 
the authorities who were in possession of the field. In t rrn he also 
expressed s i milar feelir-gs t01..;rard the h igh pries ts of socie ty, litera-
hrre , music and i n some degree painting . In later years , much of his 
feeling subsided t oward t he men high up on the religious totem pole , 
but his bitterest and mos t la sting quarrel vJas vJi th the i gh priests of 
scienc e . 
The highest of t he scientific high priests at t ha t time via s 
Charles Dan.Jin , and it wa s ,,'i.th Darvrin tha t he engaged in the most 
heated controversy of all. All four of Butler's books which deal pri-
ma r ily v-ri th scientific subj ect matt er gre1v out of hi s difference vri th 
Darv.'i.n , and many other of his v.rri ting s c>re colored 1\fi th it. 2 Butler 
started out as a. great admirer of Darwin , and he publicly declared on 
several occa sions the great debt that he personally, and society in 
general , o-v<ed to Darv.'i.n for teaching them to accept evolution. But i n 
a fe1v years he came to fe e l t ha t Darvrin 1'17as fundamental ly vJrong in his 
explanation of ho1-r variations in species occ ured . Butler provided 
1rbid . , p . 217 . 
2~and Habit (187 8) , Evolution Old and Ne>-J (1879) , Uncon-
scious Hemory ( 1880) , and Luck or Cunning? ( 1886 ) . 
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much pene t rating critic ism on the t heoretical l evel, but the aspect 
vfe are concerned with is that it also moved over into a highly per-
sonal realrr_, and Darvrin was accused of the most arrogant kind of per-
s ona l dishonesty, and deception . This is not the place to discuss 
the r e lative merits of either side , but with good r eason -vre should 
ask ourselves if there is not much relevance in the fact that Butler ' s 
bitterest quarrel was 1-rith the highest of the high priests of his day . 
It is certainly not out of character with what Butler has already re-
vea l ed of himself to us. vie should be surprised, rather if it were 
wi t h any other thm1 the top man in public r ecognition and acclaim. 
I n a letter that Butler 1-~ote to a Mr . Salter he said, 
It is all v ery well to say that one ought to be always good so , 
of colrrse , one ought--but then , science is infested by a lot of 
false prophets who do nothing but mischief and try to stamp out 
everything '1-Ihich does not emanate from themselves; and I don ' t 
quite see ho1-1 to meet thi s sort of thing and yet make things 
pleasant all rolmd for everyone . 1 
r1any statements similar in fe eling t one t o thi s could be cited , so 
t her e can be no r easonable doubt as to the antipathy Butler felt to-
ward those he f e l t to s tand furtr..er up on t he hierarchy of recognition 
than himself . 
Toward those persons who were conceived to be lower than him-
self in t he hi er archy, Butler had more fe elings of wa r mth, but we l ook 
in vain for any expre s sions of t he same intensity of feeli ng a s wen t 
in the other di r ection. In The tvay of All Flesh _, Hrs. Jupp i s repre-
sented as quite an i gnorant , yet robust and l usty landlady _, in t he 
house in \.Vhich Er nes t 1vas liv i ng 1vhil e in the poor section of t he city. 
I n spite of the vast differ ence in their s ocial position s , she is al-
-vmys spoken of wi t h a good deal of warmth _, a lmost bordering on affection . 
lJones , op . cit. , Vol. I , p. 413 . 
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Even after Ernest has come into wealth and affluence, she is made to 
visit him severa l times and a lthough she s~-Jaggers about ~\lith a good 
bit of crudity, he regar ds her ·~oori th a good bit of approva.l. This s ame 
kind of behavior in an equal Hould undoub tedly have been v ery r epul-
sive to Ernest . During his imprisonment , Ernest is thrown in with men 
lvho ~rere all of a much lovJer position than hi s o-vm . Overton spoke of 
t his -vri th ap roval, for he said that 11 i t had enlarged his sympat hi es 
by maki ng him unders t and t he lower classes and not confini ng his vie-vr 
of life to tha t t aken by gentlemen only. "l In one instance Ernest is 
shm-m to have devel oped a strong feeling of dislike to an uncultured 
and bad- mannered group of students at Cambridge , but one of the sig-
nificant elements i n this situa tion was t he fact t hat they were Simeon-
ites , a group of evangelica l en t husias ts . This latter factor undoubt-
edl y strongly conditioned his adverse reaction to them. 
Ther e was one per son who seemed to be able to get a-vray vJi t h 
criticising Butler . Thi s was a clearly recognized social inferior, 
Butler 1 s man-servant , Alfred . He ~rould write Butler c1.1rt notes rebuk-
ing hi s mas t er for certain t hing s t hat he di sapproved of in his routine , 
manner of housekeepi ng _, clothes he -vmre and other more personal thines . 
Butl er caref nl ly preserved these notes . Cole suggests t hat Butler did 
not 11 mi nd 11 Alfr ed becanse of the very fact t ha t t her e could be no 
question of i n t ellectual e quality between t hem . 2 The r eason seems 
quite apparen t f or Butl er 's kindl y feeling toward socia l inferiors. 
They -vmre no threat to him. He could we l l afford to treat them in 
an i ndulgent, courteous and even affectionate manner. Do their worst, 
lButler _, The \•lay of AJ.l Fl esh , p. 474 . 
2cole, op. cit., p . 106. 
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they could not hurt him i n the place t hat really mattered--in his i n-
tellec tua l attainments. 
The upper class and the lower class are fairly well-defined in 
Butl er's hiera-rchy, but v.rho are his equals? These , it seems , are those 
persons i-lho live in steadfast agreement with him. As noted earlier , 
his friends were limited to a small close-knit circle. The statement is 
made concerning Ernest , which is in substantial agreement ~~th all who 
wrote about Butler , that 11 he lived •• • very quietly, seeing hardly 
anyone but myself, and the three or four old friends tvi th whom I had 
been intimate for years . Ernes t and we formed our little set, and 
outside of this my godson was hardl y known a t all. 11 1 I n the earlier 
section, speaking of Butler 's isolation from society in general , this 
same theme is reiterated. H. F. Jones and others v1ho knev1 him 1-vell 
confirm this arrangement. 
One other striking feature of this 11 li ttle set11 is tha.t it 
revolved aro1.md Butler. In the truest sense , even thi s was not a 
pe er group , because it seems likely tha t everyone vJho i-ras a part of 
it had to submer ge his own personality heavily in deference to Butl er . 
Cole says of his rela tionship to Jones , " Butler was uneasy i n mo st of 
his friendship s , until he settled do-.m with the adoring Festing Jones 
r eady to p l ay with him at a moment! s notice any game he wanted to play • 
Festing Jone s • vras 1 saturated' in Butl er •• There is no doubt 
that Butl er loved it all t he time . 11 2 It seems evident tha t those ivho 
were closest to Butler achieved it in essentially t he same way as 
Festi ng Jones did , by submer ging their o-.m persona l i ties i n his . 
l Butler , The 1:-Jay of All Flesh , p . 538 . 
2cole , op. cit., p . 106. 
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Strnwarizing, we may define Butler's hierarchy as composed of those 
persons who were rela ted to hi m by virtue of their r ecognition and 
public acclaim. Above him were all those who received more rec ognition 
than himself. They all received his fear and hostility. Belo•r him 
were the socially and intellectually inferior to m1om he was indulgent 
and kindl y disposed . Finally , thuse who were conceived of as standing 
on t he same r ung of the ladder as But l er himself were all men who were 
1-Jilling to l et Butler s tand in t be very center with generous amounts 
of his shadow falling on each one of t hem. 
One further observation should be made before l eaving t his area. 
Butler r eversed the direc tions of his hostility and love from the usual 
pattern i n the authoritarian personality. Maslow and Fromm bo t h con-
ceived of the authoritarian personality as usually expressing sadis tic 
tendencies tovmrd the persons lower in t he hierarchy and becoming maso-
chistic in relating to those higher in status. A rec ognition of this 
deviation from t he ordinar y arrangement may help us to expl ai n some of 
the many contradictions we shall encoun t er i n Butler . 
( 3) Overgenerali zation of inferiority and superiority. - - Over-
generalizati on of inferiority and superiority serves the psychological 
f unction of tryi ng to provide a short-cut for deciding which things are 
worthy of l ove and which are deservi ng of hate . A clear - cut example of 
this mechani sm \vas t he Nazi insistance t hat everything Aryan was good 
and everything Jewish was bad . This ki nd of oversimplification makes it 
easy to j ustify despisi ng whole c l asses of people and exalting others , 
as is so character istic of author itarian behavior.l 
l Mas low, o1J . cit ., pp . 40L~-4oS. 
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There are several areas in which Butler seems quite clearly 
t o have over-generelized. In his distrust of superiors, for example, 
it is not likely that everyone who received more recognition than he did 
was quite as unscrupulous or as dangerous as he usually regarded them! 
Another over-simplification was his making Handel the Alpha 
and Omega in music. 1 Although Bach and Beethoven had been included in 
his early interest, he finally rejected everything that was not Handel-
ian. His own efforts at composition were all copied after the style 
of Handel. He was satisfied with nothing that Jones composed until 
it had the touch of Handel about it . Modern music was anathema to 
him. So liberal was Butler in some things that one must wonder why 
it was necessary for him to set up such rigid boundries for making 
music acceptable to him. 
In speaking of scientists Butler observed that "there are two 
classes, those who want to know, and do not care whether others thir>.k 
they know or not, and those >-lho do not care much about knowing, but 
care very greatly about being reputed es knowing. n2 vJe should not 
be surprised t6 learn that Butler discovered that most scientists fell 
into the latter half of his over- neat classification. 
A third instance of his over-simplification was his ardent ad-
miration of everything Italian . The Italians came close to becoming 
his norm for humanity. In describing the magnificant race of people he 
found in Erewhon he went to Ital for most of his comparisons. Still-
man says that "Butler 's father was Hhat he hated most in the world , 
Handel and ItaJyHere what he loved most in the Horld. 11 3 One continu-
lButler, Samuel Butler 's Notebooks , p. 119. 
2Philip Henderson, Samuel Butler: The Incarnate Bachelor (Bloom-
ington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1954), p. 149. 
3stillman, op. cit., p. 26 . 
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ually gets the feeling that Butl er so idealized everything associated 
1-Ji. t Ital y as t o make everything e l se dull and drab by comparison. 
His early treatment of Christianity, clergymen and almost any 
thing associated >·Jith the Christian religion t·ms another i nstance of 
Butler ' s over- generalization. One gets the fe eling over and over t~at 
he tends to see all the chLITCh in t e rms of the Langar parish and all 
cler g;ymen through the medi um of the head resident of Langar rectory. 
Butler hates his own flesh and blood f a ther , but he reserves 
his lov e for a musician who has been dead for a cenhrry and a co untry 
that is so general ized as never to be abl e t o di sappoint hi m. Perh~ps 
these over-generalizations are s erving a useful purpose in Butl er ' s 
economy. The over-genera l ization t hat mnke s hi s hierarchy possible 
gives him tv-ell- ordered channels into which he c an direct his hates and 
his l oves ;,..ri t h reasonable assLrrance t ha t they >-Jill no t be mispl aced. 
The last hvo are clearly channels for his love . Certainly H ndel Hill 
never betray his trust as a living composer mi ght . Ita l y and the 
Italian people can ahrays be ke;J t gener a l enough t hat there is no 
r easonabl e expectation of being l et down from this SOLITce . 
(4) Strong desire for status.--After t he preceding discussion 
i t seems almost superflous to question whether or no t Butl er was moti-
vated by a desire for status. The dri ve for status is so obvious, both 
on the conscious and on the unconscious l evel , t !:la t it announces it-
s e lf at every turn of the road . The final part of The 1Jjay of All Flesh 
i s concerned vJi th Ernest's l ack of r ecognition and standing as a l it-
erary man . It is as though this is the outst2.nding unfulfilled desire 
of Butl er ' s life , and it is the no te v.Jith which he closes this book 
which reveals so i nti matel y his i nner life. 
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Butl er never failed to leave ablmdant testimony · of his desire 
for status and recognition . In the letters exchanged be b.-men Butler 
and Miss Savage t his concern is a familiar theme .l In hi s notebooks 
it is a concern that is voiced time and agai n . Several excerpts from 
his notebooks reveal the characteris tic ~-ray in which he spoke of it. 
No one will understand me or my work unle s s they bear in mind 
that I was an lmusually slow and l ate gro-vmr. I have not developed 
into much , but I have developed into m~ch more than a s a youth or 
middl e-aged man I seemed like ly to do . 
I am the enfant terrible of li teratm·e and sci ence. If I c an-
not , and I know I cannot , get them to give me a shi lling , I can and 
I know I can, heave bricks into the middl e of them. 3 
h'hen I r ead such articles about myself ••• I feel tempted to 
exclaim that I do not fare well a t the hands of my own gener ation; 
and this is true up to a certain point. • • • I am afraid ~ must 
admit that I consider myself no t too handsomely dealt vli th . + 
Jvly failure has not been so great as people s ay it has . I 
believe m;y.: reputation stands -vmll with the best people. Granted , 
it make s no noi se , but I have not been "Tilling to take the pains 
necessary to achieve >.Jhat may be called guinea-pig revie>v suc-
c ess • • • because I hated the kind of people I should have bad 
to court and kmv-- tow to i f I went in for this sort of thing . 5 
If I am asked to lay my hand on the theme which more t han 
any o ther has pr evented my maki ng ~v-ay in my generation I shoul d 
say it was my quarrel wi th Char les Darwin and the dirty tricks 
which he ~nd his have never failed to play on me vJhen t hey go t 
a chance . 
The composite picture ~vhich these quotati ons presents r eveals s ome of 
t he e l ements ivhich made up his feeling to;v-ard being accorded a l oHer 
sta tus t han he believed he deserved . "I have developed into much 
more • • • t han • • • I seemed likel y to do n shows tha t he is not 
really discouraged about what he has actually accompl ished . In spite of 
Savage . 
1Keynes and Hill ( eds . ) , Letters Be t1o~ een Samuel Butler and Miss 
2Butler, Samuel Butl er's 
3rbid., p . 253. 4--
Ibid. , p. 1)0. 
Notebooks , p . 125 . 
Srbid., p . 
6Ib i d ., p. 
263. 
263 . 
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a l ate start and l ack of encouragement through recognition he feels 
that his accomplishments have been real ones . 1ti do not fare l..rell at 
the hands of my gener ation11 reveals the neglect tl1at he fe els has con-
sistently met his -..rork. Although he at times speaks of himself as be-
ing resigned to such treatment, there v1as a continui r g push for recog-
nition by his O"Wn generation . His status r ati ng was partly .- dependent 
upon vJhat his O"Wn time thought of him, and he \va s never indifferent to 
t his . 11iVIy failrtre has not been as great as people say it has11 speaks 
of his determina tion to believe in himself in spite of what people say. 
11 1 can heave bricks i nto the middle of them" dec l are s his defiance of 
the men on top who he believes \..rill not a l loiV him recognition . The 
statement about Darwin r eveal s what Butl er conceives to be the real 
source of his failure to achieve status . Darwin become s a symbol of 
fathers and all men 11 on the top" who are determined to share their posi-
tion with no one they can prevent from rising. The achievement of 
status , then , becomes a driving passion, f or it invo l ves the neces sity 
of 1.mseating , or at least pushing over those who are j eal ous ly guard-
ing t heir positions on the top of the pile. Intellec tually Butler 
wo11ld deny that such status aspirations were motivating him, but the 
evidence of his f eelings and relationships speaks clearly of a man lmo 
1.vas t rying t o 1'1Tin his pl ace in the sun. 
One means by v1hich Butl er di d achi eve a certain amount of sat-
isfying status -vms to s ur r o1..md hi msel f with a group of adoring friends 
who lifted him to the pinnacle . They asstrred him--if Miss Savage is a 
true sampling-- t hat , i n spite of wha t others might say, he did indeed 
have rightful claim to a higher position , and that , if the t ruth were 
kno"Wn, many of those who were basking i n f avored positions were t here 
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under false pretenses. By being the luminous center of an adoring 
group, a certain doubtful status wa s achieved in spite of the j udgement 
of his generation . 
There is another factor which s e ems to "reigh heavily as evidence 
of Butler ' s insi stent c l aim for status. There appears to be a c lose con-
nection betvmen Butler ' s conception of immortal ity and his status de-
sires . Butler claimed thct a man 's true l ife is tha t lvhi ch he lives 
in other peopl e ' s l ives . hlhat -v.re c all death , then is but an i ncident 
in the living of 01.~ lives . Shakespeare and Handel, he commonl y re-
ferred to , a s living more fully now than at the time of their flesh and 
blood existence , for thei r influence is more a l ive in the world now 
than it wa s then . l Life after death is the continuing residue of 0 1.~ 
life in o ther lives . Some men obviousl y , 1.mder this scheme , will l ive 
longer than others . As he says , 11Roughl y , there i s a sort of moral 
government whereby those vJho have done the bes t work live most endur-
ingly. ' 2 
Under this scheme of thi ng s Butler was confident of his vin-
dication . I t might not be quite accurate t o say that "he l i ved a life 
of quiet hope , 11 for some might contes t the quiet elemen t , but there is 
a prophetic note sounded t ime and a gai n that he can afford to wait . He 
knows that his recognition will come , if not i n t his generation, then 
i n the next. Butl er dec l ared that he "preferred addressing myself t o 
posterity r ather t han to any except a f evr of my con temporaries . 11 3 
I n another context, speaking of his present neglect he asked , 
libid.' p . 270 . 
2Ibid. , pp . 270- 271 . 
3Butler , The Note Books of Samuel Butl er , p . 159 . 
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Shall I be remembered after death? I sometimes think and hope so . 
But I trust I may not be found out (if I ever am found out , and if 
I ought t o be fo und out at all) before my death . It ~orould bother 
me very much and I should be much haDpier and better as I am. l 
It would be assuming too much to say that Butler ' s distinctive type of 
belief in life after death sprang directly out of his lU1satisfied 
striving for recognition in life. Even if he had received vrhat he felt 
was adequate r ecognition for his ~-rork , he might have devel oped the same 
belief . It is not without significance , though, t hat on several oc-
casions he spoke of his belief in life after death in connection with 
the confidence that the worth of his 1vri tings 1-vonld be rec ogni zed 
finally by generations yet tmborn . One has to wonder if even Butler 
hi mself , with all his confidence , would not have been amazed if anyone 
should have t old him that The Way of All Flesh Hould one day be regard-
ed as 11 one of the greatest novels of the world 11 by several eminent lit-
erary critics . 2 At any rate the man who fretted about the high-handed 
way in -vrhich he felt his generation devalued him, and yet who period-
ically insisted he v.rould have it no o ther TtJay, continued hi s l ife after 
death in precisely the form he believed i n , for there can t e no doubt 
that Butler has achieved a status which was rmattainable during the 
days of his flesh . 
(5) Hostility and hatred in relationships .--Perhaps the most 
easi ly documented fact about Butler i s the assertion that his re l ation-
ships were heavily satura t ed 1,ri th hostility and hatred . In the content 
analysis of The Way of All Flesh it was pointed out that 69% of all 
Er nest ' s relationshi ps were either ho stil e or di sanproving in character , 
libid. ' p . 367. 
2This judgement was made by Arnold Bennett and Geor ge Bernard 
Shaw concurred . 
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and that in comparing Ernest's feelings tor,rard o thers , using only the 
extremes of hostility and love , 83% were hostile and 17% 1·Jere loving . 
By this time we have discovered that the findings in The vJay 
of All Fl esh correspond remarkably 1-vell ' 1.fi th the other sources . The 
Fay of All Flesh has established itself as a good barometer by which 
we are alerted to t he elements we ~-r.i.l l find prominent i n t he broader 
range of Butler's literary expressions . 
Thus far , no part of this ch2p ter has been wri tten without 
looki ng at the evidence ~nthin the context of a person whose relation-
ships were hostility ridden . In his conception of the wor l d as a 
threatening place, hostili ty and fear were no t ed as dominating themes . 
Again , it was seen Ln Butler ' s arrangement of a hierarchy, all the 
persons he conc eived of as standing i n a superior position I•Jere me t 
with suspicion and hostility. Proceeding flrrther , it was discovered 
that his over-generalization served the purpose of giving him safe 
channels i nto which his hostility and love could be poured v..-ri thout be-
ing caught off base . Finally , i t was recognized that his desire for 
status w-as well confirmed in his hatred to>vard t hose be felt were de-
liberately crowding him out of his place in the sun . It is appronriate 
to note , t herefore , that much of t he material already presented i n t his 
chap t er stands as evidence confirming the heavy predomi nance of hatred 
and hostility in Butl er 's relationshi ps . Si nce the evidence for But-
l er 1 s hostility has already been documented, and sine e evi dences 1"'ill 
continue to pres ent t hemsel ves , our primary ai m here ,rill be not so 
much to present additional evi dence as to i nquire mor e freely i nto its 
nature and meaning . 
Several observations begin to emerge . (l) Hostili ty is usually 
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directed toward persons Hho - are conceived to stand i n a superior pas-
ition to him . ( 2) It is very ividespread, thrusting at persons in fi e l ds 
such as religion, po litics, science , art , literature and music . 
( 3) The "high pr iests '' of any field are the persons most likely to be 
attacked . ( 4) The expressions of hostility are very se l dom fac e to 
face , but u sually thr ugh the medium of the printed page . 
The significance of Butler ' s hostili ty toward all those who 
stand higher i n r ecognition has been discussed earlier . Al most c~r-
tainly the origins of this attitude date back to his relationship >vith 
his father . The meaning behind it s eems to be expressed in one of his 
notes, 11 I have had to steal my own birthright . I stole it and was bit-
terl y punished . But I s aved my soul alive . 111 The drive for gaining 
the integri t y of his o~m personality >vas the healthy f actor th t lay 
behind the ur ge to gai n his birthright . The neuro tic element enters 
-when he perceives everyone VJho stands above him as trying to deprive 
him of hi s r ightful position in life . 
The vnde range of fields into which Butler ent ered gives some 
indication of the i ntensity of his drive and of the great need to vent 
his hosti lity toivard any person who stood in a position of authority. 
Hany men are con tent to choose one or po s sibly tvm fields in which t hey 
aim at competence , but Butler had an unc eas i .hg itch to prove him-
self in all the major areas of interes t in English life , excepting 
politic s , and in the process to di sprove those Hho <vere in possession 
of the field . It is 1rmrthy of note tha t religion Has the fir s t fie l d 
to draw his attack . 2 His father and r e ligion (the t't-10 ;.mre i nseparably 
l Butler , Samue l Butler ' s ~ otebooks , p . 266 . 
2Ere1-vhon was a. satire o both religion and science . The Fair 
Haven Ha s aimed directl y at the roots of the church . 
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i ntertwined for Butler ) both stood for dogmatic authority. From this 
beginn i ng Butler caugh t the tas t e for idol smashing. Ever after when-
ever Butler thought he smelled .sn i do l he armed hi11se l f with an i ntense 
but narro~·l study of the fie ld, and then went rushing i n t o U.TliTlask the 
dogmatic authority >.Jhich gave the i dol a sembl2nce of life . It seems 
not irnproba )le that the dogmatic charac t er of the Christi anity of his 
day , transmitted to him through the personality of hi s f a ther , hel ped 
to touch off this r eac t i on t o authority wherever it appeared . The 
years have r evealed that much of But1er 1 s criticism was j usti fi ed, but 
t here remains the question i-Jhe ther t he drive t o unseat irrationa 1 
authori ty di d not spring from highly irrational motivations within 
Bu t l er h i ms elf? 
The fact tha t But1er vented his most i 1tense hatr ed on the 
11 high priests' is of significanc e . The phra s e itself is dr vm from 
r eli gion , the area in which he began to attack the persons ivho c laim 
t o be 11 in t he kno1<r . n He seemed to take his greatest delight i n prick-
i ng t he ball oons of those Hho c l aimed to have posse s sion of absolute 
truth . He felt t hat the Chris tiani ty of his day used thi s >ve ak r eed 
to s uch ::m ext ent t ha t i n his ear1ier reaction he fel t that it de served 
nothir:g but destruc t ion . If Butler had written a c reed one of the 
elements in it woul d have been his sta tement, 11 There is no s uch source 
of er ror as the pursuit of abso1ute truth . 11 1 This i dea vJa s r epeated 
over and over in one fo r m or ano ther. It appears , then , that Bu t 1er 1 s 
hostility r eached i ts apex in the effort t o disl odge t he people who 
try to ba se tl:.eir authority on abso l utes . He seemed to f eel that t hi s 
was one of the ma j or contri buti ons he had t o make to t he r ac e . As vJe 
l Butler , Samuel Butler' s Notebooks , p . 130 . 
shall see l ater this became an i mportant feature in the development 
of his conception of God . He Hould have no absolute God sitting be-
nignl y in his heaven, but a flesh and blood one who was as involved 
in t he uncertainties of life as htrnanity itself. 
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A final observation leads us to t he interesting fact t hat Butler 
was very timid and retiring in his face to face encounters vnth the 
persons against \\!hom his hostility v1as vented, but his most biting at-
tacks were expressed by pen and paper. The impression given in The Way 
of All Flesh was that Ernest seldom had scenes with hi s father. In 
fact t here is much to sugges t t hat t here was an almos t absence of overt 
rebellion toward his father a tthis time. In letters to Miss Savage he 
1-vould complain bitterly abont his treatment by his father, but visits 
v.Jith his father during the same periods produced very little evidence 
of open disagreement . We get the picture of a scared boy who was afraid 
to talk back to his father , but liJho when he got by himself would re-
lease his feelings in angry torrents. 
A good example of this ty~e of behavior with other people is 
to be fo1md in his relation to Dr. Ski nner in The Hay of All Flesh, Dr. 
Kennedy in real life . Descriptions of Butler's deal i ngs >n th him 
suggests tha t even int o later years he was always courteous and even 
complimentary on occas i ons to his old head-master,l yet his writings 
abound with references to him as a humbug and oth~epithets no more 
compl i mentary. Pres1rnably, Dr. Kennedy never knew how Butler felt 
about him unless he mi ght have read something his student had written 
about him. 
All descriptions of Butler bear out this characteristic as a 
lButler, The Way of Al l Flesh, p . 558. 
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continuing pattern . It was a s if while face to face with a person his 
feelings were tied dmm or held in check, but only on leaving the per-
son did the cotrrage for express ion come to hi m. In fact it seems prob-
able that even his express ions of affection were s eldom f ace t o face . 
\Je will want t o inquire further .i nto the meaning of this emotional 
blockage in flesh and blood relati onships . It sugges ts a larger de-
gr ee of fear t han ei ther he or his biographers talk about . 
· At any rate the presence of much hatred and hostility in But-
ler 1 s r elationships is one of the best esta.blished f acts of hi s life . 
In Butler's most unguarded moments t his ha tred takes on the gui se of 
fear . We will want to keep on looking at this hatred from all sides 
to s ee i f even fuller dimensions come to light . 
(6) Tendency t o judge by externals .--There were several areas 
in vJhich Butler seemed nai ve in hi s tendency to judge t hings on a 
superfici al, exter nal basis , but nothing stands out so glaringly as 
his im1:ulse to stand in a111e of a 11 handsome well-dres sed man ." This 
appears in its first clear form in Ernest's adulation of Towneley 
whil e he was at Cambridge. 11 Towneley belonged to one of the most ex-
elusive sets in Cambridge . He v1as big and handsome--as it seem-
ed to Ernest t he handsomest man he had seen or ever could see , for it 
was i mpossible to imagi ne a more lively or agreeable countenance .ul 
Ernest worshiped him from afar. Then Ernest was thrown into contact 
v.Jith him on a boat crew and was scared out of his vii ts. But he f ound 
Towneley a smooth kind of person who knew how to se t everyone at ease 
and 11 of c otrrse Ernest worshiped him more and more. n2 Towneley was a 
l Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p . 294 . 
2Ibid., p . 295 . 
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man of the -vrorld, had plenty of money, knew his way around, 1-ras able 
t o get what he wan ted and seemed never to be bothered vli th a nagging 
conscience. During his curacy Ernest with what he though t were good 
intentions visited an attractive young woman with his Bible in his 
hand . 1-Jhile he was there Towneley came bounding in and vJas much sur-
prized to find Ernest visiting his prostitute . Trying t o mumble some 
kind of explanation in his embarrassment, Ernest stumbled out of the 
room in his humiliation . A few minutes later he heard the hearty 
l aughter of Towneley issuing from Miss Snov.r' s room. Er nest was sim-
pl y crushed at his own inadequacy in such a situation , but lost in 
his admiration of To-vmeley . Holiv wonderful i t would be if he should 
be able to carry himself off in this kind of situati on as well as 
Tovmeley did . Later -vmen Ernest had come to his period of aff luence 
he still said, "Tmmely i s my notion of everything I should most like 
to be . nl Even though he was breaking a-v;ay from Toimeley at this time, 
there was yet that l ook of longing toward a handsome well-dre ssed man, 
who was full of confidence and complete l y at ease with himself and 
others. 
There can be no doubt that all his life Butler carr ied much 
of this awe-struck feeling toward prosperous men who presented a 
pleasing appear ance. It is not to be f orgotten t hat ivhen he portrayed 
Ernest as returning home, at a time his family expected him to return 
abject and in poverty, that he startled them all by coming dressed more 
prosper ousl y t han his father ever had, and wi th grac e and ease laughi ngl y 
telling his father , "Oh, it's all paid f or," and then reciting his good 
fortune of how his aunt Alethea had left him 70,000 pounds. This was 
libid., p. 495. 
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the ultimate in retribution. If he could only be the kind of man he 
envied, and this in front of his own family, his dreams would be ful-
filled. But this was never to be for Butler, for even though finally 
he did have sufficient money after his father's death, he was never to 
lose his nagging self-consciousness. And this savoir faire quality was 
always a vital ingredient in his formula for the ideal self-possessed 
man. 
In actuality much of Towneley 1 s character was dra~m from Pauli, 
the man for whom Butler carried such a one-sided attachment for so many 
years . Butler met Pauli in New Zealand. Butler was fond of repeating 
the words of a San Francisco barman to Pauli, tell ing him that he was 
"the handsomest man God ever sent to San Francisco, so help me God you 
are."l At a later point we will deal more fully with this strange re-
lationship, but it is sufficient to note here th2t the one thing that 
seemed to touch off this fantastically powerful attraction of Butler 
to Pauli was the latter's physical attractiveness and his savoir faire. 
This relationship was carried on for thirty-four years with nothing 
in common between them except Butler 's unwillingness to break with 
him and Pauli's desire for the 200 pounds that Butler gave him each 
year. There is no quality about it that would entitle their relation-
ship to be called a friendship, but still it continued, bo t h of them 
obviously uncomfortable in it, until Pauli's death. 
Butler's good judgement seems to have told him a number of 
times that to judge a person on the basis of good looks and fine clothes 
was a superficial way of estimating a man , but willy-nilly the process 
~1alcolm Muggeridge, The Ernest Atheist: A Study of Samuel 
Butler (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1937), p. 92. 
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went on in spite of himself . 
Another area i n which Butler seems to have shown a bias in 
favor of judging by externals ;.ras his tendency to throw all clergymen 
i n a class together, and deciding t hat since they vmre all clergymen , 
t hey must be t he same kind of persons . vJe find this devic e used sev-
eral time s in The Way of All Flesh. Theobald was set up as a standard 
of liThat might be expected of clergymen . "Mos t fathers , especially if 
they are clergymen, are like Theobald. 111 
One of the r easons for making such a sweeping judgement on 
clergymen might be t hat it would thus be easier to make an adverse 
judgement against Christianity, and hold this position Hith less con-
flict because of his external basis of decision. One of t he charges 
Butler made against the Church was that it stood f or the same t ype of 
t hing t ha t >-Tas personified in his f a ther , and ye t Butler certainly does 
not hold a consi stent position of opposition to the chtrrch or Chris t-
iani ty. One gets the i mpression t hat sometimes he accepts the chlrrch 
intellectually, but t hat emotionally he could never make his peace ~ori t h 
it. Butler reveals that this emotional content is tied up with t he 
clergymen who are so much like his father . "It is not the church in a 
village t h::• t is t he source of the mischief, but t he rectory •11 2 In any 
instance, he could never quite forgive a clergyman f or being a clergy-
man . 
Butler 1 s vie1-1 s on money might be regarded as another area in 
vlhich he tends to exerci se an exter r1al basis of judgement . Butler as 
a mi d-Victorian Englishman from a family of modest wealth, could not 
1Butler, The Hay of All Flesh, p . 553. 
2Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks , p . 139. 
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conceive of life apart from gilt-edge securities >-lith interes t com-
po1.mded semi-annually . :tvluggeridge says of him in a satirical mood , 
The seven humbugs of Christendom stood revealed, the veil of t he 
Temple was rent and its foundations shaken; but compound interest 
endured . He felt sec ure in t he shadoVT of comp01.md interest, i n-
diff erent alike to Heaven and Hell and i n his own f leshl y being 
as long as accounts kep t by do uble entry were valid. 1 
The bi te in the words of one satirist about another may some,,rhat over-
s tate the case , but in the main t hey point faithfully t he direction of 
Butler's t hinki ng . There was no tragedy so great as t he los s of money , 
and there >-ra s no value so great as gaining a lif e free from money wor-
ries. All of t he other goods of life were seen to be i ntimately re-
l ated to t he poss ession of adequate for t he carefree management of 
l ife . As was poi nted out in The Way of All Fle sh t his was one of 
Ernest 's obsessive and con t inuing concerns . This obsessiveness reveals 
t he tendency of Butler to view nothing without seeing its monetary i m-
plications . Even the two longest l asting friendships , with Patlii and 
Jones, were both under .. rritten with a monet ary subsidy. It might not 
be accurate that this was an attemp t t o buy f riendship , but there were 
· overtones about these relations hi ps t hat suggest sorne of t his quality . 
One ha s to wonder i f Butler mi gh t no t have made soNe truer perceptions 
in his human relations if he could have seen people apart f rom their 
monetary implications. 
Sl®mari zing, we find the tendency t o use external judgements 
present in at l east these t hree areas , his adulation of handsome well-
dressed men, the lumping of all clergymen toge t her , and the persistent 
habit of putting the po1.md mark on everything. 
libid., p. xxi- xxii . 
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(7) Use of a single scale of values.--If one had r ead nothing 
more than the notebooks of Butler he might be ready to declare that 
whatever Butl er was he certainl y was not narrow in his standard of val-
ues. !-Ie has been hail ed by many as the great emancipator from Victor-
ianism, which term has become synonomous with rigi dity and a single-
track quality of morality . The devastating vmy in which he tore away 
the artificial trappings of Victor i anism 1...rould s eem to sugges t that 
here >vas a br oad man, one >vho was abl e to discern t he wider spectrum 
of values i n the human enterprise. Viewing Butler f rom his intel lect-
ual posi tion and the i mpact of his wri tings on socie ty, this seems an 
entirel y reasonabl e and sotmd judgement . 
It is the repeated f i nding of t his study , however , that though 
Butler was an extremel y f lexibl e and versatile person, he >vas exceeding-
l y rigid in his emotional life. Intellectually he would heap scorn 
and derision on the i dea of a single scale of values; emotionally he 
was continually at work -erecti ng air-tight value systems. The evidenc e 
f or his tendency to use a singl e scale of values will be presented i n 
t his part . In the next sec t ion t he evidence to the contr ar y 1vill be 
gi ven . 
Butler 1 s relati onshi ps reveal a per son who was much on his 
guard, and who attemp t ed to order his life so as to be adequat e for 
any situation in which he might find himself . The one hi tch in this 
was that he was careful about the situations in which he vmuld allow 
himsel f to be caught. His tendency toward isolation, noted earlier , 
was one means of keeping hi s situations tmder control. By having a 
c l ose- knit cluster of friends for his companions, and all of t hem 
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living in his shadow, he ~vas not likely to be caught in a circumstance 
that would throw hi m off balance. His steady stance of looking at 
superiors with hostility indicates also a rigid personality structure, 
a single scale of values . To thus lump toge t her all superiors is 
easier t han having to decide afresh on each one. Cut from t he same 
clo t h is is single-minded devotion to Handel. All music stood or fell 
as it was Handelian in style. Italy was the ideal of his heart so far 
as a country was concerned. Art was good as it approached the tech-
' 
nique of Bellini. On the whole Butler disliked poetry, but if one 1vere 
to read poetry Shakespeare Has the one poet worth reading. Clergymen 
. 1>1ere all basically Theobald Pontifexes . "Homen Here always second class 
citizens to Butler, and he never formed a vi tal relationship 1ri th any 
strong men . Thus, He see t ha t Butler did not have a personality 
system in ~vh.ich values Here ever really in a state of flux, but he 
kept them in 1vell-ordered compartP1ents. Intellectually he rejected 
the idea of an absolute, but emotionally he set up an array of abso-
lutes and each reigned in its own field. 
This description seems harsh in its implications, and fails 
t o portray the seasoning warmth and humor that Butler certainly did 
have, but it, nevertheless , does give a good composite verbal portray-
al that is in essential agreement 1rdth T,rhat Butler and his biographers 
have both told us. In almost any field into lvhich Butler went, he kept 
his interests narroH ahd highly concentrated. He tended to set up a 
single standard by which the Hhole field should be judged as was so 
glaringly evident in the case of establishing Handel as the norm for 
all music . In his satire on Christian dogma in The Fair Haven, Butler 
1>1ri tes a biographical ske tch of his pseudonomous John Pickard Owen. 
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The passage given belmf is his characterization of O"ren as a youth be-
fore his enl i gh tem1ent . 
Everything tfi th him was to be exactly in all its parts what it 
appeared on the face of it, and ever ything was to go on doing ex-
actly what it had been doing hi therto. If a thing looked solid, 
it 1fas to be very solid; if hollow, very hollow; nothing was to be 
half and half and no thing was to change tml e ss he had himself al-
ready become acc us tomed to its times and manners of changing ; 
t here were to be no exceptions and no contradic t ions; all things 
were to be perfectly consistent, and all premises to be carr ied 
vnth extremest rigor to their legitima te conclus i ons. Heaven was 
t o be very neat ( for he was al-vJays tidy himself), and free from 
sudden shocks to the nervous system. • • • God was to resemble 
my father , and the Hol y Spirit to bear some sort of indistinct 
analogy to my mother . 
Such were the i deal theories of his childhood--unconsciously--
1mconsciously formed , but very firmly believed in. As he grew up 
he made such modifications as 1•ere forced upon him by enlarged 
percepti ons , but every modification was an eff ort to him, in spite 
of a continual and successful res i stance to what he recognized as 
his initial mental defect .l 
Jones says that Butler intended thi s as describing himself.2 This is 
one of the clearest descriptions of the singl e scale of values concept 
ever written . There is no doubt that Butler feels he has passed far 
beyond the type of personali t y he describes here. Intellectually, 
Butl er was able to to l erate broad gaps of inconsistency and contra-
diction. It is this aspec t of his work that has commended itself to 
many modern thinkers . In the l ast sentence of the quoted passage, 
however, Butler has indicated his own recognition of t he continuing 
presence of "his initial ment al defect." It is the finding of this 
investigation that this wide discrepancy between intellec tual and 
emotional maturity lies at the heart of the Butler enigma . 
The evidence of Butler's many attempts to deve lop relation-
ships in which ''there were to be no excep tions and no contradictions 11 
l Butler , TI1e Fair Haven , p . 8. 
2Jones, op . cit., Vol . I, p. 177. 
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indicates that much of t he dynamics of his yout h , which he perceived so 
acutely , was still operating in his life. The fact that he had gained 
such great intellectual emancipation likel y made it all the more diffi-
cult for him to understand t he great emotional resi due t hat remained 
with him s till . 
One other facet of this side of Butler's personality deserves 
our notice . Butler 11-ra s extremely conservative in his dres s and person-
al l ife . He himself recognized the discrepancy between this part of 
his l ife and his reputation as a radical in the fields of litera ture, 
religion and science . In one of his notes he remarked that it is more 
necessar y to have a good reputation than actually to be good . Butler 
was working very consc i ously to keep out of the way of criticism through 
his conventionality and respectability in dress and personal life . 
Henderson says,in speaking of t his characteristic, 
Butl er used to say t hat he -v;as so much the enfant terrible of lit-
erature and sc i ence that it was imperative t hat his personal life 
should be above suspicion. He was "respectable" in his appearance 
and conventional in his behavior not only because he was af raid 
of being "fo lmd out" but becanse he regarded social convention1 as 
embodiments of the lmconscious memory and c1.mning of the race. 
Conventionality and respectability seem to t ake on some of the same 
qual ity as other values he "specialized in." It is another f orm of 
protection. 
The economy -vmi ch a personality seems to be trying t o achieve 
in setting up a single scale of values is to provide an authoritative 
standard of judgement. Tnis helps t o reduce the shades of gray; one 
can then deal in blacks and whites instead. The movement in the case 
of Butler is to try to take the risks and 1.mcertainties out of his 
1Henderson, op. cit., p . 166. 
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relationships by making adequate provision to have his mind basically 
made up on how to treat each situation, and to permit only those sit-
nations to occur for 1vhich an adequate structure is already set up. 
· ( 8) Exploitation of people.--On first gl ance it might seem 
that whatever Butl er was he >-Jas not exploitative in his treat:nen t of 
people. Fromm identifies exploitation as a manifestation of the sad-
istic impulse ''not only to r ule over others in ••• absolute fashion, 
but to exploit them, to use them, to steal f r om them, to disembowel 
t hem, and, so to speak, to incorporate anythi ng eatable in them. 11 1 
From any overt consc ious type of sadistic exploitati on -.re would f ind 
Butler recoiling ~nth all his being. There is no evidence that he 
tried to make any inferior person an unwilling servant or his or t ha t 
he knovringl y tried to force his will upon them. 
Butler's exploitation was of a more subtle manipulative type. 
Those whom Butler exploited in this fashion 1vere just as happy to be 
"usedn by him as he was to use them. This is why, at fir s t gl ance, 
Butler's exp l oitative operations are not so r eadily discernable. From 
evidence already presented vl8 saw how all Butler's friends 1vere of a 
kind who were willing to stand in his shadow. Jones, for instance, 
seems to have almos t merged hi s personality into Butler's. For 
200 pounds a year Butler engaged him as his own personal echoing board, 
although t he excuse for it Has the management of Butler's business 
affairs. Cole describes Jones as bei ng "saturat ed" in Butler, and as 
one "who 1-ras ready to play Hi t h him at a moment's notice any game he 
wanted to play . 11 2 Stillman feels that"though he became pretty much 
lFrormn, Escape from Freedom, p. lL~4 ._ 
2cole, op. cit., p . 106. 
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saturated 1d th Butler 's views and tastes, he ahrays retained interests 
and personal relations of his m'm >-Jhich Butler did not share . nl Most 
biographers , ho-vmver, f eel tha t t he margin of his personality t hat he 
did not all ovJ Butler to dominate was migh t y small. Huggeridge , f or 
instance, s eaks of hm-1 Butler ' s hos tili ty toward his fami l y finally 
l ed Jones into an enstrangement >-lith his m-m mother 1-1hen there had 
been no rift bet>-reen them until he came under Butl er ' s spell. 2 In like 
manner Jones ' music compositions became more Handelian and his manner-
isms became Butlerian. The onl y r eason Jones is r emembered today is 
that he bec ame such a perfect r eflec tion of Butler. In spite of 
Jones ' t wo large vol umes on Butl er , we know practically no t hing about 
him except what come s out in his relationshi p with Butler . If he had 
any ideas that ever disagreed with Butler, we do not know ~~at they 
were , j ust as 1-1e know of no inter ests of hi s apart from Butl er . I n a 
very litera l sense Butl er lived out his life in tlvO persons, in Jones 
and in himself . The fact that Jones was a completel y willing party to 
the transac tion does not less en the fact t ha t this was an exploitative 
act on the part of Butler. 
In a l esser degree , but in the same sense , Butler used others 
in like fashion . In no real -vmy c an his relationship to Miss Savage be 
considered a truly mutual one , a lthough everything points to t he fact 
tha t she reveled in it. There c an be no doub t that she maintained con-
siderably more of her individuality than Jones did, but one still gets 
t he picture of a person of a sensi tive nature who learns to think But-
l er 1 s thoughts after him and r eflects t hem back in a clever, stimulating 
l s tillman, op . ci t ., p. 171. 
2Muggeridge, op. cit., p. 131. 
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fashion. The correspondance between t hem is exceedingly interesting as 
an example of a woman being able to reflect back to a man what he is 
thinking almost better t han he could formulate it himself. 1rJhen Butl er 
rages at his father, she rage s at him too. When Butler feels a review-
er has been unfair, she burns with his indignation. In spite of Butler's 
great antipathy toward women, he continues to use her in this way for 
years . · She wa s perfectly willing to play the part she did, but one 
cannot escape the fact that this was an extremely one-sided relation-
ship, in spite of the obvious satisfaction she received f rom it. 
Twenty years after Miss Savage's death, Butler wrote a comment on his 
perception of the situation that existed between them. This was his 
reaction on re-reading the correspondance between them. 
I never had such a good chance of seeing my past self, not 
vaguely but with the documentary evidence of my own hand-writing, 
and I am shocked at the selfishness which pervades all my letters, 
and the marvelous unselfishness which pervades all Miss Savage's. 
HovJ' patient under suffering she -v.as, I never kne1-r until after her 
death; but what pains me most as I edit this correspondance--the 
only thing that I can do to express the remorse I feel as strongly 
now as I did 1-rhen she died nearly t1-renty years ago--I·Jhat pains me 
most is to see the -v.ay in which all through I was thinking of my-
self and my doings, while taking no heed letter after letter of 
things she told me about her own. I cannot think ho-.,r she stood 
me so long and with such unshaken fidelity. 1 
Besides the recognition here expressed that Butler had an awareness of 
the one-sidedness of their relationship, he also speaks of a sense of 
gtult and remorse following her death, expressing t he feeling t hat he 
had rece i ved much f rom her, and he had not been able to give her t he 
thing she most wanted from him. He felt she had hoped he would marry 
her. There is much difference of opini on among biographers whether 
t his -vms really so, or just one of the fears of the 11 incarna.te bachelor." 
lKey~es and Hill (eds.), Letters between Samuel Butler and Miss 
E. M. A. Savage, pp. l)LI.-1.5.5. 
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In any instance , follo<ving her death , Butler came to a strong sense 
that she had given him much more than he had given her. There can be 
little doubt that this is so, but so loTaS it true of most of his re-
l « tionships. 
His arrangements with 11Nadame 11 Lucie Dumas was another of 
his exploitive relationships which was mutually agreed upon. There is 
no clear agreement whether she f alls into the class of mistress or 
prostitute. The dete.ils of this arrangement will be dealt with more 
fuliy in a later section, but it is sufficient to note here that any 
sexual arrangement of thi s kind iimst usually be regarded as exploit-
ative in nature. There was a definite monetary agreement between them, 
in exchange for which Butler was entitled to a weekly visit. 
One of the most unusual of all Butler's relationshi s was the 
one with Pauli. Later t his relationshi p , also, is going to be con-
sidered in great er detail , but for our purposes here it is necessary 
to note that this was a relationship of mutual exploitation, deliber-
ate and conscious on Pauli's part, and largely unconscious on Butler's. 
Pauli used it as an easy source of obtaining 200 pounds a year, and 
likely cont inued it solely f or this reason. Butler continued it out of 
his fatal attraction for ''handsome well-dressed men. 11 Wnat did Butler 
seek from Pauli? It is difficult to sa;sr exactly, except that Butler 
seemed to get a great deal of benefit from being associated v.rith "the 
handsomest man God ever sent to San Fr ancisco," who was also the per-
sonification of savoir faire itself. 1.\l"as Butler trying to incorporate 
these two utterly desired qualities into his own personality? And did 
he hope that being attached to such a man would enable him to dra>v 
some of this virtue int o himself? It seems that this must have been 
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at least some of the feeling t one Butler brought into this strange and 
long continued relat i onship . F1rrther implications will be exrunined in 
a later section. In any instance t here appears again this aspect of 
1.vanting to 11 use11 a person. Pauli was one person that Butler stood in 
awe of. Although Butler came later to realize that Pa1~i actually was 
a much weaker person than himself, he tells us, "I (was) devoted to 
him much as a dog to its master. 11 1 
One of Butler's distinctive beliefs was that a man should live 
his life in the lives of as many people as possible. Said he, 11'\rJe have 
a right to live in others as much a s they will let us. 11 2 This is a 
theme that he repeats with variations, one of t hem being that this is 
the essence of immortality, and that so long as onets life is still 
being lived in others to that extent is he able to prolong his life. 
One is struck with the fact t hat after years of close intimacy with 
Jones, Jones became another i ns trument in which Butler could express 
himself in the human enterpris e . Others of his friends did the same 
thing only to a lesser degree. Pauli was the one who was chosen to ex-
press for Butler the one cluster of value s so much yearned after, and 
for which Butler spent hi s life wistfully in search of, nrunely, the 
confidence and well-being that spring from physical beauty, prosperity 
and savoir faire. 
Butler's exploitation of people takes a pattern especially 
adapted to his personality. His severest exploitation was of those 
who were closest to him, and they readily consented to be used of him. 
This is a kind of exploitation tha t is least recognized for its 
1Muggeridge, op. cit., p. 94. 
2Butler, Srunuel Butler's Notebooks, p. 136. 
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true nature, both by subject and object. For that reason, the damage 
to personal integrity may be even greater than in a more easily recog-
nized type. 
(9) Strong intra-psychic conflict and guilt feelings.--There is 
not lmiversal agreement on the significance of intra-psychic conflict 
and guilt feelings. Naslow feels this manifestation is characteristic 
of the authoritarian character s true ture .1 Else Frenkel-Brunsv.Iick 
maintains that the non-authoritarian person sustains more conscious 
guilt because of t he greater willingness to face the discrepancies 
within his personality . The authoritarian, on the other hand, erects 
rigid protecting barriers , and, as a resuilit, is able to maintain a 
more favorable self-image, thus reducing conscious guilt and conflict 
feelings.2 Fromm does not present a position definitive enough regard-
ing guilt feelings to warra nt a clearcut case for identifying the author-
itarian person by them . He points out that the authoritarian, in ex-
pressing the masochistic side of his nature, tends to emphasize a sense 
of sin and guilt. Through this he expresses his dependency feelings.3 
On the whole, there seems insl~ficient agreement upon the 
total significance of guilt f eelings and intra- psychic conflict to 
make this a decisive basis of judgement. Perhap s it is best to view 
the phenomena descriptively in each case, and try to understand the 
meaning t hey have for each individual under i nvestigation. 
In The Way of All Fl esh, Ernes t is presented in his boyhood and 
youth as a guilt-ridden person, with a conviction that he was living 
far under the expectation of those who were above him. The content 
lHasloVJ, lac. cit., p. 410. 
2Frenkel-Brlmswick, lac. cit., p. 481. 
3Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p. 171. 
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analysis revealed a sharp reduction of self-depreciating items after 
his imprisonment and eventual emancipation from home. 
An excellent pattern for the production of inner conf lict is 
the way Butler conc eived of himself to have been treated by his parents . 
11 They had been the first to say he ough t to have run such a race; they 
would also be the first to trip him up if he took t hem at their word, 
and then upbraid him afterward for not having won. 11 1 Butler is close 
to saying that there is no possible way to win, a person is caught 
whichever way he tL~ns. Emotionally, Butler did act very much as if 
he were caught~ The v.ray he tried to systematize and manage his friend-
ships seems as if he were trying, by an outer juggling, to arrange some 
of his inner feelings into a more orderly pattern . Tne drive to work 
out some solution to the l asting damage t hat had been inflicted on 
Butler's affectional natl~e in his chi ldhood led him into a 
life-long effort to compensate hi mself in the multiple. and comp-
licated 1-lays his subtle, i ndomitable spirit could devise. The 
root is one, but the branches are many, and some of them bear 
strange fruit. His contradictory opinions, his excess ive or in-
sufficient emotions , his whi msical dislikes , his oddities of be-
havior , his sensitiveness, his self-pr otective way of life were 
tr_e tentative , unconscious efforts at adj ustment of a soul tha t 
had not re~eived its full birthright of initiation into human 
relations. 
Butler was not static, and even though his patterns of behavior seem 
stylized and i nflexible , there was a restless spirit at work trying 
to find some better solution to his problem. UnfortLmatel y, most of 
his energy was channelized into intellectual answers. As a consequence, 
the i ntellectual grasp of his situation became acute and penetrating, 
but failing to get his i nsights geared into actual relationships, he 
lButler, The Way of All Flesh , p . 402. 
2stillman, op. cit., p. 11. 
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carried his inner conflicts with him all hi s days. 
The characteri z,a tion of Ernest suggests tfuhat guilt feelings 
were much l ess prominent in the latter half of Butl er 's life. Quite 
likely , on a conscious level, his brilliant intellectualizations made 
him feel t hat this part of himse lf 1-.ras 1vell under control. One recur-
ring question, however , makes t his less than convincing . Butler con-
tinnes a preoccupation vii th questions of morality. vJ"e find him sayi ng , 
f or i nstance, "Our souls have i-rorn the tight boots of Christianity for 
so many gener ations t hat t hey are cramped hereditarily. 111 He say s in 
another mood , "Vouchs ::~ fe, 0 Lord, to keep us this day >·ri thont being 
found out. 11 2 Many of his comments on morality are inv erted statements 
simi l ar to t he abov e, VJhich s e ems t o sug,;est a cont inui ng battle ivhich 
is fo tlght with brilliant quips. This jes ting mood is one of Butler 1 s 
favori te stances in discussions of morality. At other times Butler is 
not a t a ll p l a;,rful i n discussing mor ality , but sh01'17 S himself in dead 
ernes t. 1rJe Hould almost think he had turned preacher i-Jhen he s ays, 
Even the world admi ts that there are hro wor lds; t hat there 
is a kingdom, veritable and worth having , which nevertheless is 
invisible and has nothing to do 1>Ji th any kingdom such as He now 
s ee. • • • And vl8 all in our hearts admit that the kingdom of 
heaven is the higher and bett er worth livi ng for of the b-10, if 
it be sought steadfastly and in singlenes s of heart; VJe are also 
agreed that if it is to be Hon, it must be sought by those who 
put all else on one s ide and shrink from no sacrifice and are 
ready to give up all faci ng any amount of shame , poverty, and 
torture here, rather t han abandon the hope of the prize of t heir 
high calling.3 
In t his latter mood, one gets the pict1rre of a man who is seeking a 
thorough l y responsible role in socie ty, but in the former the i mpres sion 
l Butl er, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, p . 266. 
2Ibid., p. 87 . 
3rbid., PP · 145-146. 
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comes through of a person who is just one step removed from chafing 
and rebelling at a father 's demands which l ook unreasonable and intol-
erable as well. In spite of hi s brilliant i ntellectual emancipation, 
Butl er coul d not always keep himself convinced t hat he was as free of 
outmoded moral strictures as he kept telling himself he i.Jas . There -vms 
too much of the el errJent of struggle and conflict to convince us all was 
at rest . 
Christianity, his father and problems of morality 1.;ere all three 
tied to gether in his mind. He was undoubtedly forever a r ebel, and it 
was this that kep t him from moving for\vard to a true independence . I n 
one Gense , the rebe l is as t horoughly tied to the thing he is rebelling 
against as is the s l ave . The inner need to rebeJ. demands that he 
maintain his contac t against t he object of his hatred . So long as he 
is rebelling, he must stay close enough to deliver tel ling blow·s 
against it . 1 Of alJ. the authoritarian syndromes the "rebel" is t he 
one who is most likeJ.y to maint ain a high degree of guilt and intra-
psychic conflict . The conventional authoritarian adjustment is for 
the individual t o be submi ss ive to those he perceives to be above him, 
and dominant toward those bel 01.v him. Such a person can set up a very 
conventional, rigi d, single- track psychic arrangement, as wel l as con-
forming more nearl y to the expectat ions of society. This enabl es him 
to keep his gui lt feelings and psychic conflict a t a minimum. 2 The 
rebel , however , i s reversing the usual order . He f i ghts against those 
above him, and may be gracious and tolerant with those below him. 
This tmderstanding helps to throw· l ight on the difference be-
lFro~m, Escape from Freedom, p . 170. 
2Adorno , op . cit., pp . 762-763. 
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tween the findings of Maslow and Frenkel-Brunswick on the significance 
of psychic conflict in the authoritarian character structure. The rebel 
(which element is largely dormant in most authoritarians) upsets the 
reckonings of the psychological compass, and may cause us to corrfuse 
him with the true non-authoritarian.l This also helps us to under-
stand the meaning of the continuing guilt and intra-psychic conflict 
in Butler. His rebellion against his father and father-substitutes 
all his life kept him supplied vJi th fr esh sources of guilt and inner 
corrflict, and from these his intellectual exploits were powerless to 
free him. 
(10) Intolerance of ambiguity.--A person's protection of himself 
against recognition of ambiguity is one of the most important over-all 
indices of an authoritarian character structure. This item is inclu~­
sive of several other items in the scale. It is specifically related 
to overgeneralization of inferiority and superiority , the tendency to 
judge by externals, and the use of a single scale of values. The per-
sonality characteristic all of these are seeking to define is the 
tendency to stereotype and over-simplify the life pattern. The avoid-
ance of ~~biguity is a means of seeking security by getting everything 
clearly defined, so that uncertainty is removed from as many areas of 
life as possible. If the world appears threateni ng it may stimulate 
a compulsive drive to classify and pigeonhole life far beyond the 
limits of reality . 
\J!Je have noted already in previous items the evidences that would 
point toward an intolerance of ambiguity in Butler under the over-
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generalization of inferiority and superiority. v-Je found Butler tending 
to mistrust everyone he conceived to be superior to him, judging all 
music by Handel, idealizing Italy, and tending to make all clergymen 
like his father. 
In Butler we discover a man whose words tell us we judge him 
too harshly.. Butler v1as fond of reiterating such statements as- the 
follmdng: 
Whenever l·Te push (truth) hard she runs to earth in contra-
diction in terms, that is to say, in falsehood. An essential 
contr8.diction in terms meets us at the end of every inquiry.l 
Truth is like the use of words , it depends greatly upon 
custom. 2 
This certainly appears to be one of the contradictions of vlhich Butler .: ·,: 
was so fond. Here i.Ze find one of the 1-~orld 1 s great champions of rel-
a:tivism building a series of near absolutes in every area in which 
he becomes emotionally involved. His great tolerance of relativism 
appears to be an intellectual exercise, but where the real issues of 
life are involved, he is busy erecting protecting fences. 
ii. Absences of evidence 
( l) Use of single scale of values.--Butler preaches the gospel. 
of relativism. His writings abolmd with the teaching that the pursuit 
of absolute truth is a snare and delusion. The one thing of vrhich he 
declares he has become Sl~e is that nothing is certain. He tells us 
it is madness not to try to know, but it is almost as much madness to 
try to do so.3 He was psychologically penetrating in recognizing 
1Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, p. 202. 
2Ibid.' p. 136. 
3Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, pp. 195, 2'35. 
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the human tendency to create truth according to our own requirements. 
He was forever trying to burst the inflated egos of those v1ho took 
their o,;m truth requirements and tried to make them absolutes , espe-
cially when they tried to impose their absolutes on others. This 
theme so permeates his writings that one might think every idol was 
smashed a...'1d every god dissolved. 1rJhen Butler advises, ttThe one ser-
ious e-onviction that a man should have is that nothing is to be taken 
too seriously,~~"1 one might be prepared to find a man who does not get 
heated in any discussion and who never lets his feelings r lm away with 
him. 
Not only in his conception of trut h is Butler a relativist, 
but also in his philosophy of living. A keen observer of life is 
Butler when he comments, 11 Life is like playing a violin solo in public 
and l earning the instrument as one goes on. 11'2 When one frequently 
comes across conceptions of the nature of life so insightful as this 
he is prepared to find a man who is :t'ar along in mastering the tech-
niaue of life itself. It is something of a surprise then to find 
that the writer is a defensive, self-protective, and frequently hostile 
person. 
As has been suggested earlier, the most plausible explanation 
for this contradiction which stands out so glaringly in Butler is that 
his intellectual and emotional development somehow became separated 
from each other. Intellectually, as "rell as emotionally, he rebelled 
against authoritarian tyranny. His brilliant intellect was able to 
abolish the dominion of the absolute, but his deeply injured affec-
libid.' p. 61. 
2~, p. 310. 
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tional life v~estled on trying to wrench itself free. There was that 
longing for certainty about him that would never let him give up his 
search for 11 the ci ty >vhich hath f olmdations . 11 And he mi ght frequently 
be observed trying to shore up the f otmdations himself. 
It is in this respect that Butler's relation to the Christian 
religion is of especial significance . It seems somewhat surprising 
that in his notebooks nearly as many of his comments on Christianity 
are favorable as critical. There is a growing feeling that intellec-
tually he was ready to discard the church, but emot ionally he could 
never really let it alone. One thing is certain, he did not ignore it. 
He kept himself engaged with the church, so that he might the better 
oppose it. In the process there came a mellowing, and he developed a 
realization that he and the church were not as far apart as it had 
sometimes seemed. He remarked on several occasions that the spirit of 
the church was basically right even if it was wrong in the letter. 
On being told of a bishop who had spoken warmly of his Alps and 
Sanctuaries he replied, 11 It is not the bishops and archbishops I am 
afraid of. Men like Huxley and Tyndall are my natural enemies, and I 
am glad when I find church people recognizing that the differences be-
tween them and me are, as I believe myself, more of words than of 
things.nl After Butler became engaged in conflict with the scien-
tists, the church probably looked much less sinister by way of con-
trast. But more than this, Butler never freed himself emotionally 
from the things he attacked most ferociously. Adorno points out that 
there is a secret longing in the rebel f or an alliance with the 
1Jones, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 385. 
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hated strong.l One sees this breaking through oh the conscious level 
with Butler. 
One of the contradictions, then, that makes Butler such an en-
igma lies in the great discrepancy betvJeen his intellectual and emo-
tional mat1ITity. Although Stillman's approach was not essentially 
psychological, she recognized the incompleteness of his emotional devel-
opment in contrast to his amazing intellectual mahiTity.2 This is 
~vhat makes it possible for him to be the prophet of relativism all at 
the same time as he is setting up new gods. 
( 2) Kindness identified with weakness.--The identification of 
kindness with weakness would seem to make sense if a person conceived 
of himself living in a world with jungle-like characteristics. Al-
though Butler lived in a vJorld that was strongly threatening in some 
aspects, t here is no indication that he despised either himself or 
others for kindness. 
Butler was never at war 1vith anyone except the persons he per-
ceived to be above him. There are indica.tions that this was ahmys a 
painful thing, and, at least in his conscious mind, he continually 
wished there were some way to avoid t his conflict and still be true 
to what he believed was his own integrity . It Hent very much against 
his grain, for i nstance, to carry on his quarrel with Dar1vin. He felt 
that honesty demanded he should correct what appeared to him to be de-
liberate misrepresentation. Through it all, there was a shrinking ·from 
the unpleasantness of attacking another.3 Something of this spirit 
lAdorno, op. cit., pp. 762-763. 
2stillman, op. cit., p. 42. 
3Jones, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 322-328. 
was present in much of his protest . 
Butl er continues to recoil against harshness , even though he 
feels the necess ity of r esorting t o it i n his own defense at times . 
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In The ~Jay of All Fl esh t here are recurring r eferences to Ernes t's 
hungry response to kindness on the pa.rt of others . If there was any-
t hing that swept away his defenses , it w2.s to be treated kindly by 
another . There was a recognition tha t Ernes t was easy to take advan-
tage of once he had been treated with kindness, for he then possessed 
a t rustfulness which w·as not able to distinguish ulterior motives in 
others . This overtrus tfulness ~vas thought of as a liability i n Ernest , 
and the idea was expressed tha t i t would be wise for him to approach 
people >ri th a reasonable degr ee of suspi cion. There is good reason to 
believe that Butler 1 s suspiciousness i ncreased ;.ri th age . Stillman 
speaks of him as being naturally kindl y and tender , but 11it must be 
said t hat the suspiciousness , the rudeness were later developments , 
Hhen he had been soured by having trusted too much and by lack of com-
pr ehension and success . 111 
In spite of all the evidence of Butler ' s life havi ng much hos-
t ili ty , one also gets the strong impress ion of a great aversion to 
hurting people . He would rather wi thdrmv from people than to hurt or 
be hurt by them. Fritz Klinkel 1 s characterization of personal ity types 
which he ca lls t he Nero and the Gaby mi ght throw light on the movement 
in Butler ' s character developmen t. T'ne Nero is the person who tries 
to solve hi s problems of relationship by the means of personal power . 
Since he cannot trus t others he must make himself strong enough to 
lstillman, op . cit., p . 42 . 
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take care of himself. The natural outcome of such a personality 
development is to become exploitative , to consider kindness weakness, 
and to t ake power for oneself regardless of cost to others.l 
The Gaby, on the other hand, is a person whose essential di-
rection is retreat from life. \men his efforts at assertion are met 
vTith rebuff s he t ends to crawl into a shell, protecting himself by ask-
ing little of life, and giving little in return. Frustration and dis-
appointment are so great that the person chooses to forgo the hope of 
gain in order to escape the pain of disappointment. 2 
Butler 1 s personality appears to have been formed from an am-
bivalence between these two types of adjustment. On the one hand there 
is the tremendous drive for recognition and expression, with its call 
to move out aggress ively against people . On the other, is the fear of 
being hurt, and consequent withdrawal. He seems to oscillate back and 
forth between the t wo. He keeps both elements all his life , but the 
tendency to 1vithdraw seems to win the battle. It is almost as though 
the problem is too painful to work out on a hmnan relationship level. 
He is caught in a dilemma. In his aggressive mood he :. is 
likely to hurt others and be hurt himself in the process. In with-
drawing there is less conflict, but also he must suffer the inner hurt 
of denying himself the recognition he might otherwise win. 
The direction his life takes is to move from the personal to 
the impersonal.3 The urge to1.,ard expression is great, so he moves 
more and more to do it through the medium of the pen . He avoids as 
l Fri tz Kl:i.nkel and Roy Dickerson, How Character Develops (Nelv 
York: Charles Scribner 's Sons, 1940), pp . 66-81. 
2Ibid., pp . 88- 89 . 
3stillman, op. cit., pp . 26, 69 . 
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scrupulously as possible face to face conflicts. In a social gather-
ing if he dislikes someone he still may be reasonably polite to him, 
or he may remain silent, but once he is free to take up his pen again 
feelings flow freely and his hostility comes pouring out. 
In the unique arrangement of Butler's personality his feeling 
toward regarding kindness as weakness takes a different pattern than 
in the usual authoritarian person. In the person who has reverence 
for those above him and contempt for those belmv the dynamics are more 
clear-cut. It comes out that Butler is tender and courteous to those 
he regards as inferior, and in personal contacts, even with those he 
regards as superior, there is a strong tendency to treat kindly. Only 
with his pen in hand; or with very trusted friends, is he free to let 
out the bitterness within. 
(3) Sadistic when in dominant position ; masochistic when in a 
submissive position.--The conception of the authoritarian personality 
is built on Fromm's observation of a distinctive sadomasochistic ar-
rangement in the character structure. The typical authoritarian syn-
drome expresses itself by manifesting sadism tmvard those lower in the 
hierarchy and b.y becoming masochistic in Fesponding to those higher in 
status.1 Maslow in his review of the authoritarian character structure 
agreed that this should be recognized as one of the distinguishing 
marks.2 
It is perfectly obvious that Butler 's sadomasochistic drives 
do not fit into this pattern, but run i n exactly reverse order. At 
least his sadistic expressions became most manifest toward those he 
1Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 164. 
2Maslow, loc. cit., p. 408. 
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perceiYed to be above him, and there is little evidence that those 
below him socially felt him to be sadistic in his dealings with them. 
Since Butler was basically exploitative with his closest f r iends, and 
since exploitation must be regarded as sadistic,l then we must agree 
that Butler "IoTas sadistic also, "1-Ti th those he considered closest to him. 
There is one sense in Hhich ive must regard his closest friends as in-
feriors, for they allowed him to occupy the center of the stage. They 
had to be persons who were willing to play second fiddle, or they could 
not have continued long in an intimate circle with him. It might prop-
erly be argued, then, that he did direct sadism to1-Jard inferiors, but 
on the conscious level they would have been regarded as equals and his 
11 use11 of his friends lvould not have seemed sadistic either to them or 
to himself. If Butler practiced sadism toward inferiors, two defenses 
were needed to ge t it past his notice. First, his inferiors must be 
considered his equals, and second, his sadism must be subtle and 
1villingly agreed upon exploitations which pass inspection because they 
are called friendship . 
As recognized earlier, Butler conforms more nearly to the ttrebel11 
syndrome . Fromm and Adorno both dealt v.lith this perversion from the 
usual authoritarian type. The rebel shares with the more conventional 
authoritarian in that his personality dynamics spring primarily from 
his adjustment to authority relationships. The thing which distin-
guishes him is this reversal of his sadomasochistic drives. Fromm in-
dicates that at the very core of the rebel's personality there is much 
more similarity 1•Ti th conventional authoritarians than appears on the 
1Adorno, op. cit., pp. 767, 768. 
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surface, for still "the longing for submission remains present, lvhether 
consciously or nnconsciously. 111 The meaning behind the rebellion is 
an attemp t to overcome his feelings of powerlessness. Adorno sees this 
same qual i ty in the authoritarian rebel. The bold front of rebellion 
belies the deeper ne ed for masochistic submiss ion to authority , so 
that t he picture is one in which there is 11 an irrational and blind hat-
r ed of all authority ••• accompanied by a secret willingness to 
capitulate and join hands with the 'hated' strong . 11 2 
What evidence do we have that Butler fits t his general des-
cription? An abnndance of material has already been presented to indi-
cate t ha t Butler i ntended for all t he wor l d to see t ha t he stood for 
throwing off superior authority . It is by this outstanding fea ture 
of his behavior that his reputation has been ass ured in t he modern 
v10rld. But to classify him as an "authoritarian rebel" we vrould need 
to establish t he fac t t hat deep underneath in his personali t y struc ture 
t here is still the desire for masochistic submission to authority . 
Dependency has many ways of expressing itself. Since depend-
ency is a despised trait i n those who aspire t o be strong, it must be 
disg1rised so as not to show its real nature . Butler loved to refer to 
himself as the enfant terrible of literature and science, and if we may 
judge f rom his actions, he did not restrict himself to being the bad 
boy of only these t wo fi elds. He enjoyed being kno1m as the upsetter 
of established orthodoxies. 1:1hat better proof of one 1 s strength is 
needed than the fact that he is an attacker of t he entrenched and se-
c1rre? Yet Fromm and Adorno both point out t ha t the mechanism behind 
1Fromm, Escape from Freedom, p . 169. 
2Adorno, op. cit., p . 762. 
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t his is to cover up f or one 1 s feelings of fear and insecurity . It is 
a commo nplace observation, which does not depend on any penetrating 
psychological ins i ght, that no one is so unconvincing as t he person 
who protests too much . 
Almost everything about Butler 1 s relationship points to a man 
whose every action was tinged v1ith fe ar: an exaggerated amount of hos -
tility toward persons in s uperior positions, yet seldon showing this 
hostility in face to f ace relations, but doing it with pen and ink, a 
tendency to flee from per sonal to imper sonal concerns, restricting his 
frie nds hips to a small intimate circle, his self-protectiveness and 
sensitiveness , and his t endency to be eA~loitative even in his closest 
f riendshi ps . Emotionally, the one t ype of s uperiority that plainly 
left Butler awe-stricken was the combination found in Pauli and 
characterized i n Towneley and Pryer . The handsome , 'Nell-dressed man 
with prosperity and s avoir-faire was just too rich for Butler 1s bl ood . 
Even all his intellectualization was no defense for him against a per-
son who was thus superior to him . His attitude was one close to worship , 
or as he once said of his feel ing toward Pauli, 11 as a dog to his 
master. 11 Here is one place where his real feeling toward those he con-
ceives to be superior comes through. Quite likely his inmost f eeling 
toward all stronger persons was similar, but he was better able to cam-
ouflage his r eal fear of those he coul d attack on an i ntellectual 
l evel. A picture of Butler which would i nc l ude an intelligible under-
standi ng of hi s peculiar combination of behavior characteristics would 
be one of a man vvho was basically fearful, but who asp ired to be strong 
and was, t herefore, ashamed of his fear . To prove his strength he 
would consistently oppose t he strong and present a steady s how of 
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strength, but deep within, hidden even from himself, was the desire for 
dependence and masochistic submission. 
In his relationship to the church, Butler's ambivalence of feel-
ing shorTS up as clearly as in any other area. There was his life-long 
struggle in opposing it, ridiculing its pretensions, satirizing its in-
consistencies and poking fun at its dignitaries. Yet one never gets 
away from a certain wistfulness, an almost eager grabbing at overtures 
of peace from the churchman. Several of his statements, cited earlier, 
contained definite warmth, even gratitude, when a clergyman expressed 
appreciation for his work. He made numerous statements of a reconciling 
na ture, which indicate that he had moods when he would have liked to lay 
dovm his arms and be at peace with the chtwch. 1 In this kind of phenome-
non Butler's deeply buried masochism toward superi ors shows itself. 
Throughout Butler's ringing challenge to authorities of all 
kinds, there creeps in from time to time a plaintive note which sug-
gests a longing for peace and reconciliation. This intimates that in 
the deeper layers of his personality, Butler was much more of a con-
formist than his rebel cry led either himself or others to believe. 
This leads us to see in Butler what Fromm and Adorno both saw in the 
rebel, a person who in spite of all his defiance was, in his heart of 
hearts, unconsciously longing for submission. 
4. Additional Salient Factors in Butler 
i. Inferior place of women 
In the cotwse of the presentation there have been frequent re-
ferences to Butler's r elation to women. It might be desirable to 
lButler, The Note Books of Samuel Butler, pp. 346-352. 
summarize and crystallize the total picture that evolves. 
Everything points to an inferior place for women in his 
arrangement of life. He constantly belittled marriage, as though it 
was one of the ultimate things in tragedy that could befall a man. He 
never married himself, and it Has noted that his description of Ellen, 
in The VJay of All Flesh was one of the flattes·t and most unrealistic 
parts of the book. Stillman remarks that tt·the marriage of any friend 
of Butler 's almost always resulted in strained relations, though some-
times only temporarily. 111 Butler attributes the same attitude to 
Overton, vJho stands as an alter-ego to him, with the implication that 
this is one kind of indignity which it is very difficult for a mascu-
line friendship to sustain. 
In his adult life there were three women who occupied a posi-
tion worthy of mention. By all odds, Miss Eliza Mary Ann Savage was 
the one 1·mman with whom he had his most vital contact. He met her 
while in Heatherly's Art School and evidently paid no attention to her 
' until some years after they first met. The chief record we have of 
their relationship is the printed vollrne of letters that passed be-
t :toreen them. She served as an admiring critic for a considerable 
amount of his writings. There is no doubt that she was valuable to 
Butl er , and with her wit and brilliance she served to sharpen his own 
qualities of incisive speech. There was an intellectual sharing be-
tween the two, but there was much more sharing on her side than his. 
She gave freely, gladly to him, but there is no indication he ever gave 
in the same manner to her. He was careful to postpone all emotion for 
1Stillman, op. cit., p. 165. 
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her until after her death. He admitted she bored him, and he saw to it 
that she did not encroach too much on his time . 1 Of course it is over-
simplifying the relationship to say tha t she was a convenient tool to 
him, that she merely served a useful purpose, but if we analyze the 
elements of their relations hip we must recognize that he did not value 
her as a woman, for if he could have f ound a man who might have served 
the same function for him, he would undoubtedly have preferred this . 
Eut few men would fit so sel f-effacingly into another's life . 
Only after her death did Butler allow himself any feeling for 
her . He lamented that he could not give her the thing he believed she 
most wanted, marriage and love. As noted earlier, he experienced a 
good bit of remorse after her death and recognized that she had been as 
utterly unselfish in their relationship as he had been selfish. 2 "A 
main prop of his life, which he had hardly noticed while he had it to 
lean on, had been torn from him. n3 Many years later he wrote this 
meaningful line about Miss Savage, 
"Death bound me to her when he set me free . "4 
In spite of much that was mutually satisfying in t he ir rela-
tionship still t here can be no judgement of it that does not recognize 
that Butler had 11 used 11 her . It was not a harsh exploitation, but it 
was exploitation nevertheless . Miss Savage was not valued as a woman, 
not even primarily as a person, but as a tool of a kind which must necess-
arily be a person . 
1
stillrnan, op . cit . , p . 64 . 
2Jones, op . cit ., Vol. I, pp. 44, 448 . 
3stillman, op. cit . , p . 168 . 
4Jones, op . cit . , Vol. I , p . 446 . 
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The second woman in Butler 's life was Lucie Dumas to whom he 
always referred as rtMadame. 11 Butler was thirty-seven when he picked 
her up one eveni ng . From then on in all the years he knew her, re-
co1.mts Jones, he had recourse to no other woman. Clara Stillman seems 
to have understood his relationships with women more clearly than any 
other of his biographers. She considers his relation to "Madame" as 
-· 
being a purely business arrangement, and there seems good evidence 
that her estimation of the situation was not far from correct. 
There was never the slightest sentiment between them, t hough after 
having frequented her for some fifteen years without le·tting her 
know his name and address, he showed his respect for her by invit-
ing her to tea at his rooms and introducing her to his friend 
Jones. • • • She was a simple, honest, and shrewd Frenchwoman 
who was not in the least ashamed of her profession, a prostitute 
of good character, kind heart and amiability. • • • His sexual 
life was simple to aridity, devoid of imagination, adventure, or 
of any of t he aesthetic or emotional values given in such abundant 
measure to his friendships and to the loved .children of his brain.l 
Affectlessnes s seems to have been the earmark of his relations with 
women. Frenkel-Brunswick notes that the high scorers in her study 
commonly lack an integration 't:et>-Teen sex and affection, and also that 
sex is treat ed as though it were an ego-alien tension which has to be 
relieved for hygienic reasons.2 Both of these characteristics des-
cribe Butler's relation to Madame. There is never any hint of emotion, 
and after introducing her to Jones they shared her, one going to visit 
her on Tuesdays and the other on Wednesdays. 
The final woman to enter Butler's life was Isabella, an Italian 
inn-keeper's daughter. Butler describes her as the most beautiful wo-
man he had ever seen. Then the unpermitted thing began to happen. 
Butler awoke to realize that they had "become thick." As might be ex-
lstillman, op. cit., pp . 168-169 . 
2Frenkel-Brunswick, loc. cit., pp . 396-398. 
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pected, Butler ran aw·ay. Once something of the beauty and pain of love 
touched him, he fled as if his life were endangered. Butler did not 
venture back to Arona (her village) again until seven years had elapsed. 
Then he r et1ITned primarily to show her to Jones, and as Stillman says, 
"by t hat time she had become an exquisite emotional museum piece. nl 
In one way and another, Butler managed to keep hi s emotional in-
ves t ments away from women. With t he three women who might have invol-
ved him emotionally, he fo1md three ways of avoiding a real relation-
ship. With the first, he intellectualized their contact; with t he 
second it was sex without emotion, and with the third his usual defenses 
were i nadequate, so he ran away. 
Another interesting fact is that Butler was never successful in 
characterizing any woman except his mother, as Christina Pontifex, until 
finally, in the Authoress of the O.dyssey he seemed to discover a real 
flesh and blood woman with real feelings. Stillman believes tha t his 
deep personal involvement in advancing the theory that the Odyss ey was 
written by a young woman helped him to fill out his emotional insight. 
This judgement would be difficult to ascertain, except that his char-
acterization of Yram in Erewhon Revisited, his last book, is certain-
l y a fuller and more mature picture of womanhood than was usual for 
him. 2 
All evidence forces us to conclude tha t women generally were 
to him umysterious, inscrutable objects to be toler ated when it was 
impossible to avoid them, but never to be sought out or encouraged."3 
lstil~nan, op. cit., p. -170 
2rbid., pp. 293-294. 
3Butler, The ~vay of All Flesh, p. 318. 
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This uncertainty, emotional s elf-protectiveness, affectlessness and 
fearful attitude toward women point strongly toward an authoritarian 
character struc ture, according to the Adorno studies.l The life pat-
terns that hinder genuine heterosexual development are ones that also 
correspond highly with the development of authoritarian personality 
characteristics. The patterns of sexuality mirror the type of disturb-
ance in the psychic life generally . 'l'he rit?; idity we find here is 
indicative of the prevailing rigi dity that runs through Butler ' s entire 
emotional makeup . 
ii. Tendency tov1ard homosexuality 
Butler ' s poorly developed heterosexuality, along with a some-
what unnatural attachment to several men, points toward at least a la-
tent homosexuality . A not infrequent factor in authoritarian character 
development is a confusion in sexual identification . The case studies in 
The Authoritarian Personality reveal, with a considerable consistency, 
problems in sexual i dentificat ion among high scorers in ethnocentrism. 
One becomes alerted, then, in studying Butler to an awareness of behav-
ior indicating homosexual tendencies . 
We have established the fact of a vaguely- formed, affectless 
type of heterosexual development. This in itself would present us with 
the suggestion that his relations with men would repay our examination •. 
Another fact has been established, Butler's close relationships , 
the only ones in which there was a sense of affect, were always vv i th 
his own sex . Wherever you turn in a study of Butler ' s relationships 
you always come upon the fact that there is usually a small cluster of 
~renkel-Brunswick, lac . cit. , p . 318 . 
friends, all men, gathered about Butler with most of them standing 
somewhat in Butler's shadow. 
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There was one notable exception to this pattern in the person 
of Pauli. Pauli was a person apart, for he did not associate with any 
other of Butler's friends, and especially did he resent Jones. Butler 
was attracted to Pauli, at least partly, by virtue of his being a 
"handsome,well-dressed man." This combination seemed to have a fatal, 
awe-inspiring attraction for Butler, especially if the person also had 
a good measure of social savoir faire. In the early years of their 
relationship, and in one sense, all the way through, Butler looked at 
Pauli as his superior. Here was one person whose favor he must have at 
all costs. The fact of Butler's subsidizing the friendship at the rate 
of 200 polmds a year, of their brief and often painful meetings for 
lunch several times a week, of Pauli's secretiveness about his life 
and affairs are well known. Butler was drawn to Pauli with a mingled 
sense of f ascination and fear. In spite of many things that should have 
warned Butler that he was being exploited by Pauli, he managed to keep 
his usually keen sense of critical judgement well muffled. Butler 
says of his feeling toward Pauli, "I was devoted to him much as a 
dog to its master."l Only one thing seems to be adequate in accounting 
for t his, the fact of Butler's unconscious desire to exploit Pauli. 
Each man had enough of an unworthy motive in continuing their relation-
ship, so that in spite of its completely unsatisfying and uncomfortable 
character to each, they continued on this way for a fantastic number 
of years, allowing it to come to an end only by Pauli's death. 
1Muggeridge, op. cit., p. 94. 
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Pauli's motivation seemed to be largely mercenary; Butler's is 
more complex. What did Butler want from Pauli that he was able to be 
so completely blind to Pauli's crass mercenary aims? It is unthinkable 
t hat Butler could have continued this relationship so long without a 
heavy emotional investment in it. They had no intellectual interests 
in common, and their tastes were vastly different. One thing alone 
seemed to hold the spell over Butler; Pauli was "the handsomest man 
God ever sent to San Francisco." Knowing that Butler recognized his 
own defenselessness against handsome, well-dressed men, knowing also 
his very inadequate heterosexual development, it would be hard to miss 
the overtones of homosexual attraction written all through his rel a-
tionship with Pauli. There is no evidence to indicate that it was 
overt. Rather, it would seem almost certain t hat it was not. 
To only one other man was a quality of affection given t hat 
has echoes of his feeling for Pauli, and it was quite different. Hans 
Faesch was a Swiss yonth who came into Butler's orbit for a few lumi-
nous years. As evidenced by Butler's letters to Faesch, he was able 
to express warmth of feeling such as he achieved with no other person. 
He speaks of him as his "dear son," or "you dear person." The nature 
of the love Butler had for Hans was semi-paternal in quality. It was 
one of the freest, most unstinted expressions of affection we ever find 
in Butler. 1 When young Faesch was leaving for a trip to the Orient 
Butler was deeply moved, for he felt that Faesch might never return 
alive. The depth of his emotion is voi ced in these lines drawn from 
a poem Butler wrote immediately after Faesch's depart1rre. 
lstillman, op. cit., pp. 238-239. 
Out, out, out into the night, 
With the wind bitter North East and the sea rough; 
You have a racking cough and your lungs are weak, 
But out, out into the night you go, 
So guide you and guard you Heaven and fare you well! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Yet for the great bitterness of this grief 
We three, you and he and I, 
May pass into the hearts of like true comrades hereafter, 
In whom we may weep anew and yet comfort them, 
As t hey too pass out, out, out into the night, 
·So guide them and guard them Heaven and fare them well! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The minutes have flolin and he whom we loved is gone, 
The like of whom we never again shall see; 
The wind is heavy with snow and the sea rough, 
He has a racking cough and his lungs are weak. 
Hand in hand we watch the train as it glides 
Out, out, out into the night. 
So take him into thy holy keeping, 0 Lord, 
And guide him and guard him ever, and fare him wellll 
There is little in the record of Butler's relations with 
Faesch that would necessarily indicate a homosexual quality, except 
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that we record again another illustration of the fact, Butler's affec-
tion is reserved for men alone. Nothing even faintly resembling the 
warmth of feeling shown in this poem was ever given to a living woman. 
The rela.tion to Henry Festing Jones was probably the most com-
fortable and thoroughly satisfying of all Butler's relationships. As 
was seen earlier, Jones accomodated himself so completely to Butler 
that there was little real adjustment required on Butler's part. 
There is much about the relationship to sugges t the comfortableness 
of a relationship between a husband and wife, who have achieved an ease 
in their relations by the wife accomodating herself completely to her 
husband, never rai sing a question but what this is exactly what she 
wants to do. It is incomprehensible, however, that any woman could 
lButler, The Essential Samuel Butler, pp. 410-411. 
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have filled the niche in Butler's life that Jones did. So intimately 
did Jones merge into Butler's life that the latter finally urged his 
companion to share his mistress, and one gets the feeli ng that even 
this simply enabled Butler to give twice as much expression to this 
phase of his life, which,even with this extra help,must still have been 
sadly lacking in emotional depth. 
Again, with Jones there is no evidence of overt homosexuality, 
but we have an added example of Butler's strong preference for those of 
his own sex. There is no consistency, however, between the role of 
Jones and that of Pauli. Pauli was made to represent the acme of man-
liness, with Butler assuming a submissive attitude before him. With 
Jones, Butler asstwed the more aggressive side of the relationship, 
playing the man to the hilt, with Jones cast in the role of the admir-
ing clinging vine. 
Butler revealed his attitude with clarity toward men who desert 
him to marry a woman. This was voiced for us in the words put into 
Overton 1 s mouth. 
I was vexed at his having married, and he knew that I was vex-
ed, though I did my best to hide it. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As soon as I found out that he no longer liked his wife I for-
gave him at once. • • • There is nothing an old bachelor likes 
better than to find a young married man who wishes he had not got 
married. 1 
One gets the feeling that Butler views marriage as some kind of unholy 
alliance, the worst part of which is that it is always threatening to 
break up good friendships between men. 
The evidence indicating at least latent homosexuality is so 
1Butler, The Way of All Flesh, pp. 461-462. 
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overwheDning as to l e ave little doubt of its presence in his personal-
ity make-up. But what are the i mplications of this for our study? 
This is cl osely related to the meaning of poor heterosexual relations--
the opposite side of the s ame coin . Some statements drawn from cases 
in the Adorno study show the greatest similarity to Butler ' s pattern of 
sexuality . "Homosexuality, r epressed in childhood in a setting of sado-
masochistic relations with the father • • • cannot find gratification 
in friendly equalitarian re l ations with men but instead it determines 
that most such relations have to be on a dominance-s ubmission dimen-
sion. 11 1 One is reminded t hat with Pauli Butler was submissive, with 
Jones he was dominant, and with Faesch he was paternalis tic. There is 
a peculiar absence of truly equalitarian relat i onships even with his 
closest friends . 
There is a reco gnition, also , that the 11persecution complex" 
is re gularly asso ciated with repressed homosexuality . 2 Wnatever else 
we may observe about Butler, there are certainly aspects of a persecu-
tion complex in the way he viewed all whom he believed to be stronger 
than himself . There were his s t atements , already cited, in which he felt 
that these men on the t op were deliberately doing things to insure 
Butler ' s non- recognition . 
In the man with homosexual tendencies there is the inclination 
to view femininity as weakness and a .thing to be avoided if he is to 
keep himself from vulnerability . 3 Butler seemed never to be ab l e to 
think of womanhood apart from his mother whom he pictured as given to 
silly day-dreaming, and who used a show of af fect i on which would en-
ality, 11 
~evitt Sanford, 11 Genetic Aspects of the Authoritarian Person-
Adorno , op . cit . , p. 798 . 
2Ibid . , p . 8o2 . 3rbid . , 799 . 
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trap one in the end. Is not t his the view that he deep down had about 
all women? They were viewed as essentially weak, and yet one dare not 
entrust his confidence or affection to them, for they have a power to 
rob a man of his freedom and integrity . 
If femininity is to be avoided in the form of a woman, it must 
even more thoroughly be denied within one's own psychic make- up . This 
Butler seemed at great pains to do . Muc h of his assertiveness, his 
dominating a small group of friends, and his keeping a mistress, even 
though without feeling, must be seen in terms of a hearty pronounce-
ment that he was all man. 
The implication of homosexuality for authoritarian studies is 
clear . Any confusion in sexual identification indicates the likely 
presence of disturbed relationships with authority persons in the whole 
of life . 1 This is but one more indication in a chain of evidence 
that Butler was caught with an inner uncertainty about life which show-
ed up in all his relationships wi th the human family . He could never 
be sure just what vvas the part he s hould play. 
iii. The "Butler syndrome" 
Adorno defines the different t ypes of personality structures 
by syndromes . The classical authoritarian (if so recent a term can 
be called classical) is one vvho follows closely the psychoanalytic pat-
tern j_nvolving a sadomasochistic resolution of the Oedipus complex . 
Fromm sees the authoritarian personality as arising from a social 
condition, which in turn becomes ingrained wi thin the personality in 
such a way that the person is able to take pleasure in obedience and 
~alsow, loc. cit., pp. 410-411. 
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subordination. One of the gymnastics the superego performs is to turn 
hatred into love. This must be done in order to make submission an 
agreeable arrangement. 'Since this feat is never achieved completely, 
and since there is still unresolved hatred and aggression, this comes 
out in sadistic drives. Fromm understands the whole transaction pri-
marily in terms of the sadomasochistic compromise, which agrees to be 
masochistic in the face of superiors and sadistic to inferiors. In 
strictest terminology, according to Adorno, this is t he authoritarian 
syndrome .I 
Very obviously, Butler does not fit into this strictly con-
ceived authoritarian pattern. His sadistic drives are inverted, so 
that his main source of aggression is against the persons he con-
ceives to be stronger or in a more favorable position. In this respect 
he is nearest _to what Adorno describes as the rebel. Instead of iden-
tifying with parental a_uthority "insurrection" takes place. This can 
lead to a good bit of confusion in identifying what has happened, for 
the person who achieves true independence must also demonstrate his 
ability to stand against those who have dominated him. Adorno sug-
gests that on a purely psychological level it may be impossible to 
make this distinction, but that the socio-political behavior must be 
studied as well.2 
Right at this point we face one of the crucial points in our 
understanding of Butler. Butler had a great "cause. 11 Seemingly his 
central understanding of it lay in his one man campaign to expose 
Victorianism for the empty and superficial thing it was. One would 
1Adorn9, op. cit., pp. 759-762. 2Ibid., p. 762. 
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imagine that he would gladly have joined force s with, or at least have 
been sympathetic with, other "causes" similar in so many respects to his 
own . But people with "causes" left him, not unmoved to be sure , but 
angry and impatient . He had a negative reaction to anyone he suspec ted 
of trying to "improve11 things. George Bernard Shaw credits Butler with 
being an inspiration for much of his work in social criticism, yet he 
recognized the tremendous limitat ions i n Butler, manifested by his in-
difference and even contempt toward others who were engaged in enter-
prises similar to his own . "Thus he , so ' future piercing ' in some re-
spects had only contempt for the women's rights movement , one of the 
greatest portents of his day, and in general for people with radical 
1 causes ', who were trying to do for their souls exactly ·what he sought 
to do for his ."1 Ibsen was attempting in Norway much the s ame thing as 
Butler in England, yet Butler dismissed him as not even worth an attempt 
to find out what he was saying . 
Clearly Butler was not a revo l utionary, or he would have joined 
forces with others . He ·was not fighting the worl d 's battles; he was 
fi6hting his own. Because the sound of his own private battle has 
struck responsive notes in many other persons, they have assmned he 
was fighting along with them . "1illy resemblance to other persons or 
places is purely coincidental" might truly be said of his life and 
work . His biographers are in essential agreement with the statement 
made by Stillman, "His own subjects grew always out of the organic 
structur e of his life, forced upon him by the needs of his own devel-
opment. Every problem he dealt with ••• however impersonal its treat-
ment , was in a profound sense a personal problem. 2 
1stillman, op. cit ., p . 177. 
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Butler began as a rebel agains t his father, and a rebel he 
remained. In the course of his life he discovered a good many "fathers" 
to revolt against. It is a safe guess he was never without someone, 
for it is the mark of a rebel that he must have an object against 
which his aggression can be direc t ed. 
This is the hub around which the other aspects of Butler's life 
must be interpreted. He grew up surrounded with the stifling a tmos-
phere of authoritarianism. It was a part of him; its indelible mark was 
upon him; he was never free from :i t s influence. Yet he did not take the 
usual pattern. He added a different dimension by his rebellion which, 
once started, he could never finish. If he had been able to achieve 
emotionally what he did intellectually he might have finally been a free 
person. 
Added to his rebel outlook was the growing tendency to fight his 
battles on paper instead of face to face. But paper battles are no-
tably hard to finish, because it is so easy to lose contact with the 
enemy. More and more he tended to withdraw from society, but his 
quarrel went on. He argued for a flesh and blood God, but he withdrew 
from flesh and blood men. Some of the men he quarreled with were 
ttpaper" men, because he did not get close enough to see them in their 
fuller stature. He fled to the impersonal, yet he castigated the 
Christians for keeping God too impersonal. But t his anticipates the 
next chapter in which we attempt to understand Butler's religious e~ 
perience in terms of the foregoing description of his personality 
organization. 
CHAPTER VI -
THE RELIGI OUS EXPERIENCE OF BUTLER 
VIE1tJED IN LIGHT OF HIS PERSONALITY STRUCTURE 
1. Religious Views as a. Reflection of Interpersonal Relations 
The viewpoint of this chapter will be to look at Butler's re-
ligious experience in terms of the particular syndrome of his author-
itarian personality structure, and its manifestation in his interper-
sonal relations. Three points of reference, then, will form the basis 
for comparison: religious experience, personality structure, and inter-
personal relations. An effort will be made to find the ways in which 
e~ch corresponds to the other and the ways in which they differ, and to 
discover if possible, reasons for the correspondence or difference. 
The assumption underlying this approach is that there is a 
vital relationship between a person's religious experience and the 
structure of his personality, which in turn is reflected in his inter-
personal relations. This procedure is in harmony with Fromm's asser-
tion that one's religion is an excellent indicator of his inner person-
ality dynamics.l The faith upon which this assumption rests is that 
life is essentially of one piece, in spite of its fragmentations and 
inconsistencies, and that the central core of an individual's person-
ality organization "will tell the truth" however he may express himself-. 
~romm, Psychoanalysis and Religion, Chapter III. 
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There will be no attempt, exceijt occasionally, to establish a 
line of causality between the three points of reference. This would be 
too presumptuous an undertaking for this dissertation. The writer does 
hold, in a general sort of way that one's experiences in his interper-
sonal relations tends to shape his personality structure and his re-
ligious beliefs. This is no contention, however, for a one-way line of 
influence, for most likely any truly definitive explanation would need 
to recognize causality flowing both directions. 
It will be of value, for instance, to find out what Butler be-
lieves about God and compare this with his one most anxiety producing 
relationship, that with his father. We will want to discover in what 
way these two are tied in with our understanding of his personality 
structure. Thus, as we look at the various facets of Butler's re-
ligious experience, we will try to see how his character structure 
and his relationships make them more comprehensible. 
2. nThe Rebel" Rejects a Transcendent God 
Superficial readers are apt to make the mistake of thinking 
that Butler was an atheist. The evidence they would introduce to sup-
port this are frequent Butlerian quips such as "An honest God 1 s the 
noblest work of man."l Continued reading brings to light that Butler 
is strongly rejecting a transcendent God who can stand over man and 
make arbitrary judgements upon him. He will not have such a God around, 
so be is continually ridiculing the idea. Butler has the young man 
Ernest raising some questions on the moral quality of God, 
~utler, Samuel Butler 1 s Notebooks (ed. Keynes and Hill), 
p. 312. 
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He had done little as compared with What he might have done, but 
still if he was being punished for this, God was a hard taskmaster, 
and one, too, who was continually pouncing out upon his unhappy 
creatures from ambuscades •••• It seemed to him that in his attempt 
to be moral he had been following a devil which had disguised it-
self as an angel of light.l 
The relationship between this conception of God and Butler's feeling 
toward his father is transparent. If this statement should be read 
substituting the word father for God, it would be almost identical with 
attitudes he expressed toward his father. Butler was angry at his 
father for his capricious bursts of disapproval and his habit of 
'~will-shakingtt in order to produce behavior that was pleasing to him-
self. And his mother--well she had drawn him into trusting attitudes 
only to betray him after his wrung-out confessions. Toward parents he 
carried the mingled feelings of fear, distrust and hatred. 
In Butler's case it was no feat at all to transfer all his 
feelings for his parents to God. After all his father was one of God's 
vicars. Even without this help God gets invested with parental qual-
ities, as psychoanlytic doctrine: has maintained ever since Freud. Not 
only with his father but with many others Butler felt himself to be 
handicapped by those who stood in a superior position to him. So all 
his life long he was in conflict with "high priests.'' Whether the high 
priests were in religion, science, literature or music, it made little 
difference. They were trying to impose their wills on his. And if he 
could not get them to respect him n·at least he could heave bricks into 
the midst of them.n And this he did. 
If Butler had to put up with this kind of bullying on the human 
scene, he would free himself from it, at least on the divine scene. 
lsutler, The Way of All Flesh, pp. 459-460 . 
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He unequivocally rejected a transcendent conception of God. One series 
of articles, later published in book form, was devoted exclusively to 
his conception of God. He called it God the Known and God the Unkno~m.l 
He rejects pantheism as well as orthodox theism. Pantheism he objects 
to as being so vague and diffused as to be meaningless; theism is another 
for~. of atheism for it asks us to believe in a God we cannot comprehend. 
His conception of God differes from pantheism princiaplly in that he 
conceives of God as consisting of the totality of life. This is not 
simply a worship of the diversity of life, for he insists that this 
totality has a unified soul for willing, thinking and purposing. One 
of his favorite illustrations is to liken man to God as the cell of a 
man's body is related to the total man. The conceptions and purposes 
of God are higher than man just as the man 1 s understanding and purposes 
are higher than the individual cells of his body. 2 This conception of 
God is highly integrated with Butler 's conception of evolution. He 
differed from theism in that he believed the designer was rede-
s igning himself. There is not space to go into the fuller 
ramifications of Butler's God concept, but it serves our need to 
see that his intellectual formulation was onewi th the weight all on 
the side of immanence rather than on transcendence. It is not our 
purpose to discuss the merits or demerits of his theology. All we are 
concerned ~nth is the psychological implications of his belief. The 
inner reasoning of his theology is to reject a God with an arbitrary 
will who can rule over him from the outside. He wants no oriental 
1Butler , God the Known and God the Unkno"m (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1917). 
2Ibid., p . 69. 
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despot sitting above the clouds among·:· the cherubim, who blow their 
loud angelic horns before him, and humor him as though t hey had to 
soothe his ruffled temper.l This picture of God , looks too much like 
some people Butler has known, and he will have none of it. 
Yet in spite of a God who feels toward him much as a man feels 
toward one of his blood corpuscles, he still could never quite give up 
fighting God. Sometimes he talked as if he were trying to demolish 
God, and sometimes as if he wanted simply to put him in his place. 
Intellectually, Butler got rid of his transcendent God; emotionally, 
he clung to him, and threw ~ide remarks at him up to the last ditch. 
VJith his theory, Butler had a God who, at least, would not be passing 
out promiscuous moral judgements upon one, but what does he mean When 
he says, 
or, 
or, 
It must be remembered that we ~ave heard only one side of the case. 
God has written all the books. 2 
To the Lexicographer. God is simply the word that comes next 
to "'go-cart," and nothing more.3 
Epicurus held that there are gods, but they are careless about 
human affairs. I hold that there is a God, but that human beings 
should be careless about him.4 
Surely enough there is a tongue-in-cheek quality about most of these 
statements but that argues even more for a hostility that is not too 
well disguised. Intellectually he and God were compatible, emotionally 
Butler was a rebel still. He would not even let his transcendent God 
1Ibid., p. 67. 
2Butler, The Essential Samuel Butler, p. Sol. 
3Ibid., p. )02. 
4Ibid., p. )03. 
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die a peaceful death; he kept him alive bec ause he would have been lost 
without someone very like his fathe r's God on which to vent his anger . 
Thus we see a close correspondence among the t hree point s of 
refer ence . Butler conceived of God as immanent, but emotionally con-
tinued to r ebel against a transcendent God . I n his human r e lationships 
he always warred with those he conceived to be stronger t han himself. 
So far as his char acter structure was concerned he had reversed t he 
usual author i tarian sadomasochistic pattern and his sadism was directed 
up instead of down. 
3. Moral Revolt and an Unknowable God 
"To know God better is only to re alize more fully how imposs-
ible i t is that we should ever know him at all. nl is one of the peren-
nial t hemes of Butler . This is not a new ide a in theology . The s ense 
in which Butl er uses this idea and its psychologic al significance is 
our concern, not its t heo l ogical significance . Our inability to know 
God 1 s purposes is comparable to what a blood corpuscle in a man 1 s vein 
can kno·w about the pur poses of a man , pur poses so far beyond its scope 
of knowledge t hat it may as well go about its ow n bus i ness and cease 
to worry about the man . Butler maintains this shoul d be man 's attitude 
to God . The reasonin5 that frequentl y fo llows such statements reveals 
Butler's motivat ion for ar guing s o eloquently for God ' s inscrut ability. 
The theme in its essence seems to be saying, w ·e cannot know God--so we 
may as well act as i f he doesn ' t exist." The second part of the sen-
tence coul d be quite diffe r ent . There are many today who argue for the 
unknowableness of God , but whose conclusions are much di ffe r ent . 11 e 
1Butl er, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, p . 194 . 
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cannot know God--so we will have to go it alone," is the mood of much 
modern existential ism. 
It is the contention of this dissertation that there is a vast 
difference in the motivation between the two statements. The latter 
contains a mo od of aloneness and may verge on despair; the mood of the 
former is one of hoping there is no God. Butler certainly had moods 
when he wished for his father's death. There seem also to have been 
times when he longed for assurance t hat God was dead. But if he could 
not have a dead God, one who was unknowable would be almost as satis-
factory. If God is unknowable then morality is, in everythmg tha t mat-
ters, solely a human problem. There seems, in spite of all Butler's 
assertions about the unknowableness of God, a certain wistfulness and 
apprehensiveness. So he says, "If God wants us to do a thing he should 
make his wishes sufficiently clear. Sensible people will wait till he 
has done this before paying much attention to hi m. 111 The feeling grows 
that he protests the point too much. Intellectually Butler has a God 
who treats him with indiff erence; emotionally he fears God may still be 
breathing down his neck, and he hopes against hope it is not so. 
Muggeridge feels that one of the important clues to understand-
ing Butler is to see him in terms of a guilt-ridden person who was 
fighting a losing battle agai nst a sense of sin. Butler presents his 
E~nest as a boy plagued by deep feelings of guilt and unworthiness. 
The more idealized picture in the latter part of the story suggests 
that much of t his feeling was outgrown. Knowing some of the other 
things Butler carried into adult life, we can think it likely that he 
lButler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, p. 116. 
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carried a load of unconscious guilt feelings with him too. One of the 
things Ernest envied about Towneley was his sense of ease in sinning 
and his undisturbed conscience. ~llien Ernest tried something of the 
same thing the world seemed to tumble about his ears. Muggeridge sums 
up his estimation of Ernest's moral struggle in the following words: 
His life was never harmonious. All he was able to do was impose 
an outside orderliness, but inside the conflict continued to the 
end. • • • Sin more than anything oppressed him. He struggled 
against it, but it remained a shadow on his face~ The men he 
envied were those with no burden of sin upon them; the life he 
wanted to live was one in which the ques tion of sin did not 
arise. • • • Sin was a part of his parental heritage--gilt edge 
securities and sin.l 
One gets the feeling that Muggeridge paints his pictures with too deep 
a hue, but considering the strong sadistic drive toward superiors that 
Butler carried into his adult life there can be no doubt that his in-
tense hostile feelings were also mingled with guilt feelings. 
How much Butler reveals of himself in this clever parody, 
"Vouchsafe, 0 Lord, to keep us this day from being found out.'12 There 
was always this fear of being found out. He was in rebellion against 
the stifling morality of Langar rectory. He was stealing his birth-
right, as he once said, and he was paying for it. He was also stealing 
his right to be a free individual from his half-devil, transcendent 
God. He could never completely dispel his fear that he might not get 
away with it. So half of the time he spent saying that no such God 
existed, and the other half in mockingly daring God to throw his thun-
derbolts. 
In his relationships with those Butler conceived to be above 
him, he had ambivalent tendencies. On the one hand he was ready to 
~uggeridge, op. cit., pp.20-21. 
2Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, p. 87. 
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fight them in a pitched battle. On t he other, e§ually strong, was the 
desire to withdraw into isolation and have nothing to do with them. 
This is one of the well-established patterns of his life alluded to 
several times in the last chapter. 
This appears to be a close approximation of the game he was 
playing with God. In the broad daylight with his intellectual prowess 
he convinced himself of the harmlessness of an unknowable God. But in 
the hours when the shadows were long and his repressed emotions rose 
toward the surface, he began taunting and defying the transcendental 
God who , he declared, existed only in men's minds. 
In his father's church Butler surely enough came to think of 
God as half devil for all his spying activities. But also he heard of 
the love and mercy of God. This must have been fully as incomprehen-
sible to him. If Butler has established anything about himself it is 
that he is more acute and perceptive in understanding hostile relation-
ships than he is in understanding loving ones. His characterizations 
of persons to whom he feels hostility are always much sharper and 
clearer t han the ones toward whom love is expressed. Ernest was rep-
resented as being completely naive in situations in which he received 
love or trust. So eager was he for love that he lost all sense of pro-
portion when receiving it. Also he discovered that when his mother 
was most loving and encouraging him to confide in her, this was the 
very moment he might find the rug pulled out from under him. When he 
trus t ed a man like his fellow curate, Pryer, he was hopelessly taken 
advantage of. Overton and Ernest's aunt Alethea both r emarked that his 
naive trust of people gave them more anxiety about him than anything 
else. 
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Relationships in which love was expressed were confusing to 
Butler. He could engage in continued relationships with people who 
called forth hostility, but he could not seem ever to get a clear 
picture of a person who showed love. He kept Miss Savage at arm's 
length (or perhaps we should say mailbox length) away from him. When 
affection began to develop between himself and Isabella, he ran away 
and did not retlrrn for seven years. He sought his sex life in a re-
lationship which from all appearances was devoid of affection. Love 
was more incomprehensible to him than hate; it left him more unsure 
of himself. He must pro t ect himself from loving relationships even 
more than from hating ones. 
It would be only conjecture to guess what part Butler's fear 
of love had in his seeking an unknowable God. Concrete evidence can 
be found more easily for his hostility leading in this direction; but 
then, everything about Butler is more concrete and specific where hos-
tility is concerned. It seems reasonable to believe that his confusion 
in the face of love as well as his hostility was a contributing factor 
to his vision of God as unknowable. There is abundant evidence that 
loving people were much more unknowable to him than were hostile ones. 
Stillman makes a penetrating observation: 
There was a great hatred which had already affected his power of 
loving. He had been too deeply wounded in the personal; he flew 
for solace to the impersonal. The great loves of this boy, hun-
gry for affection, were a foreign country and a dead musician. 
Later he would know personal loves as well. But they too would 
bear the mark of an early distortion. 1 
This provides an important c lue. It was this persistent tendency in 
Butler to flee from the personal to the i mpersonal that gives the 
lstillman, op. cit., p. 26. 
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raison d'etre for an unknowable God. Although Butler claimed his con-
ception of God was more personal than the orthodox Christian concep-
tion,l still it was a God .Hho, for all practical purposes, was irrele-
vant to the affairs of everyday life. He did not know how to deal with 
love; he grew weary of the struggle of hating. The logical solution 
was to get away from the personal in which all of this difficulty resid-
es. Fleeing from the hate and love of God is just as reasonable as 
fleeing from the hate and love of people. 
In regard to character structtiTe the salient feature to observe 
is the fact of Butler's highly developed intellectual maturity and his 
corresponding emotio nal immattiTity. These elements of correspondence 
stand out. Butler's belief in an unknowable God seems to be related to 
an element of moral revolt in his life. Yet in spite of his official 
belief in an unknowable God he keeps acting as though he must fight a 
God who is altogether too intimate and knows too many of the secrets of 
his heart. In his relationship to superiors there is the continual am-
bivalence between running away from them or standing ground and fight-
ing them. In his relationships in which love breaks through he is also 
torn with an ambivalence, for he desperately wants the love, yet he is 
so confused by its meaning that he is filled with an impulse to run 
away. This he usually does. In his character structure there is an 
ambivalence that is just as distressing. Intellectually he can lay 
aside all fears and live in a spirit of true emancipation. Emotionally 
he still trembles at what people might do to him. He is a house divided 
against itself. 
lButler, God the Known and God the Unknown, ch. VII. 
TABLE 4 Comparison of Butler's Religious Concepts, Relationships and Salient Aspects of Character 
Rel. Experience 
Rejects 
tr.ansc end en t 
God 
Moral revolt 
and an 
unknowable 
God 
Quarrel 
with the 
church 
Life 
is 
purposeful 
I1mnortali ty, 
life after 
death 
Religious Concepts 
All transcendent aspects of 
God rejected 
Official position a semi-
pantheism 
Continues fighting tran-
scendent God even while 
denying his existence 
Man:God~Body Cells:Person 
Intellectually conceived 
11 official1 God; emotional 
reactions to God suggest 
he is known and knows 
Rejects church's claim to 
absolute knowledge 
Denies miraculous elements 
Objects to its bullying 
Fear of being trapped by 
ordination 
Evolutional teleology 
Creative force contained 
in evolutionary process 
God is compounded of all life 
God is the single conscious 
soul in all life 
Life continues in other 
Life continues, part of whole 
Life continues as unconscious 
but is remembered by God 
Relationships 
Rebellion against father 
Distrusts mother 
Revolts against "high priests" 
of science, literature, etc. 
Acutely developed sense of 
hostility against superiors 
Ambivalence to superiors: 
to fight; to withdraw 
Flees all affectional re-
lationships 
Naive in trusting relation-
ships; perceptive in hating 
Rebellion against father 
Rebellion against superiors 
Distrust of women 
Hostility toward siblings 
Flees affectional relation-
ships 
Longing for affection in re-
lationships, but fleeing 
from it 
Tendency toward depersonal-
ization 
Drive for recognition 
among fellows 
Tendency toward depersonal-
ization 
Salient Character Aspects 
Inverted sadomasochistic 
drives 
Intellectual maturity; 
emotional immaturity 
Intellectual maturity; 
emotional immaturity 
Inverted sadomasochistic 
drives 
Intellectual maturity; 
emotional immaturity 
Basically dependent de-
spite inverted sadism 
Intellectual matliTity; 
emotio nal immaturity 
Intellectual mat1ITity; 
emotional immaturity 
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4. Quarrel with the Church 
Butler's quarrel with the church was most intense in the early 
stages of his revolt against authority. In order of appearance his 
hostility to father and family was first, next came the church and 
Christianity, then science, and before he had finished he had about run 
the gamut. The development seems to have been something in this manner. 
He had mingled feelings toward his father, angry and hostile and yet 
guilty and self-accusing for having such feelings. Finally came the 
time in which his guilt feelings did not acreuse him so openly and he 
felt adequately justified in feeling as he did toward his father. This 
allowed him to "hate with a perfect hatred. 11; Once the dam was broken 
the hate soon flowed over into any area in which he felt that stronger 
persons were depriving him of his due. In The Way of kll Flesh while 
Ernest is preparing for ordination he describes his feeling toward the 
church as a vague indefinable uneasiness. He continued from an in-
abili~ to structure his feelings clearly and a limited ability to 
visualize any other course.l Once his hostility became more clearly 
defined toward his father he was: soon directing the same type of more 
sharply defined feelings against the church. 
The things he objected to most about the church were the things 
he could not stand in his father. We need to understand, then, that 
his hostility toward the church sprang from the same reservoir of feel-
ing that caused him to hate all who stood in a superior position to him. 
The church represented to him an irrational, bullying authority which 
believed it had all the answers, and which refused to be corrected in 
any respect. His feelings can best be conveyed in his own words. 
~utler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, pp. 54-55. 
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People say you must not try to do away with Christianity until 
you have something better to put in its place. They might as well 
say that we must not take away turnpikes and corn laws till we have 
some other hindrance to put in their places. Besides no one wants to 
do away with Christianity--all we want is not to be snubbed and 
bullied if we reject the miraculous part for ourselves •••• 
It is this bullying that I want to do away with. As regards 
Christianity I should hope and think tha·t I am more Christian than 
not.l 
As he saw his father, so Butler sees the church as having made 
up its mind about what he must believe and do. If he chooses not to 
comply, he feels it uses the same bullying, overpowering tactics on him 
to bring him into line. In this he feels he must resist the church and 
Christianity to the last ditch. 
If there is any moral in Christianity, if there is anything to 
be learned from it, if the whole story is not profitless from 
first to last, it comes to this that a man should back his own 
opinion against the world 1 s--and this is a very risky and immora~ 
thing to do, but the Lord hath mercy on whom he will have mercy. 
By a negative type of learning, he credits his father and the church 
with having taught him the value of standing his ground come what may. 
The dogmatism of the church, which closed its mind to the pos-
sibility of its being in error, and the consequent inability to face 
new truth were the things which Butler in certain moods felt must lead 
to its eventual doom. He had the penetrating insight to see that this 
all sprang from an obsessive need to be right and safe. 
A religion only means something so certainly posed that nothing 
can ever displace it. It is an attempt to settle first princi-
ples so authoritatively that no one need so much as even think of 
ever reopening t hem for himself or feel any, even the faintest mis-
givings on the matter. It is an attempt to get an irrefragably 
safe investment, and this cannot be got, no matter how low the 
interest, which in the case of religion is about as low as it can 
be.3 
1Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebooks, pp. 54-55. 
2Butler, The Note Books of Samuel Butler, p. 335. 
3Ibid., p. 329. 
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V{ith what amazine; clarity Butler was able to put his finger on the 
weak spot of the church! With what tragic weaknes s was he unable to 
eradicate within himself the thing he so much desp ised in the church ! 
Here is an instance in which the disparity between his intellectual 
and emotional maturity comes i nto sharp focus. Intellectually Butler 
makes a penetrating analysis of the we akness t hat j_s shot through all 
authoritari an approaches to life . Emotionally he never gets over try-
ing to make irrefragably s afe investments himself . In the last chapter 
we saw how few men have passed beyond hlin in his tolerance of ambiguity 
in intellectual matters. But i n his r e lationships with people , in 
which his emotional life is reveal ed , we find him schemi ng and plot-
ting to make sure t hat he keeps himself in situations that are well 
under his control . 
There is another are a of f eeling toward the church which cor-
responds close ly to his re l ationship to his mother . He expresses on 
occasion that the church i s for weak, sentimental people who need some 
outer support to maintain themselves . The fo llo·wing statement reveals 
his attitude: 
Christianity is a woman 1 s religion, invented by women and 
womanish men for themse lves . The Church ' s one foundation is not 
Christ, as is commonly said, it is woman; and calling the Madonna 
the Queen of Heaven is only a poetical way of acknowledging that 
women are the main support of pr iests .l 
Remembering Butler 's attitude towar d women, this tells us a good bit 
about his feeling for the church. At best he r egar ded women as second-
rate persons, nice in their Y.Jay , but certainly not ever to be assoc-
iated with strength and vi rility . 'vVhen he makes a statement in a 
slinilar vein speaking about Christianity being for the poor, t he we ak, 
1Butler, The Note Books of Samuel Butler , p. 334 . 
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the ignorant and the infirm, he is putting women in the same class with 
them, and there can be no doubt that he considers himself outside any 
of these classifications. 
So long as Butler can review the strength he displays in the 
words he writes he is reassured about his own strength. Perhaps one of 
the reasons he admired strength so much was because of some of his own 
uncertainties which came to the surface in many of his relationships:_. 
and which he certainly never was able to hide completely from himself. 
He was rejecting in the church something of the same quality in his 
own life that he did not want to own. The church, he senses, encour-
aged a spirit of dependency. There was nothing he wanted more than to 
be free of this. Yet with all his rebellion against those who seemed 
strong, he never let go of them. So it was with the church. 
One does not gather that the church ever had much significance 
for Butler as a place where one receives love and fellowship. It is 
almost certain if it did carry this meaning he would have repressed the 
idea so much that neither he nor we would recognize it. If it did 
signify love we can only ask if he would not have fled from it as sure-
ly as he did from the human relationships which offered him love and 
affection. As desperately as he longed for love, it frightened him 
even more. We really cannot know if this was a factor in his feeling 
toward the church. There is nothing in his writings that would give 
any clear reason for feeling -that it was. 
There was the reference to being trapped by the church that 
Butler made on several instances, which raises some interesting 
questions about his feelings in describing it this way. It was espe-
cially in reference to discussions of his possible ordination. He 
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wri t es as though there were danger if he had once become ordained that 
he would have been imprisoned within a system from which he might never 
have had the courage to free himself. He compared this plight to the 
comparably horrible predicament of being caught by marriage and unable 
to escape. Both of these are relationships which place high expecta-
tions on a person in terms of personal loyalty and faithfulness. Butler 
describes his contemplation of both of these situations in almost 
claustrophobic terms~ Again this element appears in a somewhat dif-
ferent form, but it seems to be a variation of the impulse to with-
draw from any unpleasant situation. He would not want to be found in 
any situation in which there was not the freedom to structure it accord-
ing to his own choosing. Much of this freedom is limited within both 
marriage and ordination. Obligations are assumed which cannot easily 
be rearranged to convenience. This also seems to have been one of the 
powerful drives for enough money from an independent income so that he 
would not be dependent on anyone else. Butler could not tolerate the 
thought of being hemmed in by any situation or relationship. To be 
tied to work, marriage, or church were evils which he tried scrupu-
lously to avoid. 
We would not do justice to Butler without recognizing that in 
his latter years there was a considerable mellowing in his attitude 
toward the chtiTch. He made n1werous statements that indicated he 
approved of the general spirit of Christianity, even though he felt 
that there was much error and mistaken belief within it. He spoke 
once of its letter being wrong but its spirit right. In Butler's 
earlier position he was thoroughly a child of his age in that histor-
ical critism was being applied to the Bible and he relished it as 
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justifying his mood of revolt. If miracles were called into question 
as well as the authenticity of other points of dogma, then Christian-
ity is all wrong, was his earlier attitude. There are definite indi-
cations of a mood of reconciliation in some of his later statements 
such as the following: 
If greater knowledge shows Christianity to have been founded 
upon error, still greater kno;.rledge shows that it was aiming at 
truth. 1 
As regards the best of the clergy, whether English or foreign, 
I feel that they and we mean in substance the same t hing, and that 
the difference is only about the way this thing should be put and 
the evidence on which it should be considered to rest.2 
Two aspects of Butler's personality structure seem especially 
relevant to his relationship to the church. First, there is the clear-
est type of connection between his inverted sadism and his revolt a-
gainst the church as a symbol of authority over him. This is by all 
odds the most important aspect of his hostile relationship to the 
church. It is completely in harmony with Butler's reaction to every 
other personal or symbolic authority figure. This alone would be 
adequate for understanding most of his attitudes toward the church and 
churchmen. 
His great intellectual maturity as compared to his emotional 
immaturity suggests the ambivalence from which he never freed himself. 
The dilemma of Butler's life was that no matter how much he declared 
himself free from the things he rebelled against, he was bound to 
them still. This was no less true of the church than of his father. 
If Butler had truly freed himself from the church he would long since 
lButler, The Note Books of Samuel Butler, p. 351. 
2Ibid. 
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have given up his sniping forays agaist it. Butler's authoritarian 
dependencJr on those he conceives to be stronger is demonstrated once 
again in his relationship to the church. 
5. Life with a Purpose 
Butler devoted the most productive period of his life to the 
ardent defense of a teleological interpretation of life. Four of his 
books were engaged with this problem. His point of departure was to 
disprove what he considered the fallacy of t he hit-and-miss chance 
basis of evolution contained in Darwin's theory of natural selection. 
If Butler had one premise upon which he based his thinking it 
was the proposition that life was purposeful. He stated the issues 
of his conflict with Darwin by saying, "The battle is one of greater 
importance than appears at first sight. It is a battle between tel-
eology and non-teleology, between the purposiveness and non-purpos-
iveness of the organs in animal and vegetable life. 111 Butler conceived 
it to be his destiny to stand at this crucial juncture of human thought 
and battle the tendency toward meaninglessness he felt to be inherent 
in Darwin's system of thought. 
Some of the implications of Butler's position in developing 
his theology are contained in the second section of this chapter. 
Teleological systems almost invariably raise theological questions. 
It became neces sary for Butler to make explicit his theological assump-
tions. He began by saying tha t it was impossible to penetrate the es-
sential nature of God. "As to what God is beyond the fact that he is 
the Spirit and the Life which creates, I can say nothing."2 But he was 
lButler, Unconscious Memory, p. 185. 
2Butler, God the Known and God the Unknown, p. 18. 
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prepared to show "more clearly than modern science is prepared to ad-
mit, that there does exist a single Being or animator of all living 
things--a single Spirit, whom we cannot think of under any meaner name 
than God. 111 Although he could not show us God he felt confident 
that he could point to the persona, or mask, of this Living Spirit. 
He immediately rejects the idea of an outside force as the 
instigator of evolution and the continuing creative force. He will 
have no disembodied Spirit, because he feels t his is unintelligible 
and tends to smack of the deus ex machina. For Butler the "organic 
world unites to form a single, compound personality, whose units are 
to the whole as buds are to a tree or as the cells of our bodies are 
to ourselves. 111 
In this scheme God is recognized as Life Force and is assumed 
to have a consciousness. He is not perfect or complete, and is not 
omnipotent or infinite but nevertheless vastly powerful and resource-
flU. God is in the process of realizing himself even as human beings 
are. He has unrealized possibilities and must experiment to develop 
them even as we must in the path toward self-realization. The infinite 
variations of evolution are a part of finding himself, or expressing 
himself. These variations are not chance happenings but experimental 
tries in a purposeful effort at self-discovery.2 It is interesting to 
note in passing that there are striking similarities between Jung 1 s 
conception of the collective unconscious and Butler's unconscious 
memory, and between Jung 1 s God and Butler 1 s.3 
1Stillman, op. cit., pp. 209-210. 
2Butler, God the Kno"Wll and God the Unknorm, ch. VII. 
3carl Gustav Jung, Answer to Job, tr. R. F. c. Hull. (New York: 
Pastoral Psychology Book Club, 1955). 
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As was indicated earlier this is the conception of God that 
Butler achieved with his mature and creative mind. Th~s was his 
tt:official't God, yet there were certainly more than vestigial remains 
of a God much more anthropomorphic than this in his emotional life. 
There was nothing to fight against in his ''official" God, but Butler 
continued a sporadic guerrilla warfare nevertheless. He also kept 
handy a power-conscious God who derived part of his satisfaction from 
spying out men's ways with the express purpose of securing their 
obedience. 
Butler's ttofficial": God certainly must not be discounted as 
a real expression of his psychic life, any more than we can ignore 
the non-existent God he continued to snipe at. The drive for sig-
nigicance and meaningfulness in his own life was a powerful one. 
The tendency of such a God-concept if emotionally operative should 
have had a strong unifying influence with other members of the human 
family. Butler pointed out that he takes very literally the words of 
Paul, when he says, "We are one body,tt for it would mean that actually 
we are bound together by our common participation in God's body.l It 
then becomes more than poetry that "if one member suffers, all suffer 
together, if one member is honored, all rejoice.tt-2 In spite of 
Butler's isolationism, and in spite of his tendency to flee from 
affectional relationships, there was the longing for love and affec-
tion which frequently would break through, but which frightened him 
when its long range implications and involvements would get through 
to him. Butler wanted love and affection but seemingly the emotional 
JOButler, God the Known and God the Unlmown, ch. VI. 
2 
I Corinthians 12:·26. 
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price measured in terms of personal responsibility was greater than he 
was prepared to pay. Butler's God represented a reaching for the ideal 
of loving human relationships. All his life Butler was a pilgrim in 
that he aspired to something he never reached. In the end this pre-
vented him from realizing himself on the emotional and relationship 
level. Butler's most intense hating and his strongest urging to 
love were committed to paper instead of to flesh and blood relation-
ships. Because he could mruce it come out right on paper, some of the 
necessity was taken away from making it come out right with people. 
Butler's "official'' God was an intellectually conceived one, a paper 
God, who shared some of the same qualities as Butler's paper human 
relationships. 
Two aspects of Butler's character structure appear as being 
signigicant in Butler's movement toward an idealized as well as spir-
itualized conception of life. First is the basic dependency pattern 
in Butler's personality in spite of his role as a rebel. Fromm and 
Adorno both recognized, as noted in the last chapter, that it is many 
times difficult to distinguish the rebel from the person who truly 
achieves a real personal independence. Psychologically they may ap-
pear much the same, but once the wider social implications are noted 
it is observed that the rebel never gets free from that against which 
he has rebelled. This points to a dependency need which so many of 
the characteristics of the rebel seem at first to deny flatly. 1 
Officially, by the kind of God he has, by the intellectual analysis 
of his human relationships, Butler is a free man. Actually, 
by his alternate ignoring of and battling with God, by his attacks 
1 
Adorno, op. cit., p. 763. 
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upon and withdrawal from people, Butler craves a dependency relation-
s hip to God . I n his relationships to people he is less able to hide 
the cleavage between the two even from himself . 
6. I mmortality and Hope Deferred 
One of Butler's preoccupations was with problems concerning 
death and immortality . It is difficult to say how much was the result 
of his attempt to work out the implications of his evolutionary concepts . 
vYe may assume, however, that this continuing concern with life after 
death was not unrelated to his personal needs. Many others have worked 
on evolutionary concepts and have never troubled themselves about 
questions of irr~ortality . Besides this, one gets the feeling that 
t here is something personal at stake in his affirmations about the life 
to come. It seems more than a process of working toward logical out-
comes; the very integrity and me aning of life are at stake. 
Some aspects of his conception of the after-life have been men-
tioned before, but we will r eview the essential features of his belief . 
In t he first place, he thinks of succeeding generations as being exten-
sions of the former ones. A man lives in his son, not fi guratively, 
but actually . Not only is this true in a physical sense, but it is 
true spiritually as well . One of Butler's favorite illustrations was 
that Shakespeare and Homer are more alive now than ever, for they are 
living in more people. Their life has been extended many times over.l 
Butler made much of the idea that our real life is that which 
we live i n the lives of others. This begins, of course, in our current 
1Butler, The Note Books of Samuel Butler, p. 363. 
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day by day intercourse with others. The more significant our life and 
work, the greater will be the carry-over into the after-life, the more 
fully our lives will be extended, and the more broadly will they be 
lived. 
Another important plank in his immortality platform was the 
conviction that each individual life makes a contribution toward the 
well-being of the whole of life. The leaf cannot complain as it falls 
to the ground in the autumn that its life was in vain, for its life 
has entered into building the trunk of the tree. To this extent its 
own life is now incorporated into the whole. With numerous analogies 
of this sort Butler speaks of the real sense in which our lives con-
tinue into the totality of life even though individual identity may be 
largely or wholly forgotten. 1 
Butler's distinctive belief in the nature of God finds a mean-
ingful relationship to his immortality concept. God is to man what the 
trunk of the tree is to the leaf, but with infinitely higher possibil-
ities. Man's life is a definite contribution to the growing life of 
God. The individual might be regarded as God's attempt at expressing 
himself. In his pithy manner Butler expressed it, ttMan is God's 
highest present development. He is the latest thing in God.tt2 The 
individual lose·s consciousness at death, but he continues life and is 
retained in the consciousness of God.3 
Turning now to Butler's relat ionships, we are reminded irnrned-
iately of the struggle for recognition that characterized almost all 
~utler, God the Known and God the U'nknown, ch. VIII. 
2Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebook, p. 114. 
3 Butler, God the Known and God the Unknown, p. 79. 
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of his life. His greatest disappointment was that his own generation 
would not recognize him, so he pinned his hope on being appreciated by 
later generations. Few men have had their literary remains as care-
fully preserved as Butler's were. But this was no accident. Butler 
himself spent a good part of the time in his last years going over 
his literary odds and ends. More . than this, he appointed a literary 
executor whose responsibility it was to see that hia materials were to 
be given to the public when it might be ready for them, so there can 
be no shadow of doubt that Butler expected, or at least hoped for, a full-
er life in the life to come than in his own day. He lived in a great 
many people after his death. In the very closing pages of The Way of All 
Flesh he speaks of "Ernest who will insist on addressing the next genera-
tion rather than his own. 11 l Allusion was made earlier to several refer-
ences in his notebooks in which he expressed the belief that his full-
est life would come when later generations recognized the worth in his 
work which his own generation failed to see. 
There seems to be a kind of justice in life helping men to re-
ceive their soul's sincere desire, for Butler has achieved precisely 
the kind of immortality he sought. He said once, "Roughly, there is a 
sort of moral government whereby those who have done the best work live 
most enduringly.n2 Butler sincerely wanted to have his immortality by 
virtue of his work entering into the development of men's lives, and 
this began to happen at a greatly accelerated pace almost immediately 
upon his death. He has contributed inestimably to the spirit of 
modern life. 
His personality needs called for exactly the kind of immortal-
1Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 561. 
2Butler, Samuel Butler's Notebook, PP• 270-271. 
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ity he got. It was to enter into other lives though his own personal 
consciousness should be dissolved. It was to enter into the whole o£ 
life though the individual should seem to disappear. The spirit that 
was Butler is much more ali ve now than it ever was in the days of his 
flesh, and his work is helping others to achieve the integrity of spirit 
which he struggled to attain, but which was only imperfectly realized 
within his own personality. 
Butler poured his life energy into an intellectual formulation 
of a quest which must always remain unfinished until it is fought 
through on the emotional level and expressed in living human relations. 
His personality structure, built around the wide cleavage between his 
intellectual and emotional maturity, helped to push him toward an 
immortality in which he could maintain his withdrawal from human re-
lationships. Butler conceived of an immortality in which his intel-
lectual contributions would be his claim to living after his death. 
The generations that followed were wiser t han he in this regard, for 
they have come to see that the thing he sought can be found only 
partly where he searched soearnestly. But a seed was planted, and it 
remained for later generations to discover that the quest for personal 
integrity and meaning in life dare not become di vorced or withdrawn 
from living human relationships. The primary battles cannot be fought 
in fields of our own choosing, but must be fought in the field of 
which the enemy has taken possession. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the beginning of our study we recognized the value of exam-
ining Samuel Butler from the viewpoint of authoritarianism for a num-
ber of reasons. One of the most obvious was that Butler was personally 
and intimately involved in a struggle with authoritarianism all his 
life. Beginning with his father, broadening out to the church, ex-
panding further to include scientists, literary critics, musicians and 
artists, Butler was continually finding persons in authority with whom 
he must do battle. It would have been hard to find an individual who 
better personifies the various concerns that arise in a study of the 
authoritarian personality structure. Historically, Butler is important 
for a study of this kind because his reputation is based upon his dis-
tinctive role in a critical period of social development, and the most 
important ingredient of the period he helped to usher in was its chang-
ing attitude toward authority. 
Butler provides a special challenge for a study of this kind 
because of the 11Butler enigma." His reputation stands upon his being 
an iconoclast of authority, yet one has a haunting feeling that here 
was a man who was inwardly far less free from authoritarian systems 
than many another person who never heard there was a problem in the 
I 
area of authority. His biographers all sense an elusive quality 
about his personality, a hard-to-put-the-finger-on sort of character-
istic which leaves them feeling that they understand him--and yet again 
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t hey do not. It is this "Butler enigma" that has sparked the ques t 
and provided the stimulation for the research that has gone int o this 
i nvestigation. 
The express purpose of this disser tation, stated on the begin-
ning page, was "to study authoritarianism in the personality and relig-
ious experience of Samuel Butler." The primary scope was to "study the 
eff ects and influence of authoritar ianism upon the religious experience 
of a single individual. 11 
The proced1rre of the dissertation was to study the writings of 
Butler and various biographical so1rrces to determine his personality 
dynamics, the nature of his r e lationships and the character of his re-
ligious exper ience. These in t urn -..rere investigated for evidences of 
authoritarianism. The objective of this approach was to shmv the ways 
in which religious experience is related to, conditioned by, or pro-
ductive of authoritarian characteristics. 
The first step was to make a content analysis of The Way of All 
Flesh, Butler's autobiographical novel. This analysis was to determine 
his typical attitudes to persons of authority, persons on a peer level, 
persons of subordinate rank, and symbols of religious authority. A con-
tinuum of feelings ranging from love to hostility was used to analyze 
t he character of these relationships. Tabulations 1.vere made on the 
frequency of reference to areas of special interest which included money , 
music, literature and occupation. Particular attention was given to the 
self-conceptions of Ernest, the hero of the novel. 
The second principal instrument used for the analysis of Butler's 
personality structure was a scal e of twelve· criter ia compri sed of the 
characterist ics most corunonly f ound in authoritarian persons. This scale 
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was drawn from research literature on the authoritarian personality. 
The primary sources were the works of Fromm, Adorno and .l'1aslow. Butler's 
writings, as ,.,ell as biographical sources, were studied for evidences 
indicating the presence or absence of these characteristics in Butler. 
The third step was to isolate t he distinctive featt~es of But-
ler's religious experience. A study of Butler's writings revealed the 
areas of his greatest concern and frequently gave explicit expression to 
his religious conception. The outstanding characteristics of his re-
ligious conceptons and experience were compared for points of corre-
spondence with Butler's relationships and with his pattern of character 
structt~e . The crux of this study lay in finding t he ways in which 
Butler's religious experience, his relationships and his personality 
structure developed patt erns of similarity with each other. 
The content analysis proceeded on the assumption that Butler's 
relationships, feelings, interests, and self-conceptions were reproduced 
with reasonable faithfulness in Ernest. These are the principal results: 
(1) The great majority of Butler 's relationships revealed a high degree 
of hostility. (2) Hostility was greatest with persons in positions of 
authority, next with persons on a peer level, and lowest with those of 
subordinate rank. (3) The principal symbol for religious authority was 
the cht~ch toward which his feelings were predominately negative. 
(4) Money, a symbol of power and independence to Butler, was almost an 
obsessive concern, and reference to it occt~red with great frequency. 
(S) Self-conceptions were heavily permeated with feelings of weakness, 
guilt and self-deoreciation. Aft er a climactic turning point in his 
life there was a marked increase in positive self-conceptions. 
From the use of the twelve point criteria ten authoritarian charac-
teristics were found to be descriptive of Butler . They were as follows: 
(1) world-view perceived as t hreatening, (2) classifying persons in a 
hierarchy, (3) over-generalization of inferiority and superiority, 
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(h) strong desire for status, (5) hostility and hatred in relationships, 
(6) tendency to judge by externals, (7) use of a single scale of values, 
(8) exploitation of people , (9) strong intra-psychic conflict and guilt 
feelings and (10) intolerance of ambiguity. There was insufficient evi-
dence to include two items: (1) kindness identified vdth weakness and 
(2) sadistic when in dominant position, masochistic when in a submissive 
position. Butler's preference for male companions and his inability to 
have affectional relationships with women proved to be an integral part 
of his aut horitarian pattern, and indicated problems i n sexual identi-
fication . Emerging from this analysis was the finding that though But-
ler reached a high degree of intellectual maturity, his emotional life 
was marked with noticable immaturity . 
There were five areas in which Butler's religious experience 
vJas fotmd to have definite patterns of similarity with his personality 
structure and with the character of his relationships. Th~were ( 1) re-
jection of a transcendent God, (2) belief in an unknowable God, (3) hos-
tile attitude toward the church, (h) finding support in a teleological 
conception of life, and (5) compensating through a view of ilm1ortality 
which met his urgent need for recognition. 
The investigation now having been completed, we present the 
f ollowing conclusions: 
1 . Butler's personality structure shows a high degree of corre-
spondence with the authoritarian personality pattern as defined by the 
two best- recognized researchers in the field of authoritarianism, Erich 
Fromm and T. w. Adorno. In the twelve-point criteria with which Butler ' s 
writings were examined, it was found that ten of the criteria 
were descriptive of Butler. Earlier research in the field indicates 
that we should not ordinarilly expect to find all twelve items in any 
one individual. The implications of the finding that Butler might be 
described as having an authoritarian personality structure may be made 
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more clear by reviewing our definition of authoritarianism as 11 a form 
of personality organization in which an individual's psychic life is 
guided by an involvement with irrational authority." 
2. Butler was fo1md to have reversed the direction of his sado-
masochistic drive from the most prevalent arrangement in authoritarians, 
th11s giving him what might be described as a rebel syndrome. Instead 
of fitting into a "natural" arr angement of descending pmver, Butler 
directed his sadistic and aggressive drives against the persons he con-
ceived to be above him. This i s one of the factors that contribute 
to the Butler enigma. Thus we are confronted with a person whose 
personality characteristics in most respects -..rould lead us to ciassify 
him as "authoritarian," yet in one of the most crucial characteristics 
of the entire criteria "the compass is thrown askew." 
As is characteristic in the rebel syndrome, Butler was found to 
have a deeply repressed desire for submission to authority even though 
a powerfully deceptive camouflage , in the form of rebellion, had been 
thrown about it in his conscious behavior. The chief reason for 
reaching this conclusion was that Butler was never able to let go of 
the persons he rebelled against. If, after his rebellion, he had been 
able to pass on to a true independence, then even the noisiest kind of 
rebellion would still not have allowed us to classify him as a rebel. 
There -..ras overwhelming evidence that he had to have a f ather or father-
substitute against whom his rebellion might be directed. He never 
gave up against his father even though Butler was fifty-one years old 
when his father died. Into whatever field Butler stepped, and he 
stepped into many, he fotmd someone whom he felt his personal integrity 
demanded he oppose. It was from this fact that his r eputation as an 
iconoclast of authority was fixed. Our estimate of his personality 
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pattern is not changed by the fact that many of his criticisms of author-
ity were exceedingly penetrating, were devastating in their ability to 
probe weak spots in the institutions of authority and have been recogniz-
ed as valid and useful and have been incorporated into current social 
criticism. 
3. The pattern for most of Butler's behavior followed the form 
of his early home relationships, and especially was the relationship 
with his father the matrix which characterized the behavior for which 
he is most remembered. Butler's own description of himself was "the 
enfant terrible of science and literature". This was the hard core 
around which his conscious behavior was structured as he related to 
persons he conceived to be superior to himself. 
The main ingredients for the formula for this pattern, as it 
was compounded in the growing personality, might be stated in the 
following manner: a threatening and uncertain world particularly 
personified in a bullying father and an affectionate but betraying moth-
er, plus a desire for love, plus fear, shame, guilt and self-depre-
ciation, plus a strong drive for recognition and appreciation, plus 
a blocking off of affectional life equals an authoritarian rebel. 
It is not assumed that the ingredients were necessarily added in 
the order listed nor that this is a complete list of the elements 
that went into making the person that was Samuel Butler, but these 
seem to be important elements which are included because of their 
conspicuousness in the account of Butler's relation to his family. 
4. Butler had serious problems with his sexual identification 
so that a pattern of latent homosexuality characterizes his relation-
ships. He mistrusted and feared women, and his claustrophobic 
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obsession about marriage left an indelible stamp on all his relations 
wit h them. The only persons he allowed to become close to him were 
men, and then, with but one notable exception, they had to be highly 
ego-supporting and stand largely in his shadow. None of his more intim-
ate relationships with men were on an equalitarian basis. The one 
exception was Pauli before whom he acted somewhat awe-stricken. All 
the rest of his intimates allowed him to be the dominant party. 
From this summation of his relationships with both women and 
men it would be impossible to draw any conclusion other than that one 
of his deepseated problems lay in the difficulty he had in working 
out a clear pattern of sexual identification. Stated briefly, and 
recognizedly to simplify, his dilemma was that he rejected with all 
his being everything his father represented and he was desperately 
uncertain and mistrusting regarding his relationship to his mother. 
Where was he to find his pattern for identification? This was one 
of the things he spent his life searching f or. 
S. One of the important keys to understanding the 11Butler 
enigma" lies in the fact of his highly developed intellectual maturity 
in contrast with his poorly developed emotional life. This makes it 
possible for Butler to have a convincing "official" position which 
might be quite different from his actual position. This was Butler's 
most powerfully developed defense against recognizing his own deep 
weakness. It was also the thing which very likely made him a rebel 
all his life instead of permitting him to go forward to a true independ-
ence and personal integrity. The drive toward his own integrity was 
so great that it led him to sharpen and sharpen still more the wrong 
weapon for the battle he had to fight. So he tended more and more 
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to withdraw from his relationships, the area in which he had been damaged 
and the area in which the repairs must be made. Instead he retired to 
his rooms at Clifford's Inn and poured more energy into an intellectual 
analysis of his dilemma. As he sharpened and sharpened away, he be-
came a master of satire, a powerful logician, a penetrating analyst 
of authority's weakness, but he remained a failure in the essential 
business of becoming a human being. 
This appears to be one of the central findings regarding 
Butler's personality structure and the recognition of this key factor 
helps to make sense of almost all other aspects of his behavior. As 
was pointed out in Chapter VI it helps to explain much of his reli-
gious experience. Without this understanding much of it would remain 
an enigma still. 
6. The study of his relationships was a valuable means of 
understanding Butler's personality dynamics. If an investigator had 
tried to understand Butler from an attempt to decipher his words with-
out referring to his relationships, he would have been lost in a tangle 
of confusion. Butler abounds in contradictions, and inverted state-
ments. If one, for instance, tried to decipher his attitude toward 
God without taking into account the fact of his relationship with his 
father and all superiors he would be at hopeless odds in trying to 
account for Butler's seemingly glaring contradictions as he is 
appreciating his 11paper11 God, taunting his emotionally conceived one. 
Throughout the study a steady c.omparisort of . .' his relationships, both 
as revealed by himself and his biographers, helped to understand Butler 
in terms of a unified personality structure even with all the diverse 
streams that entered into his making. 
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1. Butler's religious experience showed a close correspondence 
to his relationships and his personality structure. The crux of the 
study came at the point in which this comparison was made. The next 
five findings will deal specifically with the areas of comparison 
among these three points of reference. 
8. The rejection of a transcendent God corresponds with 
Butler's "rebel" characteristic. Butler spent his life trying to 
demolish the authority powers from over his head. It is not surpris-
ing that he should make short order of a transcendent God. Butler 
came up with his 11 official11 version of God which was close to a 
pantheistic conception. 
The most startling fact about his experience of God was that 
he seemed to have two Gods. His intellectually conceived deity was no 
trouble to him, and provided a framework for holding all the facts 
of life in a meaningful and purposeful unity. In spite of banishing 
his father's tronscendent God, he continued to battle with him. This 
shows the closest possible correspondence with his human relationships 
and the personality structure of an authoritarian rebel. 
9. Butler argued for the unknowableness of God which fact 
seemed to reflect his moral revolt, a revolt which was always expressed 
more in spirit than in deed. The mechanism which apparently operated 
throughout Butler's religious experience was an attempt to immobilize 
any power which might threaten him from above. One of the reasons he 
felt the necessity of doing this was an element of moral revolt which 
was in keeping with the rebel aspect of his personality. He conceived 
a kind of God who for all practical purposes was removed from the day 
by day decisions of living. His spirit was that since God is unknowable 
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one had better live as if God does not exist. 
Yet for all Butler's 11 safe 11 God, he continued in numerous ways 
to act as if he had a God who was holding him accountable for his actions, 
one who was spying out his ways and seeking to exact obedience. Butler 
carried a deeply buried sense of guilt of which he was little conscious 
but which revealed itself in numerous ways and which corresponded close-
ly to his "unofficial" God against whom he reacted emotionally all his 
days. Butler's intellectual and emotional discrepancy speaks clearly 
of his known and his unknown God. 
10. Butler's relationship to the church was found to be 
patterned very much after his relation to all persons he conceived 
to be standing above him. The thing that stood out most noticeably 
was that he seemed almost steadily to be holding himself in opposi-
tion to the church. His objection was based on the church's claim to 
absolute knowledge and what was a bullying attitude. The distinct simi-
larity between his attitude toward the church and his father reveals 
that the two became almost inseparably intertwined in his emotional 
response to them. 
In his latter years a somewhat more mellowed attitude pre-
vailed and overtures of reconciliation were tentatively thrown out, 
but the basic feeling of his earlier rebellion never left him. His 
deep-seated dependency feeling was established in that he never washed 
his hands of the church and left it alone. He stayed in contact with 
it because of his need to oppose something. The church as a symbol 
of authority provided a relatively free medium onto which he could 
project his inner compulsion to oppose, so it remained a more constant 
receptacle of his hostile feelings than did many other authority 
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representatives who "enjoyed" a more seasonal attack from him. 
Since the church stood as a perennial symbol of authority and 
had an intimate relation to his father, his feeling toward it reflected 
his inverted sadomasochistic drive, mirroring this aspect of his person-
ality structure with startling clearness. 
It is possible that some of Butler's problem with the church 
lay also in its representation of the affectional side of life, although 
the conclusiveness of this finding is far less definite. The feeling 
of being trapped by ordination in the church was similar to his feeling 
of being trapped by his mother's sentimental affection, and his obse~ ~ 
ffive fear of being trapped by a woman in marriage. The aspect of his 
fleeing from affectional relationships and his relationship to the 
church would likely repay a fuller investigation. It would take quite 
intensive research to ferret out the elements of his flight from loving 
relationships, for the material is much more scarce. There is, however, 
in the writer a growing conviction arising from this research project 
that a valuable vein of understanding of the "authoritarian rebel" might 
grow from an investigation of the phenomena found in the flight from 
love. 
11. Even though Butler spent much of his energy in opposing 
religious authoritarianism, he gave the most creative years of his life 
to championing vigorously a teleological interpretation of life. His 
viewpoint was that life was purposeful and not simply mechanistic, as 
seemed to be implied in Darwin's theory of natural selection. It be-
comes somewhat difficult to know how much the development of Butler's 
creative concept of evolution grew out of a need to oppose the man who 
was at that time the "high priest" of science and how much was the 
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natural result of his life-long search for meaning. 
The idea of a God who is thoroughly identified with the creative 
life process and who is composed of the totality of life, yet possesses 
a single conscious soul, is Butler's theology in capsule form. Butler 
stoutly contends this is a more personal God than a theistic conception 
would be, yet he maintains that his God is completely unknowable. This 
suggests a correspondence between his God-concept and the tendency in 
his relationships to flee from the personal to the impersonal. 
Although this research has not been able to provide conclusive 
answers, the question must be raised how much the drive for teleologi-
cal interpretation of life grew out of Butler's longing for affectional 
relationships coupled with his obsessive flight from them when they 
came to him. This is to emphasize again the need for an intensive 
research into Butler's flight from love and his corresponding drive 
to work out idealistic intellectual answers. 
12. Butler was preoccupied with questions of death and immor-
tality. There seemed to be a definite linkage between the unrealized 
hopes of Butler's life and the kind of immortality he sought. 
Nowhere does there appear a dread or fear of death but a contin-
uous thinking of it as a transition in form of existence. The main 
features of Butler's concept of immortality (or more strictly, life 
after death) are that life continues in others, continues as a part 
of the whole though individuality is given up, and continues as un-
conscious but is remembered in God. 
If one should not continue living through descen 'ant s after 
death there is still the possibility of living in others because of 
one's work and influence. It was this latter to which Butler aspired 
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and it seems that his desire for recognition during his lifetime, which 
was apparent in many of his relationships, is reflected in his thinking 
on immortality. The tendency to flee from the personal to the imper-
sonal seems related to the continuation of life as a part of the whole 
but without individual consciousness. The drive for recognition finds 
its counterpart in continuing our lives by living in o~hers, and this 
seemed for Butler to be one of the most significant aspects of his be-
lief in life after death. Besides this, he put much more emphasis on 
the idea of continued living by virtue of influence rather than by par-
entage, which fact lends support to a direct connection with his own re-
lationship needs and personality structure. 
13. Areas for further exploration present themselves at the end 
of any project, arising from questions which research has stirred up 
but left unanswered. 
As suggested earlier, one becomes intrigued with a desire for 
a fuller understanding of Butler's longing for aff ec t ion yet his con-
sistent pattern of flight from loving relationships. This study ends 
with the feeling that hereis a rich and rewarding vein that is waiting 
for some investigator to put in the pick and mine it. This might un-
earth new understandings of the dynamics of many another misinterpreted 
"rebel" in life's enterprise. 
The writer of this research has felt that this intensive in-
vestigation of a single individual has been a needed and a rewarding 
step in the effort to understand the authoritarian personality as it 
manifests itself in relationships and in religious experience. lt is 
the hope that this study will forward the understanding of the "rebel" 
type of personality structure. Erich Fromm feels that the automaton 
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conformity type of authoritarian is on the increase in modern society 
and that this mechanism is very deadening to human values. In view 
of this fact, it would seem valuable if someone should take a repre-
sentative of this type of adjustment and give this personality 
structure a thorough and intensive investigation. This would be a 
valuable addition to the growing body of research on the authoritarian 
character structure. 
14. It would seem completely irreverent to close this study 
without a note of appreciation for Butler. In the process of a psycho-
logical analysis one gets the feeling of dismembering a living person, 
dissecting here and probing there and finally, gleefully announcing 
all the diseased tissue discovered in the process. This is far from the 
present mood. 
The final page comes with a feeling of deep privilege at having 
been permitted to share in some of the inner secrets of a sensitive, 
deeply-hurt member of the human family who was struggling with all his 
soul's intensity to find the answer to the riddle of his existence. 
Before his death he offered the hospitality of his inner life to any 
who wished to accept it. His invitation was accepted, and it is with 
reverence that one must take leave of the exciting months that have 
been spent in his presence. It was a time of asking questions, sharing 
in his witticisms and laughing with him as his eyes twinkle with humor; 
sympathetically feeling with him as he sits intently at his desk pour-
ing out on paper feelings he dare not express in his relationships for 
very fear of showing the dammed-up love and hate which surged so strong-
ly; aching with him as he flees from offers of love, yet longs in his 
heart for affection even while he runs; and wishing with all one's 
heart there were some way to help him unlock the answer that seemed 
always just out of his grasp. 
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At any rate Butler has achieved one more bit of the life after 
death he sought. No one can live for several months in the intimate 
company of Samuel Butler without carrying in him the rest of his earth-
ly days some part of this wistful, longin&seeking person. 
APPENDIX A 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF SAMUEL BUTLER 
Samuel Butler was born in Langar rectory on December 4, 1835, 
the oldest of the four children of Canon Thomas Butler and his wife, 
Fanny. When Samuel was eight years old he visited I taiy with his family 
and retained a lifelong interest in and love for the cotmtry and its 
people. 
From 1846 to 1854 he attended schools at Allesley and Shrews-
bury. In 1854 he entered St. John's College at Cambridge. In the 
closing years of his college, 1858 and 1859, he worked in a London par-
ish and prepared for ordination in the Church of England. 
When the time for ordination came he refused to be ordained. He 
entered into a bitter correspondence with his father over this decision. 
His father disapproved of everything Samuel suggested as an alternative 
career. Finally, through the mediation of Samuel 's mother, an agreement 
was reached, and Canon Butler consented to set Samuel up as a sheep 
farmer in New Zealand. He sailed for New Zealand in 1859. 
His enterprise paid out and he made good on the investment. But 
Butler was not satisfied just to be a sheep farmer. He was studying 
constantly. It was during this period he became attracted to the works 
of Charles Darwin, and he found in them a means of sharpening his criti-
cisms of Christianity. He became a frequent contributor to the New 
Zealand Press. 
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In 1863 he met Charles Paine Pauli with whom one of the most 
unusual of his relationships 1-Tas formed and continued over many years . 
The next year Butler rettiTned ~nth him to England and settled in Clif-
ford's Inn in London, where he remained for the rest of his life, except 
for his various trips to Italy and a few other places . 
His ambition -v1as to be a painter and he spent over ten years in 
intense study. Although he received some recognition and exhibited a 
time or two at the Royal Academy, notniqg much came of his painting. 
While at Heatherley's School of Art he met Miss Eliza Mary Ann Savage . 
This bec~ne one of the most important of all his relationships with 
women . She helped to provide some of the impetus for certain of his 
most important literary works, especially The Way of All Flesh. 
Butler began writing Erewhon , a utopian satire on Victorian Eng-
land, in 1870. It was published pseudonoymously and attracted quite 
favorable attention, although its sale was never large. His next work 
was The Fair Haven, a veiled satire on the miraculous element in religion. 
This work created a controversy in English life, much of it stemming 
from the fact that many people failed t o detect its satirical nature. 
After it was reprinted with an acknowledgement of its true authorship, 
Butler was anathema in both the religious and literary worlds. People 
could not be sure when he was serious and when he was jesting, and they 
decided it was safer to leave him strictly alone. 
Butler's extant correspondence with Miss Savage begins in 1871. 
This is a valuable SOliTce of information, reflecting the nature of many 
of his relationships. In 1872 he met "Madame" Lucie Dumas whom he kept 
as a mistress for twenty years. In the same year he began work on his 
novel , The V>Tay of All Flesh. 
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His mother died in 1873. Close to this time he inves t ed in t he 
companies of his banker friend, Hoare. Butler also influenced several 
of his friends to invest. The next year Hoare's companies collapsed. 
Butler went to Canada in 1874-7.5 trying to save lvhat he coul d of one of 
the companies. This loss threw him int o a period of fi nancial distress 
and he appeal ed t o his father for help. The father 's power t o help or 
hurt and his grudging and conditional assistance created a good bit of 
tension between the two of them. 
About this time, Butler gave up as an artist and turned his at-
tention wholeheartedly to literary forms of expre ssion. This ushered i n 
his deep involvement in the problem of evol ution . He viTote Life and 
Habit in 1876. This was the first of four books devoted to evolution-
ary concepts . His quarrel with Darwin dt~ing this period was intimate-
ly r elated to his interest in evolution. 
In 1876 Butler met Henry Festing Jones and formed the most com-
f ortable and l asting of all his adult friendships. 
From 1880 t o 1883 Butler rewrote The Way of All Flesh under the 
persistent encouragement of rUss Savage. He also t ook up the composing 
of music and became an ardent devo tee of Handel. 
Mi ss Savage died in 188.5. The death of his father a year later 
ended his money v.rorries and ·at last he achieved the financial independ-
ence f or which he longed . 
The l ast major enterprise of his life was translating the 
Odyssey, forming his Homerie theories and entering into the intensive 
labor of investigating the area he believed vms the locale of the 
Odyssey. 
• 
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Lucie Dumas died in 1892 and the next year Butler formed one of 
the most intense affectional relationships of his life with Hans Faesch, 
a young Swiss who was spending several years in England. 
Pauli died in 1897, 8nd his death brought to light, at least in 
part, the tmusual relationship that had existed betvmen Butler and 
Paul io 
In hi s f inal year , Butler wrote Erewhon Revisited, a sequel to 
his very first booK. Butler himself considered that this was a fitting 
climax to his life and work. He died June 18 , 1902 . It was his own 
hope that he woul d 11 live in people 11 more after his death than before . 
vii th the publication of The \,_fay of All Flesh i n 1903, his 1vish began 
to be fulfilled . 
.A.PPENDIX B 
SYNOPSIS OF THE \-JAY OF ALL FLESH 
The story of the Ponti.fex fami l y is narrated by Ed>vard Overton, 
t he hero's god. Slightl y over one hundred pages are spent in giving 
the background of tvro generations of Pontifexes . The autobiographical 
aspect of the novel begins ~dth the birth of Ernest, the first child of 
Theobald and Christina Pontifex. Theobald vias the rector of Battersby, 
a rural parish of four hundred to five hundred inhabitants . 
From his early years Ernest had feelings of mi ngled fear and 
hostility to;.;ard his father . Ernest was sure that his father never 
liked children, and that he would have preferred to have had them born 
full-groim . Ernest lived Hi. th the constant feeling that nothing he did 
ever pleased his father . His mother a lso displayed a disapproving 
spirit, but she often used effusive demonstrations of affection to gain 
his confessions, Hhereupon she would betray his confidence and turn him 
over to Theobald for punishment. The child lived ;.rrth his parents 
never sure even in the most peaceful mom9nts 'lvhen a storm of disapproval 
might break. 
Ernes t had a brother a.nd sister, Joey and Charlotte . There was 
alHays a good bit of hostility expressed among t hem. Ernest felt that 
both of them tended to side 1ori. th the parents against him. 
~·.Jhen Ernest was twelve years old he went to school at R01.tgh-
borough under the famous Dr. Skinner. Fear and hostility characterized 
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most of his relationships •nth his pompous headmaster. Ernest found 
himself avoiding contact Hith the more prominent boys and associating 
1-lith the ones of l esser reputation . With the latter he got along quite 
well . \tJhile he ~ras at school his aunt Ale thea took an interest in him. 
She moved to Roughborough to be near him and helped him gain some con-
fidence in himself . She died before he had finished school, but she 
secretly made provision, through Edward Overton, that her estate was 
to be given to Ernest only after he had proved himself able to use 
money wisely. His aunt Alethea -v;as the on1y adult that Ernest felt had 
treated him kindly in his boyhood, and she was the only one for whom he 
had kindly feeling. 
His days at Cambridge ~rere among Ernest's happiest ones . For 
the first time he lived in an atmosphere that ~~s relatively free from 
the scrutiny of his elders. This was broken only occasionally by 
skirmishes with his father either by letters or on visits home. 
In the latter part of his work at Cambridge he began his study 
for ordination. He took for granted that this was what he should de , 
although he had little enthusiasm for it. 
\.Ji th his ordination he entered the curacy of a large London 
parish. He came into close association with a fellow curate, Pryer , 
who did most of Ernest ' s thinking for him. Wi th a scheme of founding 
a College of Spiritual Pathology, Pryer managed to get Ernest to part 
with five thousand polmds that his grandfather had left him. Ernest 'c 
gullibility was extreme •v-hen he was confronted v-Ti th a person who seemed 
reasonably kihdly toward him. 
Ernest had feelings of failure and dissatisfaction in his church 
work. He moved into a poor section of the parish in hopes that he could 
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est ablish closer relations tdth the poor . This seemed to help not in 
the least. In desper ation he was trying to force himself to call on 
the people in his own building. Unknowingly he had called on an at-
tractive prostitut~ when his college idol, Towneley, came bounding in. 
Totmeley was startled to see his friend and as Ernest stumbled red-faced 
from the room he heard the ·hearty laughter of Towneley ringing after 
him. Flinging his Bible into a corner Ernest >..rent to visit another 
girl in the house >..rhom he supposed vJas also a prostitute . The startled 
girl fled in a panic to the street. Through svdft-moving events Ernest 
1-;as placed in prison for six months . 
Ernest considered this the tl~ning point in his life. It pro-
vided a definite br$aking point with his parents, for their instant re-
action was to have nothing more to do with him. However, they soon 
relented from this position. Ernest knew he could no longer be a 
clergyman and he felt great relief at this. He finally 1-vas able to ad-
mit hotv much he detested his life as a minister. It marked the begin-
ning of a greater spirit of self-reliance and self-confidence . 
Overton ·assisted 1rnest in his transition to civilian life again. 
Shortly after his release and after spending discouraging days trying 
to find work, Ernest met Ellen, a woman whom he remembered as a very 
pretty girl who had been a servant in their home while he was in school . 
Before long they were married and Erhest set himself up as a dealer in 
second-hand clothes. Their business moved steadily forward until it 
seemed Ernest was going t o have a r easonable living for a working man. 
Two children were born to Ernest and Ellen. Before long Ellen began 
drinking and taking money from the business. Ernest did not recognize 
what was happening and believed her stories about being sick. Finally, 
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1~th the business gone and their home disintegrating, Ernes t discovered 
t hat Ellen was sti ll marr ied to someone else , so he was released from 
an intolerable situation . The children wer e left in the care of a 
wholesome-appearing young couple who had a family of their own. 
After a period of uncertainty and an effort to regain his 
health, Ernest assumed the responsibility of managing part of Overton ' s 
financial affairs . In reality he was managing the estate his aunt 
Alethea left him, but did not knovl it. In time the estate, which amount-
ed t o over seventy thousand pounds , was ttiTned over to him and he was 
assliTed of an independent income . 
Shortly arter this he was called home, as his mother was dying . 
He startled them all by his prosperous appearance . He established the 
fact that he was now free from his family and they could hurt him no 
more . He continued on reasonably friendly t erms with his father until 
t he latter 1 s death. 
Ernest turned to literature and was repeatedly unsuccessful in 
getting his work published. He i nsisted, however , that he would '\o.l!'ite 
what he wanted rather than something just to please others . He 1-rould 
cater to no one . He lived quietly, had simple tastes , and moved within 
a smal l circl e of friends . He knew full well that his 01-m generation 
did not appreciate him, but he was not gr eatly worried about this . He 
expected that future generations would recognize him, and it was for 
them he wrote . 
APPENDIX C 
THE BENEVOLENT AUTOCRAT 
The discrepancy between Mrs. Garnett's and Samuel Butler's view 
of Canon Butler finds illumination in current research on the benevolent 
autocrat. Until very recently much research was based on the assump-
tion that all leadership could be placed on a continuum, the three prin-
cipal differential points being autocratic, democratic and laissez-
faire . l A fourth important point has been identified with the individ-
ual who is referred to as the benevolent autocrat and \vho v-muld be 
located on the continuum between the autocratic and the democratic 
position. 
The benevolent autocrat is described as a person 'Whose 11 offi ... -
daJ!' position appears to be democratic. A statement of his goals and 
purposes would reveal a person with democratic ideals . Paper and 
pencil tests of attitudes would indicate he was altruistic and con-
cerned for the welfare of others . A careful study of his actual be-
havior, ho•rever, reveals a person who is essentially autocratic . He 
has a fundamental need to dominate others . It is within his actual 
relationships rather than his idealized positions that this need comes 
to light. Prel~d.nary estimates have suggested that 68-70% of all 
American leadership is of this type.2 
lRonald Lippit and Ralph White, loc. cit. 
2rnformation on the benevolent autocrat was dra•m largely from 
a conference with Walter Holcomb, Associate Professor of Religious Ed-
ucation, Boston University School of Theology. 
2'13 
This sketch on the character pattern of the benevolent autocrat 
certainly gives some indication of how it might have been possible for 
Samuel Butler and Mrs. Garnett to have seen Canon Butler from lll'llch · dif-
f erent perspectives and each of them to have been right if one considers 
t he different bases from which they were viewing him. 
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AUTHORITARIANISM IN THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SAMUEL BUTLER 
(Publication no . ) 
Virgil Victor Brallier, Ph. D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1957 
Major Professor: Professor Paul E. Johnson 
This dissertation seeks to enter into the personality and re-
ligious experience of Samuel Butler as intimately as possible in order 
to understand the operation of authoritarianism in a single individual . 
Butler was chosen for study because of the controversial and deeply in-
valved part he played in the transition from Victorianism to modernism. 
Butler has been an enigma because his >-Jri tings reveal a man i.J"ho saw 
through many of the weaknesses of authority, yet apparently without 
achieving the emancipation his writings suggest. 
The procedttre is fundamentally a psychoanalytic interpretation 
of Butler through a study of his writings and biographical sources. 
The objective of this approach is to show the ways in which religious 
experience is related to , conditioned by, or productive of authoritarian 
personality characteristics. 
The first step is a content analysis of Butler's autobiographical 
novel, The Way of All Flesh. This analysis is to determine his attitudes 
to persons of authority, persons on a peer level, persons of subordinate 
rank and sJ~bols of religious authority. A cohtinuum of feelings rang-
i ng from l ove to hostility reveal t he character of these relationships . 
One of the most striking facts is the l arge amount of hostil ity entering 
his relat ionshi ps , especially i\Tith persons he concei>res as superior to 
himself. His ear ly self-conceptions are permeated with self-deprecia ting 
feelings . Later more positive feelings emerge. 
A second principal instruJnent used in analysing Butler 1 s char-
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acter structure is a scale of twel ve criteria comprised of the charac-
teristics mo s t cormnonl y fotmd i n authoritarian persons . Ten of the 
criteria are descriptive of Butler. Some of the most prominent are his 
tendency to hol d a threatening world- view, classifying persons in a 
hierarchy, s trongl y desiring status, manifes ting hostility i n relation ... 
ships, using a single scale of vaLles , a disguised expl oitation of his 
closest friends , and an intolerance of ambiguity in al l situations in-
vo l ving him emotionally. 
The crux of the study lies i n exploring the correspondences 
between Butl er 's religious experience , the charac t er of his relation-
ships and his personality structure . All the main features of his 
religious concepts and experience show striking similarities with hi s 
personality structure and with his relationships . 
The most salient conclusions dra~m from this study are as fo l-
l ows: ( l) Butler 's personality struc t ure shovlS striki ng correspondence 
with the aut hori tarian character structure as defined by the best-recog-. 
nized r esearchers in the field. (2) Butler reversed the direction of 
his sadomasochistic drive from t he patt ern most prevalent in authori-
tari ans , thus giving him wha t might be described as a rebel syndrome . 
Overt sa dis tic aggression . v-ra s directed t o1rrard those in superior positions. 
The att itude t owar d his father :orovided the patt ern f or his relations 
1-Jith s uperiors . (J) Butler seemed to have problems -vrith his sexual 
identification. Hi s closest relationshi_s were with peer-level mal es 
1-1ho -vrere subord~ nates for all practical ptiTf'oses. He never sustained 
affectional relationshi ps with wo men . ( 4) The contrast betvl8en his 
highl y developed intellectual mattrri ty and his poorly developed emotional 
life prov.i.des one of the most impor tant keys t o unders t anding the Butler 
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enigma. (5) Butler argued f or t he unknowableness of God , rejecting any 
co ncept of transcendence. Tnis corresponds w~th his rebel character-
istic . (6) Butler's hostile relations hip to the church was patterned 
after his relationships with all persons he concei ved to be above him. 
( 7) Butler sought a religious orientation through a teleological inter-
pretation of life even though rejecting religious authoritarianism. 
(8) TI1ere seems to be a definite linkage between the unrealized hopes 
of Butler's life ~md the kind of immortaH ty he sought, indicating 
elements of compensation arising from his drive for recognition. ( 9) An 
area calling f or further exploration is Butl er 's longing for affection 
coupled v-rith his consistent fli ght from lo·ving relationships . 
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
Virgil v. Brallier was 
born in La Belle, Florida, 
May 25, 1915. He was the 
third of the four children of 
George H. and Eva M. Brallier . 
When he ;.ras three his parents 
moved 11back11 to Iowa. The rest 
of his early life was spent on 
an Iowa farm. His father and 
mother both served as "free-
ministers'" in the Church of the 
Brethren. 
After graduating from 
Laurens High School Virgil went to McPherson College in Kansas for one 
year. 
In 1939 two important decisions were made . He accepted the 
call of his home church to enter the ministry. He married Marie 
Esther Woodie of Dayton, Ohio. 
College work was rest~ed at McPherson . During this time he 
served a student pastorate in Wichita, Kansas and two summer pastor -
ates at Aline, Oklahoma. 
Theological training was taken at Bethany Bi blical Seminary in 
Chicago. Concurrent with the last two years of seminary work he served 
as chaplain in two Chicago hospitals, Bethany Hospital and Cook County 
Hospital. 
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vJhile in Chicago two children were born, Stanley (1943) and 
Stephen ( 194.5) . Later Gary ( 19.51) and Donna Marie ( 19.54) joined the 
Brallier family. 
Upon graduation from seminary in 194.5 he was called to the pas-
torate of the ChtU'ch of the Brethren in Brownsville, 1'1aryland. This was 
a large rtU'ally situated parish, but one in which most of the people 
were employed in industries in nearby cities. After serving here three 
years he accepted the call to the ChtU'ch of the Brethren in Waynesboro, 
Virginia . This was an industrial community, and almost from the begin-
ning there was a heavy demand for pastoral cotmseling in the parish. 
After five years of strug~ling to mee t the need and a gro~nng 
realization t hat a much greater knowledge of the dynamics of human be-
havior was needed, the decision was reached to take graduate work in 
counseling. After surveying the offerings in a number of schools Bos-
ton University was chosen. He was accepted as a candidate for the 
Th. D. in Practical Theology and began work in the fall of 19.53 . 
At the same time he entered the pastorate of the Maple~rood 
Congregational ChtU'ch in Malden , Massachusetts. After serving nearly 
fotU' years in this church, going as delegate to two General Council 
meetings, and participating actively in eongregational affairs, the de-
cision was made to transfer his ministerial standing to the Congrega-
tional Christian Churches . This was consumated early in 19.57. 
In 19.54, after one year of work on the Th. D. program, appli-
cation was made to become a candidate for the Ph. D. degree. This ~1as 
accepted and work has continued on this program until the present time. 
